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PREFACE
Tms book is intended as a guide to the appreciation of the earliest
phoneticians. Whitney's pioneer expositions of certain of our
sources some eighty years ago are acknowledged in the introductory chapter; but a general reinterpretation has now long been
overdue, and this fact is in itself suggestive of the remarkable quality
of the Indian texts. For it implies that they display a level of phonetic
discourse beyond the full comprehension of Whitney and his contemporaries, such as only the advances of the late nineteenth and
the twentieth centuries enable us to appreciate today. The recognition that analyses so advanced in their technique should have been
evolved at so early a date 'may well inspire a salutary scientific
humility, and it would be at once arrogant and pessimistic not to
expect that a reinterpretation will again be necessary in another
eighty years-or even eight.
I am grateful to Professor J. R. Firth for the encouraging interest
he has shown at all stages in the progress of this work, and no less
for his constructive suggestions; and I am happy to acknowledge
the researches of Dr. Siddheshwar Varma, the stimulus of whose
published work has been augmented for me by the background of
his personal association with Professor Firth over twenty years
ago-an association which has led, in the light of contemporary
linguistics, to a fuller realization of the wealth that lies in the
ancient treatises. My thanks are also due to Professor J. Brough,
who read the work in manuscript and made a number of helpful
criticisms, and to Mr. C. A. Rylands and Mr. R. H. Robins, who
generously undertook to read the whole of the proofs during my
absence in India.
Finally I acknowledge the generosity shown by the authorities
of the School of Oriental and African Studies in providing a full
subvention for the publication of this work.
W. S. ALLEN
DEPARTMENT OF PHONETICS AND LINGUISTICS
SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL AND AFRICAN STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
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Apisali-Sik$ii (Ap. s.)
Ed. Raghu Vira, JVS i. 2, 1934, pp. 225 ff.
Atharva-Priitisiikhya (AP) ( = Saunakiyii Caturiidhyiiyikii)
Ed. and trsl. W. D. Whitney, JAOS vii. 333 ff.
Atharva-Priitisiikhya (Seep. 5, n. 1)
•Ed. and trsl. S. K. Shastri. Lahore, 1939
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Ed. and trsl. S. Chandra Vasu. Allahabad, 1891-7
Ed. 0. Bohtlingk. Bonn, 1839-40
Trsl. L. Renou (Fasc. I, Adhyiiya, i-iii). Paris, 1948
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Ed. and trsl. A. Weber, Indische Studien, iv, 1858, pp. 345-71
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Calcutta, 1938
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•With the commentary of Haliiyudha, ed. V. N. Shastri (Bibl. Indica).
Calcutta, 1874
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IJ.k-Priitisiikhya (RP)
With the commentary of Uvata.
•Ed. and trsl. M. D. Shastri. Allahabad, 1931, Lahore, 1937
With extracts from Uvata.
Ed. and trsl. F. Max Miiller = Rig-Veda, vol. i, pp. i-cccxcv.
Leipzig, 1856
Ed. and trsl. Regnier, Journal Asiatique, V serie, vols. vii-xii
IJ.ktantravyiikara1Jll (RT)
•Ed. S. K. Shastri. Lahore, 1933
Ed. A. C. Burnell. Mangalore, 1879
Saisiriya-Sik$ii
Ed. T. Chowdhury, JVS ii. 2, 1935, pp. 197 ff.
Sarvasmrzmata-Sik$ii
Ed. and trsl. A. 0. Franke. Gottingen, 1886
Sik$ii-Smrzgraha (SS)
A Collection of Sik$iiS by Yiijnavalkya and others, ed. Yugalakisora
Vyiisa (Benares Skt. Series), Benares, 1893
Taittiriya-Priitisiikhya ( TP)
With the Tribhii$yaratna.
•Ed. and trsl. W. D. Whitney, JAOS ix, 1871
Ed. Riijendraliila Mitra (Bibliotheca Indica), Calcutta, 1872
With the Padakramasadana of Miihi!?eya.
Ed. V. V. Sharma. Madras, 1930
With the commentaries of Somayiirya and Giirgya Gopiilayajvan.
Ed. K. Rangacharya and R. S. Sastri (Bibl. Sansk. 33). Mysore, 1906
Upalekha
Ed. and trsl. W. Pertsch. Berlin, 1854
Viijasaneyi-Priitisiikhya or Kiityiiyaniya-Priit. (VP)
With the commentaries of Uvata and Anantabhatta.
•Ed. V. V. Sharma. Madras, 1934
With extracts from the commentaries.
Ed. and trsl. A. Weber, Indische Studien, iv, 1858, pp. 65-171, 177331

Van;iapatalam
The PariSi$fas of the Athan;aveda, xlvii, ed. Bolling and Negelein.
Leipzig, 1909-10'
Vyasa-Sik$ii ( V S)
•H. Liiders, Die Vyiisa-Sik$ii. Gottingen, 1894
Ed. V. V. Sharma. Madras, 1929
Ed. K. V. Siistri (Grantha text). Tiruvadi, 1908

INTRODUCTION
o.o. The Grammatical Achievement
IN the sphere of grammar it is a gratifying custom of present-day
linguists to pay lip-service to the greatest of descriptive grammarians, the ancient Indian PaJ)ini: and it was an eloquent tribute
to his achievement that one of the great linguists of our own time
should write:
lndo-European comparative grammar had (and has) at its service only
one complete description of a language, the grammar of PaI).ini. For all
other Indo-European languages it had only the traditional grammars of
Greek and Latin, wofully incomplete and unsystematic .... For no language of the past have we a record comparable to PaI).ini's record of his
mother tongue, nor is it likely that any language spoken today will be so
perfectly recorded. 1

But in spite of the invaluable translations of his work by Bi:.ihtlingk
and now by Renou, unless the linguist is himself also a Sanskritist
there are insuperable difficulties in the way of a full appreciation
of PaJ)ini's achievement; and even for the Sanskritist a complete
understanding is not easily attained-again to quote Bloomfield,
Even with the many commentaries that we possess ... several lifetimes
of work will have to be spent upon PaI).ini before we have a conveniently
usable exposition of the language which he recorded for all time.

It is indeed in the extent of the interpretative material, some of
which has itself attained to a canonical status, that we find striking
evidence of the honour accorded to the great grammarian in his
own land. 2 But this profusion of commentaries also bears witness
to the difficulties of PaJ)ini's technique: composed with an algebraic
condensation, his work is a linguist's and not a language-teacher's
grammar, and for the more pedestrian purpose of teaching Sanskrit
rewriting was a practical necessity, thus giving rise to further
grammatical hierarchies descending to a miscellany of schoolgrammars of recent date.3 It has been calculated that there are in
existence over a thousand different Sanskrit works on Sanskrit
L. Bloomfield, Language, v. 270 ff.
In the Pradipoddyota of Nagoji Bhatta, written some two thousand years
after Pary.ini's A~tiidhyiiyi, we have a sub-commentary of no less than the fourth
degree.
3 e.g. Ramacandra's Prakriyiikaumudi> Bhattoji Dik~ita's Siddhiintakaumudi> Varadaraja's Laghukaumudi.
1
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grammar, r all inspired, directly or indirectly, by Pai:iini's model:
beside such a concourse the thousand manuscripts of Priscian's
Latin Grammar, 2 the pride of our western tradition, are but a drop
in the grammatical ocean. We have also to remember that Pal).ini
himself acknowledges a number of predecessors, whose work,
except for fragmentary citations, has been lost to us-Burnell has
listed by name no less than sixty-eight of these pre-Pal).inean
grammarians ;3 well might the medieval philosopher Kumarila
remark,
We cannot think of any point of time totally devoid of some work or
other dealing with the grammatical rules treating of the different kinds
of roots and affixes. 4

But commendable as the cause may be, the non-Sanskritist can
hardly be expected to acquire the grammar of Sanskrit-for which
the Indian tradition prescribes twelve years' study-to the sole
end that he may more fully appreciate the work of the 'linguistic
Homer',s or of later 'grammatical saints'. 6
In phonetics, we all too rarely look back beyond the great names
of the nineteenth century-Henry Sweet, A. J. Ellis, Alexander
Melville Bell-except occasionally to honour a few lonely and halfforgotten figures of the immediately preceding centuries. 7 We
justify some of our more grotesque and inadequate terminology
(e.g. 'tenuis' and 'media') 8 by tracing it back to the Latin grammarians, sometimes as far as Dionysius Thrax or even Aristotle:
but generally speaking the expressions of ancient phonetic thought
in the west have little to repay our attention or deserve our respect,
whereas Indian sources as ancient and even more ancient are
infinitely more rewarding. And in this field the linguist is fortunately in a more advantageous position to appreciate the ancient
achievement, in that the acquisition of a working knowledge of the
Sanskrit sound-system demands no very considerable labour, and
in so far as there is a basis for general phonetic discussion which
there is not for 'general grammar'. 9
1 Belvalkar, Systems of Sanskrit Grammar, p. I.
• Cf. Sandys, History of Classical Scholarship, i. 259.
3 The Aindra School of Sanskrit Grammarians, pp. 32 f.
4 Tantravtirttika, trsl. Ganganatha Jha, p. 306.
5 P. Thieme, Ptit;iini and the Veda, p. 95.
6 Goldstiicker, Ptit;iini, p. 52 (of Kiityiiyana and Pataiijali).
7 Cf. D. Abercrombie, 'Forgotten Phoneticians', TPS 1948, pp. I ff.
8 See funher 1.120 below.
9 Cf. Vendryes, BSL xiii. 8 f.
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The Indian Influence on Western Phonetics

Moreover the link between the ancient Indian and the modern
Western schools of linguistics is considerably closer in phonetics
than in grammar. For whilst Piil).inean techniques are only just
beginning to banish the incubus of Latin grammar, our phonetic
categories and terminology owe more than is perhaps generally
realized to the influence of the Sanskrit phoneticians. The impact
of Sir William Jones's 'discovery' of Sanskrit on the course of
Western linguistics is well known; but Jones, apart from his knowledge of the Sanskrit language, was also acquainted with the traditional statements of its sound-system: in his 'Dissertation on the
Orthography of Asiatic words in Roman Letters' the whole order
of treatment and descriptive technique is clearly based on Indian
models. In a paper on 'The English School of Phonetics' 1 Professor J. R. Firth has said of this great orientalist,
Without the Indian grammarians and phoneticians whom he introduced
and recommended to us, it is difficult to imagine our nineteenth century
school of phonetics. 2

The influence of the Indian works on the phonetic views of
William Dwight Whitney may be clearly seen in the discussions
published in the Journal of the American Oriental Society during
the years 1862-6, subsequent upon the appearance of Lepsius's
Standard Alphabet ;3 and we have the feeling that without their
teaching Whitney might not have been in a position to express selfrighteous indignation against that other country from which he
had learnt so muchIt is really amazing how some of the most able physiologists and philologists of that nation (i.e. Germany) have blundered over the simple and
seemingly obvious distinction between ans and a z, anj and a v, a p and
a b, etc. 4

The 'seemingly obvious' distinction of voiced and voiceless here
TPS 1946, pp. 92 ff.
It is remarkable that a German study of the English School should fail to
make any reference whatever to the Indian influence (H. Raudnitzky, Die BellSweetsche Schule: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der englischen Phonetik, Marburg
19II).
3 'A Standard Alphabet for reducing Unwritten Languages and Foreign Graphic
Systems to a Uniform Orthography in European Letters' (London, 1885).
4 JAOS vii. 313. Cf. Trans. Am. Phil. Assoc., 1877, pp. 41 ff.
I
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referred to was subsequently recognized by Lepsius as 'derived
from the Sanskrit grammarians'. 1
In Ensland the Indian influence is evident in the work of A. J.
Ellis, especially in Part IV of his Early English Pronunciation,
where frequent references are made to Whitney's translations of
the ancient works and also to his own observations on the speech
of latter-day pandits. He displays on occasion a fuller appreciation
of the ancient statements than Whitney had done, and generously
remarks on their descriptions of 'voiced h', 2
The wonder is, not that they should be indistinct, but that they should
have been so much more distinct than the host of European grammarians
and orthoepists who succeeded them.

As yet, however, the linguist cannot survey the Iridian phonetic
achievement without undertaking an extensive course ofreading,
of which only a certain proportion will be relevant to his purpose ;
and on the other hand, without having viewed the overall framework of the Indian analysis he can hardly assess individual descriptions. The principal works have been translated and commented
upon (so far as the phonetic climate of the translator's environment
permitted) by such Western scholars as Whitney, Weber, Regnier,
and Max Muller, and more recently by Indian scholars amongst
whom may be especially mentioned M. D. Shastri, S. K. Shastri,
and M. Ghosh. An interesting selection of special problems has
been discussed in detail by· Siddheshwar Varma in his Critical
Studies in the Phonetic Observations of Indian Grammarians. The
present study aims at presenting a systematic account of Indian
phonetic doctrine so far as it appears to possess more than purely
Sanskritic interest. Where Western antiquity provides any particularly striking parallels or contrasts, some account of these has
been given with a view to the comparative evaluation of the Indian
statements. Occasional discussions related to later Indo-Aryan
developments have been inevitable in establishing a control for
the pronunciations described in the treatises.
0.2.

The Sources

Of the works themselves it will be sufficient to note that they
fall into two main categories, the Priitisiikhyas and the Sileyiis.
' JAOS viii. 344.
2 See further 1.120. below.
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The former are phonetic treatises relating to the pronunciation of
the four Vedas, namely:
IJ.g- Veda
- IJ.k-Pratisakhya
Sama- Veda
- IJ.k-tantra-vyakarm:za
Yajur-Veda
Taittirlya-Pratisakhya
Black
{
White
,,
- Vajasaneyi- or
Katyayanlya-Pratisakhya
Atharva-Veda
- Atharva-Pratisakhya. 1

The Sik~as on the other hand are, with some exceptions, less
specifically related to a particular Veda, but in many cases supplement the teaching of the Pratisakhyas. 2 Whilst it is likely that the
Pratisakhyas are based on an early Sik~a (such as that referred to
in the Taittiriya AraI).yaka),3 our extant texts of the latter appear
to be of later date than the former: the most important of them,
the so-called Patzinlya-Sik~a, is sometimes claimed as the original
Sik~a and in consequence put back to a very early date: but this,
as also its attribution to PaI).ini, is highly doubtful. 4 Varma places
the Pratisakhyas in the period 500-150 B.c. and the extinct Sik~a
literature between 800 and 500 B.c. 5 It is significant that one at
least of the extant Sik~as contains the admission,
If Sik~ii and Priitisiikhya are found at variance, the Sik~ii is said to be
the less authoritative, as the deer is weaker than the lion. 6

Apart from these specifically phonetic works, numerous statements on phonetic matters are to be found in the grammatical
works, more especially in PaI).ini's A~tadhyayl and Patafijali's
1 As Whitney himself has admitted, the text which he has edited and translated under this title is probably not the AP, and so should strictly be known by
the title which it bears, viz. Saunakiyii Caturiidhyiiyikii. Nevertheless, the AP,
if such it be (ed. S. K. Shastri, N. B. V. Shastri). contains almost nothing of
general interest, and for present purposes the title AP may be retained without
disadvantage to refer to Whitney's edition.
2 Cf. Kielhorn, Ind. Antiq. v. 141-4, 193-200 (esp. p. 199).
.
3 VII. ii. 1, orµ iikfiirµ vyiikhyiisyiimaf:z. The subjects of the Sik~a are given as
var~af:z ('sound-unit'), svaraf:z ('tone'), miitrii ('quantity') balam: siima sarµtiinaf:z.
Sayai:ia interprets balam as 'degree of buccal closure' (cf. 1. 1 1. below), siima as
'tempo' and sarµtiinaf:z as 'junction'.
Cf. Sten Konow, Acta Orientalia, XIX. iv, 1943, p. 295.
4 Cf. Thieme, op. cit., p. 86 n.
5 Op. cit., Introd.
6 Sarvasarµmata-Sik$ii, ed. Franke, 49,
sik$ii ea priitisiikhyarµ ea virudhyete parasparam
iik§aiva durbalety iihuf:z sirµhasyaiva mrgi yathii.
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Mahiibhiifya; and it is evident that in India, unlike Europe, gram-

matical writers availed themselves of the best professional phonetic
advice. 1 In such ancient and non-technical works as the BrahmaJ).as, Aral).yakas, and U pani!}ads we find a familiarity with
various phonetic categories, e.g. 'articulator', 'place of articulation', 'stop', 'fricative', 'semivowel', 'vowel', and 'voice' (in its
technical connotation) ;2 and in the White Yajur-Veda there appear
in an anatomical list various features which belong to the structure
of articulatory and not of general physiological analysis, 3 e.g. 'teethrims', 'alveoli', 4 and parts of the tongue, of which the tip is appropriately associated with Sarasvati, the goddess of speech. 5
The aphorisms of the phonetic works are at once prescriptive
and descriptive. Their avowed purpose is to preserve the oral
tradition of the sacred texts: to this end the direst penalties are
threatened for mispronunciation, including descent to the hell of
Kumbhipaka ;6 the competent pupil, on the other hand, is encouraged by verses such as that which closes the TPHe who knows the distinctions of tone and length may go and sit with
the professors. 7

-a felicity which the commentator interprets as applying not only
in this world but also in the next. However, the authors of our
treatises were clearly phoneticians rather than priests, and a scientific curiosity, coupled with keen audition and an effective methodology, led to descriptions which must surely have transcended their
original terms of reference.
Nor are the accounts of the various authors identical; we find
considerable divergences of pronunciation as between one treatise
and the next, and we may surmise that these disagreements in
many cases reflect actual dialectal features corresponding to the
location of the several Siikhas or Vedic schools. In such matters
there is a singular lack of religious dogmatism, and the authors
1 Patafijali (Mbh. r. ii. 1, on Pti1) r. ii. 32, Kielhorn, i. 208) makes the important
point that the study of grammar presupposes adequate phonetic education.
2 e.g. Gopatha Br. i. 24 (sthtintinupradana-kara1)am); Ait. Ar. m. ii. 1,
Chand. Up. n. xxii. 3-5 (sparsa, ii~man, antasthti, svara, gho~avat). Cf. Liebich,
Einfiihrung in die ind. einheimische Sprachwissenschaft, ii. 9; Wel:ier, Ind. St. iv.
75 n.
3 Cf. Hjelmslev, Omkring Sprogteoriens Grund/regge/se, p. 51.
4 On these terms see further 2.03 below.
5 vs xxv. 1.
6 Parasari S. (SS., p. 65).
7 xxiv. 6. svara-mtitra-vibhtiga-jiio gacched actirya-sarµsadam.
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refer to each other's opinions in a commendably objective manner.
Certain pronunciations, however, are generally recognized as
faulty, and lists of such faults (e.g. in chap. xiv of the RP) are
hardly less interesting than the details of the approved pronunciation.
The Pratisakhyas have received the attentions of various later
commentators. In so far as these are the bearers of a continuous
tradition, they are able to augment and elucidate the laconic
brevity of the aphorisms: unfortunately, however, the main stream
of the tradition seems in many cases to have been lost, and the
commentaries that we possess have a habit of wrapping the obvious
in obscurity instead of casting light on the numerous difficulties.
Moreover, it is clear that the intellectual climate of phonetic study
had undergone a marked deterioration between the time when the
treatises were composed and the .time of our commentaries. In
general we may say that Henry Sweet takes over where the Indian
treatises leave off-though in some matters even Sweet could have
learnt from them: and a recent study of a modern Indo-Aryan
language has successfully shown that many of the ancient descriptive techniques can still be employed to advantage. 1 These early
phoneticians speak in fact to the twentieth century rather than to
the Middle Ages or even the mid-nineteenth century, and many a
statement which the commentators and even Whitney or Max
Mi.iller have failed to comprehend makes immediate sense to the
phonetician today. The one outstanding exception to the general
mediocrity of the Indian commentators is Uvata, whose interpretations of the RP and of the VP reveal an enlightened and enlightening approach to a variety of phonetic topics.

0.3. The Sanskrit Alphabet
Whilst the statements with which we shall be concerned are of
wide phonetic interest, even the most general of them are of course
based on the description of a particular language, namely Sanskrit.
On p. 20 a chart is therefore provided showing the basic system of
sound-units as generally assumed by our treatises: certain divergences from this system will be considered in their appropriate
place. As regards the transcription, two conventions have been
1 B. N. Prasad, A Phonetic and Phonological Study of Bhojpuri (Thesis submitted for the Ph.D. Degree of the University of London, 1950).
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employed: for purposes of textual quotation, the standard Roman
transliteration of the Devanagari text is used (in italic type)-this
will not generally concern the non-Sanskritist, as the texts will be
translated and the original Sanskrit, unless it calls for special comment, relegated to footnotes. Where, however, Sanskrit sounds
and sound-sequences are made a subject of phonetic discussion, a
transcription is used which departs in some respects from the
standard system, and which I have found convenient in the teaching of Sanskrit phonetics: such transcriptions are printed in heavy
I.P.A. type. In the chart on p. 20 the two conventions are shown
side by side. Where narrower transcriptions are required, these
are indicated by the use of square brackets.
It should be stressed at this point that, except for transcriptional purposes, the representation of a complex structure by
category-labels based on a. monosystemic analysis is an unacceptable procedure, which has nevertheless been adopted by the many
modern linguists who favour an exclusively 'phonemic' approach:
the reason for setting up such a system in our chart is that the
Indians themselves have done so. It is true that the Devanagari
method of writing is syllabic, but the analysis underlying it and
actually set out, for example, in the van;a-samiimniiya or 'alphabet'
at the beginning of Pa:r:i.ini's grammar, comes very near to that
which a modern 'phonemicist' would evolve for Sanskrit by a
substitutional-distributional analysis of ~he word-isolates. 1 However, we can hardly criticize our predecessors of some two millennia
ago for a procedure which only a few linguists in the last two
decades have begun to reject as inadequate ;2 and we shall see that
the Indians, unlike many of their Western successors, appreciated
that this technique was a means to a limited practical end, and by
no means the ultimate analysis.
o.~.

The Principles of Description

We come now to a consideration of the fundamental principles
of analysis and description as postulated and as observed by the
authors of our treatises.
1 Cf. M. B. Emeneau, 'The Nasal Phonemes of Sanskrit', Language, xxii.
86 ff.; A. H. Fry, 'A Phonemic Interpretation of Visarga', Language, xvii. 194 ff.
2 Cf. J. R. Firth, 'Phonological features of some Indian languages', Proc.
2nd Int. Cong. Phon. Sc., pp. 176 ff.; W. F. Twaddell, 'On defining the Phoneme',
(Language Monograph, xvi), especially pp. 54 f.
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In early Indian linguistic discussion we find a full awareness of
the view that the basic linguistic unit, upon which all other
analyses must be founded, is the sentence; a famous couplet of
Bhartrhari's treatise on general linguistics, the Vakyapadiya,
where the matter is debated at some length, states the case in the
following terms:
Within the sound-unit the component features have no independent
existence, nor the sound-units within the word; nor have the words any
separate existence apart from the sentence. 1

For purposes of phonetic description the basic unit is also sometimes stated as the 'breath-group' (eka-prii?Za-bhiiva), 2 corresponding in the Vedic hymns to one line of verse. The tendency to deny
independence to the word is further stressed by the Sanskrit system
of writing, which (unlike, e.g. Old Persian) takes no particular
account of word-division.3 Thus word-sequences such as taan
eva, tat punah are written together as taaneva, tatpunah, the
sequences -ne- and -tpu- being represented as single graphic
units (it, 'S')· This elimination of the inter-word spaces as indications of junction is partially compensated by the graphic representation of such phonetic junction-features as the available symbols
are capable of showing: thus the junction of tat+bhavati is
written as tadbhavati, tat+ Jrutvaa as tacchrutvaa, tat+ hi as
taddhi, maa+udakaih as modakaih, and so forth. Certain
other junction-features are not generally indicated, sequences of
the type -h+k- or-h+p- being only sporadically written as -xkor -<t>p,4 since x and et> are outside the phonemic and hence the
general graphic system. Even rarer is the indication of the linking Y
prescribed by the phoneticians in sequences such as taaYabruvan
(for taah+abruvan), which is generally written with hiatus as
taa abruvan.s Elsewhere junction-features may be neither written nor prescribed, so that no distinction is recognized between,
for example, na tena likhito lekhah, 'he did not write the letter',
i. 73. Cf. Rosetti, Le Mot, p. 20.
TP v. 1. Cf. Sweet, Primer of Phonetics, § 93; Rousselot, Principes de
phonetique experimentale, p. 972 ('Le mot ... n'existe sans alteration qu'a l'etat
isole . . . . Le groupe respiratoire possede une individualite propre); Thumb,
Handbuch des Sanskrit, § 160.
3 Cf. Whitney, Skt. Gr., § 9 B; Bloch, L'Indo-Aryen, pp. 75 f.
4 Cf. Wackemagel, Ai. Gr.,§ 226.
5 Cf. Wackemagel, op. cit., § 285 b (/3).
1
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and natena likhito lekhah, 'bowing, he wrote the letter'; this
fact provides material for the construction of various types of
word-play and riddle based on alternative divisions of the piece, 1
and our treatises do not mention any phonetic criteria by which a
distinction might have been indicated in utterance. 2 Whether in
fact there were subtle distinctions of prominence such as are capable
in English of differentiating, for example, a notion from an ocean 3
we cannot tell-it would certainly be unwise to deny the possibility
on the basis of an argumentum ex silentio-but it appears certain
that in Sanskrit a delimitation of the word by purely phonetic
criteria was even less of a possibility than in English.
The Vedic texts in fact come down to us in two principal forms:
the Sal!lhita or 'compound' text, with the sentence or breath-group
as its basic unit, and the Pada or 'word' text, having the wordisolate as its basis; the latter is generally recognized to be an artificial analysis devised by grammarians and others for purposes of
instruction: that of the IJgveda is generally attributed to the ancient
grammarian Sakalya. 4 In the AP we find,
The study of the word-isolates is designed to teach the beginnings and
ends of words, and their correct form, tone and meaning. 5

to which the commentator adds,
Without studying the word-isolates one might make errors in the continuous text; it is for this reason that the study of the isolates is necessary. 6

Some statements of the relationship of Pada to Sal!lhita, however,
seem to have left room for misinterpretation: the RP makes the
highly ambiguous observation, 'sarµhita padaprakrtil/, 7 which
according to the interpretation of 'pada-prakrti'f:i' (where
prakrti'f:i ='basis') might mean either 'The Sal!lhita is the basis of
the Pada' or 'The Sal!lhita has the Pada as its basis'; the term
prakrti is also regularly used of the word-isolate in contradistinction to vikara ('modification', 'variant'), the latter being applied to
Cf. Mbh. r. i. 1 (Kielhorn, i. 14).
Though so long as the tonal system survived, this must in many cases have
provided a means of distinction.
3 Cf. D. Jones, 'The word as a phonetic entity', MF 1931, pp. 60 ff; Bloomfield, Language, pp. II3 f., 182.
4 Cf. Liebich, op. cit., pp. 20 ff.
5 iv. I 07. padtidhyayanam anttidi-iabda-svartirtha-jiitintirtham.
6 ••• apadtidhytiyi sarrzhitliTfl vintiiayet; tasmtid ebhil;i ktirat;air avaiytidhyeytini.
1

2
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the junction-forms. A convincing solution to the difficulty is provided by the Vaidikabharm:za, a commentary on the TP, which
points out that as a result of statements such as the above 'certain
slow-witted persons have made the mistake of thinking that the
Veda is constituted of the word-isolates', whereas in fact 'the wordisolates are only treated as a basis for the purpose of facilitating
instruction.' 1
Here also should be mentioned the Krama-patha or 'repetitive'
text, in the simplest form of which a word-sequence 1 : 2: 3 : 4: 5 is
recited in pairs as follows- 1 2: 2 3 : 3 4: 4 5, with the realization of
the appropriate junction-features between the members of each
pair. 2 This device forms an instructional stepping-stone between
the Pada and Sarµhita texts; it appears to be held in no very high
esteem, and the most that the RP can say for it is,
The Krama is of no use to one who knows both the Pada and the
Sa1!lhita . . . . It does neither good nor ill, and has no sacred tradition. 3

The recognized function of the Pratisakhyas appears to have
been instruction firstly in the pronunciation of the word-isolates v
and secondly in the mode of their synthesis in the sentence. The
first of these duties, however, involves the teacher in further
analysis, below the word-isolate level: and since all analysis must
be followed by synthesis, 4 the TP aptly observes that there are
various types of synthesis 5-of words, of syllables, and of soundunits, to which is added as a fourth category, if we follow the commentator's interpretation, 6 the reintegration of syllable-structure.7
Whitney, failing to understand this passage, can only remark that
'these four rules have no significance whatever, being a mere bit
1 On iii. 1.
vibhakta-riipasya tu prakrtitvaTfl vyutpiidana-saukaryiirtham
iiiriyate.
2 Cf. RP xi. 44.
3 xi. 66.
kramer:ia niirthal;i pada-saTflhitii-vidal;i

na codayiipiiya-kiiro na ea Jrutal;i.
• Cf. Sweet, op. cit., § 91.
5 xxiv. 1:-4. atha catasral;i satµhitiih: pada-saTflhitiik~ara-smµhitii van:za-saTflhitiiizga-saTflhitii ceti: niinii-pada-saTfldhiina-saTflyogal;i pada-Sa'l'J'lhitety abhidhiyate:
yathii-svam ak~ara-satµhitiidiniim apy evam.
6 This interpretation of aizga-sa'l'J'lhitii is based on xxi. I ( vyafijana'l'J'l svariiizgam);
cf. ah\o 3.20 below.
7 For the fourth category cf. especially Sweet, Joe. cit., 'Synthesis, lastly, deals
with the organic and acoustic grouping of sounds into syllables, etc., and the
divisions between these groups.'
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of outside classification, in which someone has amused himself by
indulging'. In one passage of the RP Uvata notes that strictly
speaking the author is exceeding his duties by giving rules for tonal
• synthesis within compounds; the basis of synthesis, he claims,
should be whole words as institutionalized 1 units: he is prepared to
be indulgent, however, for
... just as a flower-picker may also pick fruit, and a wood-gatherer may
also gather honey, such is the case. 2

0.41. Phonetics and Phonology
There is, on the other hand, one respect in which our treatises
do not fulfil the functions which they claim. The first verse of the
AP declares,
Our subjects are the (phonetic) attributes in junction and in isolation
of the four word-classes, viz. noun, verb, preposition and particle. 3

This grammatical enumeration suggests that we may expect something like a phonological treatment, with grammar and phonetics
integrated into a functional whole; and Uvata, commenting on the
VP, goes so far as to claim,
This treatise excels all other treatises in that it combines the two disciplines of phonetics and grammar. 4

This, however, is in the nature of a pious aspiration which regrettably does not see fulfilment: for our text makes scant reference to
any grammatical function. s Particularly remarkable is the failure
of the phoneticians to discuss one C:f the outstanding phonological
processes of Sanskrit; that of 'vowel-gradation': for certain phonological purposes it is convenient to recognize a system of vocalic
alternation of the type:
Grade

",,

1.

i

e
3. ai
2.

u
0

au

r

ar
aar

siddha, lit. 'established'.
On iii. 26. nanu padiinii1f! lak~a7Jav.i na kartavyam: siddhe~u hi padefu
sa7J1hitii-prakrtil,!: satyam eva: yathii pu~piih<irasya phaliihara7Ja1fl diirv-iih<irasya
madhv-iihara7Jam: evam etat.
3 catur1J<i1f!
pada-jiitiinii1[1 niim<ikhyiitopasarga-nipiitiinii1fl sandhya-padyau
gu1,1au priitijiiam.
4 On i. 169.
5 Cf. Liiders, Vyiisa-Sikfii, p. 102; Goldstiicker, PiiiJini, pp. 195 ff.
1
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The working of this alternation is seen in verbal forms such as:
(.jstu-, 'praise')
P.P.
stuta
lnf.
st6tum
Pr. Ind. staitti

(,Jkr-, 'make')
P.P.
krtalnf.
kartum
Pf. Ind. cakaara

Though ignored by the phoneticians, this alternation is duly noted
by Pa.l).ini (in his opening aphorisms) and his follo:wers, who treat
Grade 1 (corresponding to the Indo-European 'reduced' grade) as
basic, giving to Grade 2 ( . IE 'normal', grade, or 'Vollstufe') the
title of gutza or 'secondary quality', and to Grade 3 the title of
vrddhi or 'increase'. I A further phonological process which is
similarly disregarded is that of sarµprasiiratza (lit. 'extension'), 2
whereby a sequence of the type va, i.e. v+syllabicity, alternates
with u, i.e. 'syllabic v' (cf. Pr. Ind. svapiti: P.P. supta-, &c,).
Pa.l).ini uses the term both for the process and for the resultant
vowel ;3 but we find neither the term nor any discussion of the
process in the phonetic works. Nor again do we find there any use
of that great creation of Pa.l).ini's genius, the phonological zero.4
This mention of phonological omissions, however, is not to be
taken as in any way detracting from the value of the treatises from
a purely phonetic. point of view.

0.42. Terminology
Before proceeding to the textual material some account must be
given of certain terminological features which run through the
whole system of description.
A particular problem is presented by the word vartza, which can
' Ptit:z. 1. i. l ff. vrddhir tid-aic: ad-en gut;zal;z: iko gut;za-vrddhi. The term and
process of gut:za are in fact first referred to by the early etymologist Yiiska
(Nir. x. 17, deriving seva from si~yate). Only passing references are found in the
phonetic works (gu1J,a in RP xi. lO, vrddhi in VP v. 29, AP (ed. S. K. Shastri)
iii. 1.13, 4.3). Cf. Edgerton, Skt. Hist. Phonology (JAOS Supp. 5, 1946),
§§ II8 ff.
2 The relevance of the term is not clear. The form prastirat:za is also found,
and is used by the AP(ed. Shastri) iii. 1.13 c to refer to the replacement of-bhby -p- in dipsati < dabh-. See further Edgerton, 'Sa7J1prastirat:za "Emergence;
emergent (vowel)"', JAOS lxi. 222 f.
3 I. i. 45. ig yat:zal;z sa1Jlprastirat;zam. Cf. VI. i. 108 (also VI. i. 13, VI. iv. 131).
4 Piit:z. I. i. 56 ff. Cf. Buiskool, The Tripiidi, pp. 31 ff. The modern usage
begins with Sweet, New English Grammar, pt. i, § 77 ('negative inflection');
cf. De Saussure, Cours, pp. 124, 254 ff.; Nida, Morphology, p. 46; Jakobson,
'Signe Zero', Mel. Bally, pp. 143 ff.; Frei, 'Zero, vide et intermittent', Z. f.
Phonetik 1950, 3/4, pp. 161 ff. ·
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be most conveniently discussed by reference to the terminology of
the Latin doctrine of letters. 1
The usual method of designating a particular Sanskrit consonantunit is to realize its 'potestas' by combining it in a syllable with the
vowel -a2 (e.g. k(a), corresponding to a '.figura' "); the 'nomen' is
then provided either by this syllable alone (i.e. ka) or, more usually
with the suffix -kara, 3 lit. 'making' (i.e. ka-kara). In the case of
the vowels the necessity of adding -a does not of course arise (thus
e.g. figura 1:• potestas i, nomen i or i-kara). Alternatively the nomen
may be manufactured by realizing the potestas in combination with
the enclitic particle iti4 (e.g. k(iti), giving a nomen kiti), which has
an effect comparable with that of our graphic device of inverted
commas (i.e. kiti = "k").
The outstanding exception to this mode of designation is r,
which is given the nomen 'repha',5 variously interpreted as meaning 'growl, snarl' (cf. the Latin 'littera canina') or 'tearing' (as of
cloth). 6
To refer to a sound-unit in general, however, we encounter the
word vartza, the use of which is concisely summed up by the VPWhat are listed (sc. in the van,za-samiimniiya) are van:zas. 1

But the term vartza is never used to form a nomen in the manner
of -kara. Its suffixal use is in fact strictly limited: it is found
appended only to the short vowels, with the function of designating
not only, for example, the short vowel i itself, but also the long ii (i)
and the rare protracted iii (iJ) :8 to denote simply the short vowel,
i-kara and not i-vartza is used. It thus becomes evident that var?ta
primarily denoted not a sound-unit but a more comprehensive
sound-quality (in fact always a vowel-quality) :9 as Patafijali expresses it, it is a generic term comprehending a whole 'family of
sounds' (vartza-kula). rn This function of the term is consistent with
See e.g. Donatus (Keil, iv. 368).
TP i. 21. akiiro vyaiijaniiniim. Cf. Firth, TPS 1946, p. u8.
3 TP i. 16-17. van;ial:z kiirottaro var1J<'ikhyii: akiira-vyaveto vyaiijaniiniim.
4 VP i. 36. nirdeia itinii.
5 e.g. TP i. 19. ephas tu rasya.
6 Vaidikiibh. on TP i. 19. riphyate vipiityate vastriidi-piitana-dhvanivad ucciiryata iti rephaf:z.
7 i. 34. upadina var1Jiil:z (Uvata: var1Ja-samiimniiye kathitii var1Jiil:z).
8 Cf. TP i. 20. hrasvo var7Jottaras trayii1Jiim, on which Tribhii~yaratna has
var1Jottaro hrasvo hrasva-dirgha-plutiiniim iikhyii bhavati.
9 A solitary exception is provided by Pii1J. VII. iv. 53 (yi-var1}ayor . ... )
10 Mbh. I. i. l (Kielhom, i. 13), a-var1Jiikrtir upadi~tii sarvam a-var7Ja-kula7(1
grahi~yati. With var1Ja-kula cf. especially D. Jones, The Phoneme, § 22.
1
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its meaning in other contexts, namely 'colour'-a band of the
vocalic spectrum. And although the word comes ultimately to
designate simply a 'sound-unit', it is noteworthy that Piil).ini's
var?ta-samamniiya gives only the short vowel of each quality 1-an
analysis which Piil).ini further supports by his treatment of the long
vowels as phonologically equivalent to two short vowels of the
same var?ta. 2 Whilst we may note also the graphic similarity of the
short and long vowels in the Devan~gari script ('\If "llfT:t: 1:=~ ~),it
is unnecessary to suggest, as Skold has done, that Piil).ini's listing
may have a graphic basis: 3 whether or not Piil).ini knew an established system of writing is still a moot point, 4 but he was certainly
too great a linguist to allow orthography to affect his phonological
analysis. 5
Of some interest in this connexion is the indifference to vowel1ength in the writing of Latin and Greek; the attempts of early
Latin orthographers to introduce double writing (aa, &c.) for the
long vowels 6 had no lasting success, and a Greek grammatical
scholiast, noting that 'there are 24 letters but many more sounds',
points out that the single letter ex may bear various prosodies of
length, aspiration, and tone. 1
We have now to consider the translation of var?ta. In the
specialized, suffixal use discussed above it may be adequately
represented by 'quality' ('i-quality', &c.); it is its wider usage that
presents some difficulty. Whilst it there has much in common with
the modern term 'phoneme', no phonemic theory is implied by it,
and it would be reading at once too much and too little into the
term thus to translate it. The non-committal 'sound-unit', by
which we have thus far represented it, suffers from the disadvantage that, unlike vartia, it is restricted to technical usage. A happier
rendering, and one which would fit into the Latin terminological
1

Siva-Sutra

1-2.

See further

2.10

below.
Papers on Pa7Jini, p. 21.
4 A famous but unsatisfactory argument in favour is that of Goldstticker,
Pa1Jini, pp. 13 ff.
5 Cf. Sten Konow, op. cit., p. 296 (' ... the term samamnaya indicates a traditional enumeration handed down verbally from teacher to pupil, and not a
written list').
6 Cf. Ritschl, Opuscula Philologica, iv. 142 ff.; Lindsay, The Latin Language,
pp. 9 f.
7 Schol. on Dionysius Thrax (ed. Hilgard, p. 32 =Bekker, Anecdota Graeca,
pp, 774 f.).
2

3
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tradition, is 'letter' 1-letters after alLcome very near to being unselfconscious phonemes.z One objection that may be brought
against the term is that the van:za of our earlier authors may have
possessed no figura :3 and it is true that if they were acquainted with
any system of writing, they do not allow it to obtrude itself on their
discussion of potestas-even at a time when writing was certainly
well known and widely employed, reading from a written text was
condemned as one of the 'six vilest modes of recitation'. 4 However,
it does not seem that the absence or latency of this third attribute
need prevent us from using an otherwise convenient term; and we
may support it by the fact that when the language does come to
be written, each potestas and nomen of the phoneticians' catalogues
receives its appropriate figura-label. 5
It remains to mention in this connexion that certain elements
discussed by our authors, some of them included in their individual
versions of the alphabet, are excluded from the Pa9inean var?Zasamiimniiya: outstanding amongst these are the fricatives -h (visarjaniya), -~ (upadhmiiniya), -x(jihviimiiliya), the nasal IlJ (anusvara)
and the faucal plosives (yama)-all of which are bound to a more
closely limited series of contexts than the other letters and so are
given the title of pariisraya or 'dependent'. 6 A further title
accorded to them by the Pii?Ziniya-Sik~ii and certain other treatises
presents some difficulty:
The fricatives -h, -cj>, -x, anusviira and the yamas share the place of
articulation of the sounds whereon they depend, and are to be known as
'ayogaviiha'. 7

The term ayogaviiha is generally interpreted as meaning 'drawing
unyoked' (a-yoga-), and is explained by Patafijali as follows:
... because they draw unyoked, i.e. are heard though not mentioned
(i.e. though not included in the Pai:iinean van;za-samiimniiya). 8
' Cf. Abercrombie, 'What is a "Letter"?', Lingua, 11. I. 54 ff.
Cf. Twaddell, op. cit., p. 54; Meriggi, in Psychologie du langage, p. 192;
E. Haugen, First Grammatical Treatise (Supp. to Lang. z6. 4), p. 8.
3 Cf. Weber, Ind. St. iv. 109.
4 Sarvasa'f!lmata-Sik$ii1 36.
giti sighri Sira[l-kampi tathii likhita-piifhakati
anartha-jfio 'lpa-ka1Jfhas ea $aif, ete piithakiidhamii[l.
5 Cf. Konow, loc. cit.
6 PS 5. anusviiro visargas ea $ka-$pau ciipi pariisrayau.
7 22 . . . • ayogaviihii vijfieyii iiiraya-sthiina-bhiigina"l:z.
8 Mbh. r. i. 2, on Pii1J. SSu. 5 (Kielhom, i. 28): ke punar ayogaviihii[l: visarjaniya-jihviimiiliyopadhmiiniyiinusviiriinuniisikya-yamii[l: katha'f!l punar ayoga2
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But 'drawing unyoked' seems hardly to be a natural metaphor for
'heard (though) excluded'. 1 Uvata, in his commentary on the VP,
has an interesting alternative; he takes the initial a- of the term not
as privative but as referring to the letter a and standing for the
alphabet as a whole: his explanation then reads,
They are called a-yoga-viiha because they draw, i.e. attain their realization, only when joined with a, &c., i.e. with the letters of the alphabet. 2

In view of this explanation, Weber reads simply yogavaha in both
text and commentary ;3 but appropriate as the term would be as
applying to the contextually bound nature of the elements in question, 4 it is to be noted that the RT specifically distinguishes ayogaviiha ( = the contextually dependent elements) from yogaviiha
(=the other letters).s
An important terminological distinction underlying a large number of the ancient descriptions is that of sthana and kara'!la (lit.
'place' and 'organ'), which, generally speaking, denote the passive
and active organs of articulation: as the commentary to the AP
explains,
The sthiina is that which is approached, the karava that which approaches.6

The terms closely correspond to what Pike calls 'Point of Articulaviihiil.z: yad ayuktii vahanty anupadittiis ea iruyante. There follows a discussion
as to which pratyiihiira the ayogaviihas could be included under, ending with
the suggestion that they may belong under none (athaviiviSe~e1Jopadeial.z kartavyal.z), and Kaiyyata accordingly assumes the title to refer to this lack of a
pratyiihiira (ayuktiil.z pratyiihiiralak~ar.zena).
1 The explanation of the Paiijikii (on PS, loc. cit.) is easier but hardly more
acceptable (na vidyate yogal.z sa1{lyogo vart.ziintare1Ja ye$iim). Bohtlingk's interpretation (Piit;z. (1840) ii. 413) is fanciful-'Trennung hervorbringend, die
Vocale von den Consonanten scheidend, zwischen Beiden in der Mitte stehend.'
Wackemagel attributes the strangeness of the term to its having been originally
coined for the teaching of children (Ai. Gr., i, p. lxxi, n. 7: 'Dies und der
humoristische Charakter mancher Termini wie ayogaviiha- weisen auf Herkunft
aus dem Jugendunterricht').
2 On viii. 18. akiiriidinii vart;za-samiimniiyena sahitiil.z santa ete vahanty iitmaliibha1{1 priipnuvanty ayogaviihiil.z. For the use of akiiriidi, 'a, &c.' as = 'abc'
cf. Siiym;ia on Taitt. Ar. vu. ii.
3 viii. 23 ff. Cf. on PS, loc. cit. (Ind. St.)v. 354) and on Pratijiiii Sutra, 22.
4 The greater appropriateness of this term was evidently felt by Canarese
grammarians who adopted it instead of ayogaviiha (see P. S. S. Sastri, Lectures
on Pataiijali's Mahiibhii$ya, i. 143 n.). The Amaresi S. (SS p. 121, §§ 50-51) has
sa1{lyogaviiha.
5 Introd., ed. Shastri, p. 2.
6 On i. 19, 25. yad upakramyate tat sthiinam: yenopakramyate tat karat;zam.
B 2898
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tion' and 'Articulator'. 1 In a large majority of cases the articulator
is an area of the tongue, viz. 'root of the tongue' (jihvii-mula),
'middle of the tongue' (jihvii-madhya) and 'tip of the tongue'
(jihviigra), whilst the opposing points of articulation are 'root of
the jaw' (hanu-mula), i.e. soft palate, 'palate' (tiilu) and 'teeth'
(danta) or 'teeth-roots' (danta-mula). The same classification is
extended to the lips, so that in the articulation of the bilabials the
AP2 and the Tribhli,fyaratna 3 prescribe the lower lip as karatza and
the upper lip as sthiina; and the AP goes so far as to apply it, somewhat artificially, to infra-buccal articulation in the case of the
glottal sounds, for which the 'lower part of the glottis' is considered as the karatza. 4
The specification of minor distinctions of sthiina in the alveolar
area is sometimes not as clear as we could wish, but in the absence,
so far as we know, of palatographi<; aids, 5 this is perhaps hardly
surprising. An attempt to apply the system to the feature of
nasality can only lead to confusion, the nose in such cases being
stated by some treatises to be the articulator and· by others the
point of articulation.
Other terminological items of less wide application will be discussed under their appropriate headings. The reader is also referred
to the excellent glossary now available in vol. iii of Renou's Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit. 6

0.43. Order of Analysis
The treatment here adopted closely follows that of the Indian
analytical procedure, which recognizes three main stages:
i. Analysis of the basic articulatory 'processes'.
ii. Segmental analysis of the speech-stream ('letters').
iii. Synthesis ('prosodic features'). 7
' Phonetics, pp. 120 ff.
2 i. 25.
Oifhyiinam adharauifham (sc. karm:zam).
3 On TP ii. 39. atrottaroifha sthiinam uttaratva-siimyiid eiiil!I sthiiniiniim:
adharoifhal;i karm:zam.
4 i. I 9. ka1J!hyiiniim adhara-ka1Jthal;i.
5 The first recorded instance appears to be that of an Englishman, J. OakleyColes, who in 1871, in the cause of phonetic accuracy, painted the roof of his
mouth with a mixture of flour and mucilage (cf. Rousselot, Principes, p. 53).
6 See also K. C. Chatterji, Technical Terms and Technique of Sanskrit
Grammar, pt. i (Calcutta, 1948).
7 Cf. J. R. Firth, 'Sounds and Prosodies', TPS 1948, pp. 127ff.; E. J. A.
Henderson, 'Prosodies in Siamese: A Study in Synthesis', Asia Major, I. ii.
189 ff.
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In (ii), where the individual segments are made the basis of description, the fragmented processes are regarded, by a common but
questionable technique of inversion, as 'distinctive features', serving, together with the various articulatory positions, to differentiate
one letter from another. Once the basic processes have been described, however, phonetic discussion under heading (ii) is largely
confined to the places of articulation. 1
1 Cf. Trubetzkoy's distinction of 'Artikulationsartgegensiitze' and 'Lokalisierungsgegensiitze' (TCLP iv. 103 f.).
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THE SANSKRIT ALPHABET
(var?Za-samiimniiya)
CONSONANTS

.,"'"'

'Glottal'

k

c

kh

eh

Aspirated

g

j

"Cl

g

j

·s

gh

jh

>

!h

Unaspirated

Aspirated

{i.

<1.

<Jh

p

t

p
ph

d

I

Labial

th

kh
eh
th
th
--- --- --- ---

"'0

.,u

t

!

t
- ----- --- --

·s

"'
ci:i

c

k
Unaspirated

<i
u

>

Palatal Retroflex Dental

Velar

d
dh

ph
b

b
bh

.

gh
jh
dh
<1,h
bh
--- --- --- -----1i

ii

~

n

u

Jl

11.

n

.m

v

Nasals'

y

T

l

y

r

1

m

Semivowels

v
---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Voiceless
Fricatives

!i

(lJ)

s

i

s

(!;)

-h

-x

J

l\i

s

-cf>

a

i

r

i

r

I
!

u

a

i e

;

"

h
Voiced

h

VOWELS
Short

a
Long

aa

---- - - -

ii e
uu 0
:r:r
- - - - - - - - - ---- - - (e) ai

Diphthongs

1

u
ii, 0

ai

(o) au

au

Also 'anusvtira'-1Jl IlJ
'anunast"ka'-flJ -

Note. The order of letters as presented in Piix;llni's Siva-Sutra shows considerable divergences from the above: this fact, however, is explicable by the
phonological, as opposed to phonetic, approach there adopted. Cf. Thieme,
op. cit., p. 104: 'The arrangement of Pai:iini's list of sounds, which at first
looks rather disorderly, is explainable as due to the phonetic catalogue of sounds
having been adapted to the practical r~quirements of the grammar, in which
Pai:iini wanted to refer to certain groups of sounds by short expressions.'

PART I

PROCESSES
r.o. Mental
THE Indian phoneticians spend but little time in discussing the
mental or neural bases of speech. The introductory stanzas of the
PS are representative;
The soul, apprehending things with the intellect, inspires the mind
with a desire to speak; the mind then excites the bodily fire, which in its
turn impels the breath. The .breath, circulating in the lungs, is forced
upwards and, impinging upon the head, reaches the speech-organs and
gives rise to speech-sounds. These are classified in five ways-by tone,
by length, by place of articulation, by process of articulation and by
secondary features. Thus the phoneticians have spoken: take careful
heed.'

The 'secondary features' here referred to (anupradii.na) are interpreted by the Sik~ii.-Prakii.Sa as 'anunii.sikii.di', 'nasality, etc.' (see
further I.IO below).
The musical treatises contain similar statements, though these
are less closely related to the actual speech-organism. The relevant
passage of the Smµgitaratnii.kara reads as follows:
The soul, desirous of expression, instigates the mind; the mind then
excites the bodily fire, which in its turn impels the breath. This then ...
moves gradually upwards and produces sound in the navel, the heart, the
throat, the head and the mouth .... 2

Parallels to such statements are not far to seek in the west,
notably in the doctrine of the Stoics. Zeno is quoted as defining
speech in terms of
a stream of air extending from the principal part of the soul to the throat
and the tongue and the appropriate organs, 3

whilst Aristotle described it as
the striking against the so-called 'artery' (i.e. trachea) of the air exhaled
by the soul. 4
I

9-JO.

. .. teit'i1fl vibhiigal; paiicadhii smrtaf:z
svaratal; .kiilatal; sthiiniit prayatniinupradiinatal.i
iti varQa-vidaf:z priihur nipu1Jll1fl tan nibodhata.
2

iii. 3 ff.
Plutarch, De Plac. Phil. iv.

I.

21. 903c (1rv•vµa lhauiv~v a7TO TDV ~y•µoviK.DV
µ.Expt </JO.pvyyos Kai yAWTTTJS Kai -rWv olKElwv Opy&:vwv).
4 De Anima, ii. 42ob (1j 7TATJY~ Tov O.va7Tvrnµ.!vov &..!pas V7To Tijs £v TovTois Tois
µoplois .Pvxijs 7rpos T~V KaAovµEVT}V apTTJplav cf>wv>] EOTLv).
3
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r. r. Physiological
A general statement such as that of the PS also introduces, in a
rather haphazard manner, some mention of the basic articulatory
processes (prayatna) which are more systematically presented by
other treatises.

r.ro. Classification
These processes are divided into two main types, iibhyantara,
'internal', and biihya, 'external'. The first type comprises processes
occurring within the buccal cavity ('intra-buccal') and the second
those occurring elsewhere ('extra-buccal'). For the first type both
the VP 1 and Pal).ini2 also use the term iisya-prayatna, 'mouthprocess': this is interpreted bY. Patafijali as referring to the area
from the lips to the 'kakalaka', 3 the latter being further identified
by Kaiyyata as the thyroid cartilage or 'Adam's Apple'. 4 The
Indian classification of the processes may be summarized as follows:
lntra-buccal processes (iibhyantara-prayatna)
(a) Closure -associated with the class of stops.
(b) Opening,,
,,
,, vowels.
(c) Constriction, of two degrees, associated with
(i) the class of fricatives,s
(ii)
,, ,, semivowels.
2. Extra-buccal processes (bii.hya-prayatna)
(a) Glottal -associated with voice and non-voice (breath). 6
(b) Pulmonic,,
,,
aspiration and non-aspiration. 7
(c) Nasal
,,
,,
nasality and non-nasality.
1.

Not all our statements adhere rigidly to this descriptive framework,
but it may be taken as a generalization of the various systems, and
is set out in precisely the above terms by Patafijali8 and by the
Apisali-Sik~ii..9 Departures from this system arise when, by the
inversion already mentioned, the basic processes are considered as
2 I. i. 9.
' i. 43 (glossed by Uvata as mukha-prayatna).
Mbh. 1. i. 4, on PiitJ., loc. cit. (Kielhorn, i. 61). Oith<itprabhrtipriik kakalakat.
4 On Mbh., loc. cit. griviiyiim unnata-pradeia/.z.
5 Cf. Trubetzkoy's 'Anniiherungskorrelation' (loc. cit.).
6 Cf. Trubetzkoy's 'Stimmbeteiligungskorrelation'.
7 Cf. Trubetzkoy' s 'Exspirationsartkorrelation'.
8 Mbh. I. i. 4, on PiitJ. I. i. 9-10, Kielhorn, i. 61 ff.
9 iii. I ff., iv. I ff.
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distinctive features serving to differentiate one letter from another.
A passage from the TP may be quoted in this connexion:
The distinction of letters is effected by secondary features, by combination, by place of articulation, by the position of the articulator, and by
length.'

The meaning of some of these terms is made clearer by Uvata, who
quotes this passage in his commentary on the RP; 2 as an instance
of 'secondary feature' (anupradana) he mentions the 'voice-process
(za in the above summary); as examples of'combination' (sarµ.sarga)
he gives aspiration and nasality (zbc); and he interprets 'position of
the articulator' (karatza-vinyaya) as referring to the intra-buccal
processes of closure, opening and constriction ( iabc), which he
exemplifies in the statement,
Between letters having the same place of articulation and secondary
features, e.g. i, y, j, acoustic distinction is effected by the articulator. 3

But it will be noted that in the TP's statement of 'distinctive
features' these processes are treated on the same terms as the
places of articulation and a prosodic feature such as length, to
which other writers also add tone.4 This, however, is by no means
only an ancient Indian failing: Twaddell, for instance, in his monograph On Defining the Phoneme, is prepared to admit as parallel
'component terms of articulatory differences' such various features
as places of articulation, duration, and the processes of voice,
aspiration, closure, and constriction. s
A list of five resonators (pratifrutka) is also given by the TP, 6
I

...

XXlll. 2.

anuprad<inat sa1f1sargat sthanat karat;1a-vinyayat
jayate vart;ia-vaise~ya1f1 parimaiµic ea paficamat.
2 xiii. 13.
Uvata refers to 'distinctive features' by the term gut;1a, 'quality',
which is also used by the Ap. $.(iv. 7) and the Mbh. (Kielhom, i. 61) to refer
particularly to nasality. Both Uvata (on RP iii. 2, VP iii. 130) and the
Tribha~yaratna (on TP i. 1) also use, in connexion with vowels, the term dharma,
'property', the vowel itself then being referred to as dharmin, 'possessor of a
property'.
3 tulya-sthiinanuprad<inanam api ikara-jakara-yakariit;lii1!1 karat;1a-krtal;i hutivisesah.
·
+.For tone see Uvata on VP iii. 130; cf. Siddhanta-Kaumudi 12. It is rejected
by Pataiijali (Mbh. I. i. 4, on Piit;z. I. i. 9, Kielhom, i. 62) on the grounds of its
non-distinctiveness-abhedakii udattadayal;i.
5 p. 45.
6 ii. 3. tasya priitiSrutkiini bhavanty ural;i kat;1thal;i siro mukha1f1 niisike iti
( Tribh.: pratifrut pratidhvanil:i).
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of which the buccal, pharyngal, and nasal may be justified: 1 the
further mention of 'chest' and 'head' as resonators, however, is
probably taken over from the subjective terminology used in
India, as in the west, for the description of the various voiceregisters. 2
We will now examine in detail, and in the order set out above,
the statements on the individual processes.
1.11.

lntra-buccal

Four degrees of closure between sthiina and karatta are recognized. Maximal closure is referred to as sputa, 'touching', and
minimal closure as vivrta, 'opened'.
1.uo.

Vowels and Consonants

The process of minimal closure, or 'non-contact' (asputa)3 provides the phonetic criterion for the distinction of vowels (svara)
from consonants (vyanjana): the TP expresses this in the following
terms:
For the vowels the 'place of articulation' signifies the place to which

approximation is made, and the 'articulator' refers to the organ which
effects the approximation. For the rest the 'place of articulation' refers
to the place where contact is made, and the 'articulator' refers to the organ
which effects the contact. 4

Maximal closure, on the other hand, provides the criterion for
the category of stops (sparfo).s
Thus far no problems arise. But the intermediate degrees of
1 Cf. Joos, Acoustic Phonetics, pp. 58 f., 96; Forchhammer, Theorie und
Technik des Singens und Sprechens, pp. 271 ff. (Rachenresonanz, Nasenresonanz,
Mundresonanz).
2 See TP xxiii. 10, PS 36-37; VP i. 10, 30. Pike (op. cit., pp. 17 ff.) gives a
short critique of the 'imitation-label technique' used in singing-classes: one of
the instructions quoted, viz. to 'place the tone between the eyes' finds a close
parallel in the 'bhrii-madhya' of the relevant passage of the VP. Cf. Forchhammer, op. cit., p. 276 (' ... mit dem Begriff der Kopfresonanz verlassen wir das
Gebiet der akustisch-physiologischen Erscheinungen und treten auf das Gebiet
der Korperempfindungen Uber'), p. 28 5 ('Die Brustresonanz muB wohl demnach,
genau wie die Kopfresonanz, in die Reihe der gesangtechnischen Verirrungen
verwiesen werden').
3 PS 38.
4 ii. 31-34. svarii1Jii1T1 yatropasa1T1hiiras tat sthrinam: yad upasa1T1harati tat
karai;zam: anye~ii1!1 tu yatra sparsana1!1 tat sthiinam: yena spariayati tat karai;zam.
5 e.g. AP i. 29. spn/a1!1 sparianii1!1 karai;zam.
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constriction are designated by various terms. The Ap. S. 1 refers to
the four intra-buccal processes as
. (i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Contact
Slight contact
Slight openness
Openness

(sp·ata)
(i~at-spnta)
(i~ad-vivrta)

(vivrta),

a classification which is reminiscent of our modern terminology for
describing degrees of vowel-closure. The PS employs a rather
different set of terms: 2
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Contact
Slight contact
Half contact (nema-spr~ta) 3
Non-contact.

The statement of the AP provides some difficulty of interpretation.
Like the Ap.S. it mentions (i) contact, (ii) slight contact, and (iv)
openness; under (iii), however, we find the words 'and openness'
(vivrtat[l ea) :4 Patafijali, who quotes this statement, is probably
right in saying that we must here understand 'slight' (~at) from the
preceding rule, thus bringing the statement into line with that of
the Ap.S. 5 The AP commentator, however, suggests that the
whole term i~at-sputa is to be understood, 6 so that (iii) would
then read 'slight contact and openness'-a description which is
more to the point than it might at first appear (see further 1. 11 1
below).
To (ii) the RP gives the further title of du'l,z-sputa, 'imperfect
contact'. 7
Processes (ii) and (iii), like (i) and (iv), provide classificatory
criteria, (ii) for semivowels and (iii) for fricatives. The application
I

2

. ••

111.

38.

aeo ,sputa yai:zas tv i$an nema-spufiil;z salal;z smrtiil;z
iefiil;z spma halal;, proktii nibodhiinupradiinatal;z.
3 Also ardha-spnta in Yiijfiavalkya-S. 209 f., Vari:zaratna-pradipakii S. 39.
4 i. 29-32. sPntarrz spariiiniirµ karai:zam: i~at-sPntam antal;zsthiiniim: ii$mai:zii1!'
vivrta'!' ea: svariii:zii'!' ea.
5 Mbh. 1. i. 4, on P<ii:z. 1. i. 10 (Kielhorn, i. 64). vivrtam ii$mai:ziim i$ad ity eva
anuvartate. The V B's description of (iii) as 'open' (294, Ltiders, p. 92) suggests
a failure to observe this anuvrtti.
6 On i. 3r.
7

...

Xlll. 10.
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of this descriptive framework may be exemplified by the palatal
series as follows :
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Contact
-c
Half contact -y
Half openness-I[<;]
Openness
-i

1. 1 1 1.

Fricatives

One of our treatises gives a more detailed account of the articulation of the fricatives by process (iii). The TP, having remarked
that 'the fricatives are articulated in the same places as the corresponding stops', 1 goes on to say, 'But the centre of the articulator
is open', 2 a statement which lends some support to the view of the
AP commentator quoted above. Whitney, commenting on this
doctrine, makes the criticism that,
This prescription of an unclosure of the middle of the organ is rather
an artificial device for saving the credit of the general prescription of
actual contact in all the consonants.

Palatograms showing the articulation of the fricatives by modern
Indian speakers would tend to support the TP's observation as
against Whitney's uninformed scepticism. 3 In the case of the retroflex fricative the AP gives a rather more graphic description by
referring to the tongue as 'trough-shaped'4 (cf. Grammont, ons, z,
' ... la langue se dispose en forme de gouttiere et forme un canal
J.
'
•
trcs
etro1t.
. .. 5)
The general term for the fricatives is ~man, literally 'hot, steaming', perhaps because of their resemblance to the hiss of escaping
steam: it is glossed by Uvata as viiyu, 'wind'. 6 The term is applied
not only to the letters f ti s but also to -<I> -x -hand h,7 and to the
1
2

3

ii. 44. sparJa-sthtine1ii1mti1,1a tinupiirvye1,1a.
ii. 45. kara1;za-madhya1J'I tu vivrtam.
Cf. Prasad, Bhojpuri, vol. ii, Palatograms Nos. 2, 68, 69 (sa:ph, a:Ja:,

bha:~a:).

~

i. 23. 1aktirasya dro1,1ikti.
Traite de phonetique 3 , p. 69 (see also p. 70, figs. 81-82). Cf. Pike, op. cit.,
p. 121 ('. .. grooved, as for a sibilant. . .'); Sievers, Gr. d. Phonetik4, § 314('Nicht
minder wichtig ist aber, wie es scheint, daB bei ihrer Bildung die Zunge in ihre
Mittellinie zu einer schmalen mehr oder weniger tiefen Rinne eingekerbtwird.')
6 On RP i. 10. See further K. C. Chatterji, op. cit., pp. 207 ff.
7 PiiQ.ini (Siva-Su. 5) appears to classify h also as a semivowel, but as the Mbh.
points out (I. i. 2, on Pti1,1., loc. cit., Kielhom, i. 27) this is only for convenience
in stating certain phonological rules.
5
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breathy release of the aspirated stops (so1man). There is no special
term corresponding to 'sibilant', though excessive sibilation is
referred to by the RP as krt;e{lanam, 'whistling'. 1
1.112.

Semivowels

As regards process (ii}, with which is associated the class of semivowels, the validity of the analysis is not entirely beyond question,
involving as it does the postulation of a greater degree of contact
for this class than for the fricatives. In the case of the lateral 1 and
the rolled r the classification might be justified; but the case for
y and v [w ]2 is less clear. 3 We should expect the criteria for setting
up a category of semivowels to be phonological, and related to the
fact that they do not function as sonants4 in the structure of the
syllable; from the phonetic point of view y and w might be described with the close vowels i and u,s and we may suspect that in
erecting a separate phonetic category for them the Indians have
been misled by their system of letters. As Pike points out,
Syllabic contextual function is reflected in phonetic alphabets. Sounds
which are described by the same procedure but which are used differently
in phonemic systems as syllabics in contrast to non-syllabics are given
different symbols, and at times are given names such as 'semivowel' and
the like. 6

The apparent failure of the Indians to recognize the phonological
(as opposed to phonetic) basis of this category of letters has the
result that whereas i is regularly classed as 'open' or 'lacking contact', the corresponding semivowel y is described as having 'slight
contact'. Regarding the nature of this contact a more specific statement is found in the TP:
For y contact is made on the palate by the edges of the middle of the
tongue. 7

The accuracy of this particular statement would in fact be sup1 xiv. 20 (Uvata adhiko va111asya sarupo dhvanil:i).
A further fault in their
pronunciation is given the name of lomasya, lit. 'shagginess'; it is interesting that
the same metaphor is used in the general Greek term for the aspirates, viz. 8aavs.
2 On the alternative labio-dental articulation see 2.05 below.
3 See further observations on p. 67, n. 2 below.
4 Cf. J. R. Firth, 'The Semantics of Linguistic Science', Lingua, i. 4, 1948,
p. 402; Bloomfield, Language, pp. 102 n., 121 ff.
5 Cf. Pike, op. cit., p. 143.
6 Op. cit., p. 76; cf. Trager, Language, xviii. 220 ff.
7 ii. 40. talau jihvti-madhytintabhyii'fl yakiire.
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ported by palatographic evidence 1-it is the description of the
vowels that is really at fault, no distinction being generally made
between open and close qualities ;2 it should be mentioned, however, that the TP, in discussing the e-vowel, prescribes some
degree of contact, an observation which could again be supported:J
it is only strange that it should make no such statement with
regard to i, where the contact is considerably greater.4 The TP
also mentions 'approximation of the lips' for the articulation of the
lip-rounded vowel u.s The tradition of the TP is followed by the
V S, which refers to lip-protrusion in the case of u 6 and, discussing
the process of openness generally associated with the class of
vowels, points out that this does not apply in the case of i and u,7
whilst the next rule goes on to mention actual contact. 8 It is presumably to isolated statements such as these that the AP is referring when it gives as the opinion of some sources that contact is
involved in the vowels, 9 an opinion which Whitney impatiently
dismisses as ' ... too obviously and grossly incorrect, one would
think, to be worth quoting'.
Against the foregoing criticisms of the Indian analysis it may be
argued that in certain contexts, more especially as initials, y and v
were more t~nsely articulated than elsewhere, and involved greater
contact than in the case of i and u ; for this we have the specific
statements of a number of the Sik~as, 10 some of which even prescribe for y a pronunciation as j in such casesu-an observation
which is significant with regard to later developments. 12 Only on
' Cf. Prasad, op. cit., Palatogram No. 89 (ma:ya:).
This shortcoming provides the Latin phoneticians with one of their few
triumphs (more especially Terentianus Maurus; cf. Sturtevant, Pronunciation
of Greek and Latin', §§ I I I ff.).
3 Cf. Prasad, op. cit., Palatograms Nos. 99, 100 (abe:, beba:p).
4 Ibid., Nos. 96, 97 (i :, ima:m).
5 ii. 24. O$fhopasa1f1hiira uvan;ze.
6 284. uvan;za-prakrter O$fhau dirghau . . . .
8 295 (Liiders, p. 92, n. 2).
7 294 (Liiders, p. 94).
9 i. 32-33. svariit;iilfl ea (sc. vivrtam): eke spufam.
' 0 Quoted in detail by Varma, op. cit., pp. 126 ff. See further 3.10 below.
11 e.g. Yiijfiavalkya-S. 150.
piidiidau ea padiidau ea salflyogiivagrahetu ea
jafi fabda iti vijfieyo yo 'nyatz sa ya iti smrta!z.
Cf. Pratijfiii Sutra, 9-13.
I have observed this pronunciation of y- in recitation of the Suklayajurveda
(Viijasaneyi-Miidhyandina), as also a peculiar tense stop realization of v- in
certain cases (cf. the 'atisa1f1sPufaprayatna' of the gloss on Yiij. S. 158.)
12 e.g. Skt. yava> Pkt. java (>Hindi jaw), &c. Cf. also the development
2
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such grounds could the doctrine of a special degree of closure for
the semivowels be justified ;1 the earlier treatises, however, quote
no such evidence in their defence.
The Sanskrit term for the category of semivowels is anta("f:i)sthii,
lit. 'standing between'. It is tempting, and has tempted modern
commentators, to interpret this term as referring to the postulated
'intermediate' degree of contact discussed above, 2 or, like our term
'semivowel', to their phonological alternation. 3 The ending -sthii,
·'standing', however, is more readily applicable to the place which
these letters occupy in the alphabet, viz. between the stops and the
fricatives ;4 and it is doubtful whether the ancient sources provide
evidence for any other interpretation.
A comparison with the ancient western classification is here of
some interest. It will first be necessary, however, to mention that
the Indians do not set up their vowel-consonant distinction on
exclusively phonetic grounds: it has also a phonological basis in
the structure of the syllable (see further 3.20 below); from this
point of view the vowel is defined by its ability to function as a
sonant or syllabic nucleus 5-as the RP observes:
A vowel with a consonant, or even by itself, forms a syllable, 6

and it is significant that Patafijali etymologizes the word svara
('vowel') as <*svaya'l[l riijate = 'is autonomous'.?
In Greece also both types of.criteria were employed. Platu mentions the classes of cpwV~EVTa (lit. 'having VOice') and acpwva (lit.
'lacking voice') ;8 these categories, exemplified by Greek vowels
and consonants respectively, appear to be set up on a phonological
basis, and might be rendered by 'sonant' and 'non-sonant'.
Aristotle goes on to relate this phonological distinction to the
phonetic criteria of 'non-contact' (avEv 7Tpoa{3oAi'Js; cf. Skt. asputa)
and 'contact' (µ,ETa 7Tpoaf3oAiJ>; cf. Skt. sputa). Plato further menv-> b- in Skt. vana> Pkt. vava> Hindi ban, &c. See further S. K. Chatterji,
Origin and Development of the Bengali Language, i, § 133.
1 Cf. also palatogram of y (in Fr. yeux) beside that of i given by Grammont,
op. cit., p. 77, fig. 95·
2 e.g. Whitney on AP i. 30.
3 Cf. Renou, Gr. Sanscr., § 5.
4 Cf. Uvata on RP i. 9. spario~maviim antarmadhye ti~thantity antaf:tsthiif:t.
5 Cf. Pike, op. cit., pp. 66 f.
6 xviii. 32. savyaiijanaf:t siinusviiraf:t suddho viipi svaro 'k~aram.
7 I. ii. 1, on Pav. I. ii. 29-30 (Kielhorn, i. 206). svayal'fl riijante svarii anvag
bhavati vyaiijanam. The word is in fact to be related to the root svr-, 'sound'.
8 Cf. also Euripides, Frag. 578 (Palamedes, 2), I f.
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tions a sub-category of consonants which have 'noise (ifoorf>os) 1 but
·no voice' or 'no voice but some sound (rf>Ooyyos)', and which he
elsewhere calls 'intermediate' (µlaa). Aristotle refers to this class
as ~µlrf>wva, 'half-sonant', and proceeds to define them by a combination of phonological and phonetic criteria; the 'sonants', he
says, are 'without contact and independently pronounceable', the
'non-sonants' are 'with contact and not independently pronounceable', whilst the 'half-sonants' are 'with contact and independently
pronounceable'. 2 The only actual example of these 'half-sonants'
given by Plato is-rather surprisingly-s: to this Aristotle adds r,
and a full list is given by Dionysius Thrax, followed by Dionysius
of Halicarnassus, viz. s, z, 1, r, m, n. 3 Thus the Greek 'halfsonants' tum out to be the fricatives, the liquids and the nasals: in
the absence of 1 or r vowels and (in Attic-Ionic) of y or w glides,
the question of a phonological category of 'semivowels' (the usual
translation of ~µlrf>wva)4 does not arise. We are here in fact dealing
not with semivowels but with 'continuants' of various types, some
of which may have quasi-syllabic function outside the Greek
phonological system-as Dionysius Thrax expresses it,
They are called 'half-sonant' in that, when used in murmurings and
hissings, they are only less sonorous (dJcpwva) than the 'sonants'. 5

And it is noteworthy that the Latin grammarians generally include
am01. 03t their 'semivocales' the Latin fricative f, 6 but not the semivowels y and w (j, v). 7 Some Greek sources seem also to have
classified as 'half-sonant' the h-element of the voiceless aspirates
ph, th, kh (rf>, {), x) :8 the inclusion of the aspirate h- is rejected by
1 Cf. the German use of the term 'Geriiuschlaut' (e.g. Dieth, Vademekum der
Phonetik, §§ 200 ff.); see also Bloomfield, Language, p. 95.
2 The relevant passages from Plato and Aristotle are: Plato: Grat. 424c;
Phil. l8B f.; Theaet. 203B. Aristotle: Poet. xx. l456b, 14572 ; Hist. An. iv. 9. 535a.
3 Ed. Uhlig, pp. II f. = Bekker, p. 631. ~p.lrfwJVa p.Ev dt<'T,:,, ' ( = aB or Ba),
~ ( = Ka), r/I ( = '/Ta),.\, p., v, p, a. Cf. D. Hal., De Comp. 72 f., 78 ff.
4 Cf. Marouzeau, Lexique de la terminologie linguistique, p. 192.
5 Loe. cit.

~p.l<f>wva Be MyETa,, JT, 'ITap&aov V'T'TOV Twv <f>wvqtVTwv EiJ<f>wva Ka8ta'T1/Ktv ;v TE
Tois p.vyp.ois 1<at a•yp.ois.
6 See e.g. Donatus, Keil, iv. 367; Priscian expressly disagrees with this inclusion (Keil, ii. 9, II).
7 Ibid., 13.
8 Cf. Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Gramm. (Math. i), 102. It is also to be noted
that in the list of Diogenes Babylonius the aspirates are not included amongst the
stops (cf. Diog. Laert. v.ii. 57). Attempts have been made to explain this classification by assuming an affricate or fricative realization (cf. Sturtevant, op. cit., § 9oa;
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Priscian, 1 but appears again in the Old Icelandic grammatical
treatises, which also include the Icelandic dental fricatives. 2
The Greco-Roman tradition of the' semivocalis' still finds expression in the work of Grammont:
Les semi-voyelles sont encore eminemment des spirantes et aussi bien
des fricatives et des constrictives. 3

There is in fact little common ground between the Indian approach to the antalJsthii and the Greek approach to the ~µicpwvov.
The only mention in our Indian sources of a contrast between
instantaneous and continuous articulation is that of the RP:
For the stops there is momentary contact: for the vowels and fricatives
there is continuous non-contact;4

and the only Western statement of a special degree of contact is
that of Marius Victorinus:
Semivocales in enuntiatione propria ore semicluso strepunt. 5

Our own term 'semivowel' has its origin in the Greek ~µUf>wvov,
through the medium of the Latin semivocalis, whilst its employment, though not its justification, generally corresponds more
closely to that of the Sanskrit antal;sthii.
It is further to be noted that our term 'liquid', a word more convenient than descriptive, owes its origin to the west rather than
the east. The Greek term vypos, lit. 'moist', 'fluid' (translated by
the Latin liquidus) is first used in a phonetic sense by Dionysius
Thrax, who applies it to the Greek 1, r, m, n: 6 most of his commentators interpret the word as 'meaning 'slippery', i.e. 'unstable',
with reference to the metrical effect of these sounds as second
members of a group stop+ liquid, where a preceding syllable containing a short vowel is of 'doubtful' quantity, a state also referred
to as vypos.1 Terentianus Maurus, however, explains the term as
referring to their 'lubrica natura', in that they may function either
Blass, Pron. of Ancient Greek, trsl. Putton, pp. IOI ff.); but such a pronunciation
cannot be supported so early as second century B.C.
' Loe. cit.
2 Cf. Codex Upsaliensis, ed. Dahlerup & J6nsson, pp. 61, 65.
3 Op. cit., p. 77.
4 xiii. 9, 11. sPutam asthitam: svartinusvtiro~matJdm aspu1a111 sthitam.
5 Keil, vi. 32.
6 Ed. Uhlig, p. I4 = Bekker, p. 632.
7 Hilgard, pp. 46, 342; Bekker, pp. 816ff. Cf. Priscian, Keil, ii. 9; Max.
Victorinus, Keil, vi. 2I6.
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as vowels or as consonants 1-a remarkable interpretation as applied
to the phonological systems of Greek or Latin. 2 Atilius Fortunatianus sees in the term a reference to lack of tenseness (quae
minus virium habeant) ;3 and other interpreters of Dionysius Thrax
refer simply to their 'smooth and even articulation'. 4
'Liquid' is in fact one of those terms of which Grammont has
said,
'Elles sont consacrees par un long emploi, grace auquel le lecteur sait
immediatement de quoi l'on veut parler;. des appellations nouvelles pourraient etre plus adequates sans offrir le meme avantage.' 5
I. I I 3.

Retroflexion

Amongst the intra-buccal articulatory processes we might have
expected the Indians to have mentioned one further feature,
namely, retroflexion. This, however, is generally discussed by them
in connexion with the places of articulation (see 2.03), and also in
relation to its prosodic function (see 3.10). To consider the retroflex articulations on the same terms as the velars, palatals, dentals,
or labials is, even from the point of view of the Indian descriptive
framework, not entirely justified.
In the TP we find a prescription regarding the position of the
articulators in their quiescent or 'neutral' state (a close parallel to
Sievers' 'Ruhelage' 6 or 'Indifferenzlage') :7
.•. the tongue is extended and depressed, and the lips are in the position

for a. 8
1

Keil, vi. 350.

. . . Graecus udas nominat:
lubrica est natura in illis namque et alternus vigor:
nunc enim vocalis usum, nunc ministrat consonae.
• More justifiable is Macdonell's use of the term (Skt. Gr., p. 11, § 17, B. l,
on Skt. i, u, f• !)-'Vowels which are liable to be changed into semivowels ...
liquid vowels'. Cf. Renou, Gr. Sanscr., § 5.
3 Keil, vi. 279.
4 Hilgard, p. 46; Bekker, p. 817: cf. Psellus ap. Boissonade, Anec. Gr. iii. 213,
and also ps.-Aristotle, De Audib. 803h. Cf. also Jakobson, 'Observations sur le
classement phonologique des consonnes' (Proc. Jrd Int. Cong. Phon. Sc.), p. 40:
'II semble que c'est le fait du glissement qui est decisif pour !'impression acoustique des consonnes en question'.
6 Gr. d. Phonetik4, § 55.
5 Op. cit., p. 71.
7 Gr. d. Lautphysiologie, p. 15; cf. also Sweet's 'Organic Basis' (Primer,
§§ 184 ff.) and Vietor's 'Artikulationsbasis' (Elem. d. Phon.s, §§ 128 ff.)
8 ii. 20-21. antidese prai;tyasttijihvti: aktiravad Offhau, on which Tribh., yatra
•.• antidefostatra ... jihvti ... tUfi;tim-bhiitti bhavati(cf. Sievers, 'DieZungeliegt
schlaff in der Mundhohle').
·
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In this condition the velar, palatal, dental, and labial articulators
are approximately opposite their respective places of articulation,
and the utterance of these series is effected simply by means of the
closure-processes already discussed. 1 This, however, is not the
case with the retroflex series, which is articulated, as our treatises
recognize, 'by rolling back the tip of the tongue' 2 -that is to say,
the place of articulation is not automatically determined by the
application of the closure-processes to the apical articulator: 3 there
is need of a further prayatna, 'articulatory effort', which might
with consistency have been included at this point. 4
1. 12. Extra-buccal
I.120. Glottal

In their recognition of the voicing process the Indian phoneticians make one of their greatest single contributions. The term for
'voiced' (gho~avat) is, as we have already seen, found in early nontechnical literature, and the specialist discovery is likely to have
been of even earlier date. To designate the glottis the Indians use
either the word katztha, which in non-technical usage means simply
'throat', or more specifically khaf:z (or bila'f!l) katzthasya, 'aperture
of the throat'. In the Indian musical literature we also find the
picturesque term siiriri vitzii, 'bodily lute',5 which some authorities
have interpreted as referring to the vocal cords ;6 in a recent paper,
however, Dr. A. A. Bake has pointed out that this interpretation is
unfounded, and that 'strange to say, there is no trace of the knowledge of the existence of the vocal cords in the texts on the theory
of music'. 7 The following are typical of the phonetic statements:
The air, respiration, or pulmonic emission, at times of vocal activity,
1 Cf. Sievers, Phon., § 57: 'Die Ruhelage des Sprachorgans ist die natlirliche
Basis flir die einzelnen Articulations-bewegungen, welche zur Bildung von
Sprachlauten flihren.'
2 e.g. TP ii. 37. jihviigrei:ia prative~tya murdhani tavarge. AP i. 22. murdhanyiinii1f1 jihviigrarµ prativeffitam. VP i. 78. murdhanyiil:z prativeNyiigram.
3 The V Salone suggests this basic distinction (288-9):
kavargiidifu jihviidi-madhyiintofthena copari:
favarge vaktra-madhyena jihviigrel)a yathii sprset.
Cf. Lliders, pp. 92, 94·
4 Note Trubetzkoy's inclusion under 'Eigentongegensiitze' ( TCLP iv. 103 f.).
5 e.g. Sa7f1gitadarpm;za, i. 48. Cf. also Ait. Ar. iii. 2. 5.
6 Cf. J. Grosset in Lavignac, Encyclopedie de la musique, i. 285.
7 In a paper 'The Anatomical Background of Indian Music', read at the
Leyden Congress of Orientalists, June 1950.
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becomes breath (ivasa) or voice (niida) according as the glottis is open or
closed. 1
When the glottis is closed, voice is produced; when it is open, breath. 2

The words used to refer to the two poles of this articulatory process
are sa1J1vrta, 'contracted, closed', and vivrta, 'opened': it will be
remembered that the latter term was also used in the description
of the intra-buccal processes.
As regards the relationship of the voicing process to the various
letters, the AP states,
Breath is emitted in the case of the voiceless consonants, and voice in
the case of the voiced consonants and the vowels. 3

The Mbh. also notes the effect of the voicing process on intervocalic 'voiceless' stops, saying of the c in a word such as pacati,
It is overiaid by the voicing of the preceding and following vowels,4

a feature which is further supported by the statements of the
Prakrit grammarians. 5
Apart from the two poles of 'breath' and 'voice', a number of
treatises introduce a further factor into their descriptions; the RP
observes that,
When the glottis is in an intermediate condition (between closed and
open) both breath and voice are produced, 6

and goes ,on to relate this feature to the individual letters as follows,
Breath is emitted for the voiceless sounds and voice for the others,
except for the voiced fricative (h) and the voiced aspirates, where both
breath and voice are emitted. 7
' RP xiii. 1-2. viiyulz priit;zalz konhyam anupradiina1f1 kat;zfhasya khe vivrte
sa1flvrte vii iipadyate iviisatii1(l niidatti7!1 vii vaktrihiiyiim.
2
TP ii. 4-5. Sa1f1vrte kat;zfhe niidalz kriyate: vivrte svtisati. Whilst gho$avat,
agho$a are generally used for 'voiced', 'voiceless', the usual term for voice is
niida and not gho$a; this fact leads to misunderstanding on the part of later
writers, who list niida and gho$a as separate processes-e.g. Siddh. Kaum. 12.
3 i. 12-13. Sviiso 'gho$erv anupradtinalz: ntido gho$avat-svare$u.
4 I. iv. 4, on Piit;z. r.i v. 109 (Kielhom, i. 355). purva-parayor hriidena pracchiidyate; cf. Kaiyyata, dvayor aktirayor gho$avator madhye caktiro gho$avtin iva
lak1yata ity arthal,I.
5 Nitti-Dolci, Les Grammairiens Prakrits, pp. i51 ff.; cf. Bloch, L'Indo-Aryen,
pp. 77 f.
6 xiii. 2. ubhaya'f{I vtintarobhau.
7 xiii. 4-6. ivtiso 'gho$tit;zii1f1: itare1ti1fl tu ntidal,I: so1mo$mat;zii1f'1 gho1i1Jti1!1 ivtisaniidau.
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This is supported by the statements of the TP, viz.
When the glottis is in an intermediate condition, 'h-sound' is produced ;1
For vowels and voiced (unaspirated) consonants the emission is voice,
for voiceless consonants breath, and for h p.nd the voiced aspirates
'h-sound'. 2

Further, the RP condemns as a fault in the pronunciation of h
'excessive breath or similarity to a voiceless sound'.J
Regarding this third category of glottal 'half-closure' or 'hsound', Max Muller remarks,
Dies ist eine indische Vorstellung, welche wohl nicht zu rechtfertigen
ist, 4

and Whitney in a series of unsympathetic comments,
I confess myself unable to derive any distinct idea from this description,
knowing no intermediate utterance between breath and sound. . . .
(The RP) declares both breath and sound to be present in the sonant
aspirates and in h, which could not possibly be true of the latter, unless it
were composed, like the former, of two separate parts, a sonant and a surd;
and this is impossible. 5
. . . The attempt to establish this distinction is forced and futile. . . .
That intonated and unintonated breath should be emitted from the same
throat at once is physically impossible. 6

Needless to say, the two western scholars were wrong. The
modern lndo-Aryan languages bear ample evidence, if evidence
were needed, that the aspiration of the voiced aspirates (gh, jh,
&c.) is voiced aspiration, 7 and there are strong historical and phonological reasons for believing the Sanskrit h to have been 'voiced
h' [fi] ;8 the possibility of such an articulation is no longer a matter
of doubt-to quote one of many available descriptions:
A voiced h can be made. For this sound the vocal cords vibrate along
ii. 6. madhye hakarafl.
ii. 8-10. ntido 'nupradiinat{I svara-gho1avatsu: hakaro ha-caturthe1u: agho1e,u
wiisafl. Cf. i. 12-14. ii1ma-visarjaniya-prathama-dvitiyii agho1iifl: na hakiirafl:
vyanjana-Je10 gho1aviin.
3 xiv. 28. /viiso 'gho1a-nibhatii vii hakare.
4 On RP710.
6 On TP ii. 6.
5 On AP i. 13.
7 See e.g. J. R. Firth in Harley, Colloquial Hindustani, p. xxi.
8 e.g. h<•gh in hima (beside Av. zima, &c.). Within Sanskrit cf. alternations
such as ghnanti/hanti, dhii-/hita, &c., and junctions of the type tat+hi = taddhi.
Cf. Thumb, Handbuch des Sanskrit, § 54.2; Edgerton, Skt. Hist. Phonology,
§§ 45 f.
1
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a considerable part of their length, while a triangular opening allows the
air to escape with some friction. 1

The failure of early western phonetics to take note of the voicing
process has already been suggested. Aristotle, in a passage of his
Historia Animalium, 2 in fact comes nearer to its discovery than is
generally recognized: in making the distinction between vowels and
consonants he says that whereas the latter are produced by the
tongue and lips, the former are produced 'by the voice and larynx'.
But the matter is not further pursued by him or his successors, and
the western tradition is really that which begins with Dionysius
Thrax; the latter distinguishes the three classes of Greek stops
(voiceless, voiced, voiceless aspirate) by their degrees of 'aspiration', viz. as 'smooth', 'medium', and 'rough' respectively, 3 the
voiced stops being considered from this point of view as intermediate between the voiceless unaspirated and the voiceless aspirated
stops. It is difficult to see how this classification can have been
justified: Sturtevaot has now rightly abandoned an earlier theory
that the statement could refer to a lenis/fortis distinction ;4 and
another hypothesis, which would to some extent fit Dionysius'
classification, namely, that the Greek {3, 8, y represented voiced
aspirates, is supported by no positive evidence whatever.s
But whether or not this description was ever applicable to Greek,
it was evidently not in the case of Latin, and with one notable
exception is not taken over by the otherwise ovine Latin grammarians. The responsibility for transmitting to us the still familiar
Latin translation of the Greek terms-tenuis, media, and aspirata6
-must be borne by Priscian, who takes over the Greek classification in its entirety. Undaunted by the fact that Latin possesses no
aspiratae, he applies the term to the Latin fricative f, which he
1 Westermann and Ward, Practical Phonetics for Students of African Languages, § 250 (with diagram).
2 iv. 9· 535a ('ra µ£v OOV <f>wv~EVTa ~ <f>wv~ Ka! 0 Aapvy~ d<f>{TJULV, Ta 8£ a<f>wva ~

)IAWTTa Ka! Ta xe{l\71).
, 3 ~d. Uhlig, P; 12 .£Bekk~r, p. 631: ~o6T':'v f'llcl µ£: Tpl':, K,, '"• T,_Sa~l~
Tpta, 6, <f>, X· µeua Se TOVTWV Tpta, p,
y. µeua
E<PTJTaL, OTL TWV µev i{!tllwv EUTL
8aa6Tepa, Twv 8£ 8au.!wv i{!illrfrepa. Cf. Dion. Hal., De Comp. 83 ; Aristides
Quintilianus, pp. 29, 54 Jahn.
The Sau.!a/i{!t>.U distinction is in fact found earlier in Ps.-Aristotle, De Audibilibus 804b.
5 Ibid., § 94.
4 Op. cit., p. 86, n. 89.
6 The Latin translations tenuis and aspirata (for Gk . .p,;i.~, Saueia) are remarkable: we should expect lenis and aspera (cf. spiritus lenis/asper for wvevµa i{!tllov/
8au6).
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identifies with the Greek cp 1 (the latter having by his time probably
developed its present fricative value). The ambiguity which the
term thus developed was ultimately to provide Jacob Grimm with
a deceptive symmetry in his famous statement of the Lautverschiebung. 2
& regards the nature of the distinction between the voiced and
voiceless Latin stops, the ancient writers seem to have had only
the vaguest impressions. With t and d there is the suggestion of a
different place of articulation3-a method of differentiation that
we find perpetuated in Ben J onson's English Grammar. The learning of the distinction is recommended by Quintilian as an essential
item in a boy's education, 4 but he guardedly omits to discuss the
matter in detail. In a description by Terentianus Maurus, dealing
with the distinction between band p, g and k, there is a suggestion, though obscurely expressed, that the author had recognized
the extremely important lenis/fortis opposition (which Whitney
was rather too ready to dismiss) ;s and Mariu~ Victorinus, paraphrasing this statement, does in fact use the former term. 6 But any
good that may have resided in these descriptions quickly perished;
the medieval grammarian Hugutio distinguishes aliquando from
aliquanto by the position of the stress,
licet enim d et t sint diversae litterae, habent tamen adeo affinem sonum,
quod ex sono non posset perpendi aliqua differentia ;7

and in the seventeenth century John Wallis states the distinctive
feature to be nasality. 8 Only in the latter part of the nineteenth
century, under the influence of Indian teaching, does the recognition of the voicing process make headway.
1.121.

Pulmonic

It will be conv~nient to consider next the process of aspiration,
in as much as one of our treatises, the PS, links this with the
voicing process:
h and the voiced aspirates are voiced, the semivowels and voiced stops
Keil, ii. 20: 'Inter c sine aspiratione et cum aspiratione est g, inter t quoque
et th est d, et inter p et ph sive f est b. Sunt igitur hae tres, hoe est b, d, g,
mediae, quae nee penitus carent aspiratione nee eam plenam possident.'
• For discussion cf. Jespersen, Language, p. 44.
4 I. iv. 16.
3 e.g. Mar. Viet., Keil, vi. 33.
5 Cf. 'On the Relation of Surd and Sonant', Trans. Am. Phil. Assn. 1877,
6 For texts see Sturtevant, op. eit., § 189a.
pp. 41 ff.
7 Haase, De Medii Aet1i Studiis Philologicis, p. 34.
8 Grammatica linguae Anglicanae, pp. 15 f.
1
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are partly voiced; the voiceless aspirates are breathed, the voiceless stops
are partly breathed. ·This is the law of speech. 1

In other words, h and the voiced aspirates are considered as more
fully voiced than the non-aspirates, and the voiceless aspirates
more fully breathed than the non-aspirates. In the case of the
voiceless pair the statement makes good sense when we consider
sviisa, 'breath', as referring to 'force of voiceless breath' rather than
simply 'voicelessness'. This interpretation is supported by the
statement of the TP that,
More breath is emitted in the other voiceless consonants (i.e. the
aspirated stops and the fricatives) 2 than in the unaspirated stops, 3

and is in accordance with the grammatical and later phonetic
terminology of the distinction between aspirate and non-aspirate,
namely 'mahii-prii1_la', lit. 'big-breath', and 'alpa-prii7Ja', lit. 'littlebreath'. 4
If we now turn to the PS's statement regarding the voiced pair,
similar considerations apply: niida, 'voice', being interpreted as
'force of voiced breath', the statement implies greater breath-force
on the release of the aspirates than of the non-aspirates. The
justification for such a statement is clearly reflected in kymographic
tracings, where the voiced breath correlates with a particularly high
amplitude in the vocalic wave-forms ;5 from this point of view h
and the release elements of the voiced aspirates may be considered
as an 'overblowing' of the following vowel 6 (cf. also 2.00 below).
The Indian treatment of the aspiration-process provides little
else for discussion, with the exception of a statement in the RP
that,
Some say that the aspiration of the aspirates consists of a homorganic
fricative,'
... niidino ha-jh~al; smrtal;
yaiz jaias ea ivasinas tu kha-phddayal}
i$ac-chvdsiirrzs caro vidydd gor dhiimaitat pracak$ate .
• 2 Cf. Pla~o, G_rat. ,427a (- - - roii </>Ei Kal roii i/;Ei Kal roii aiyµa Kat roii 'ijra,
i~an-niidd

OTI

1TVEvµarwOTJ ra ypaµµara).

ii. 11. bhuydn prathamebhyo 'nye$U. The VS (280, 282: Ltiders, p. 95)
gives to this special degree of breathiness the title of arka.
4 e.g. Mbh. I. i. 4, on Paiz. I. i. 9 (Kielhom, i. 61); Ap. S. iv. 3 ff. Cf. A. C.
Sen, Proc. 2nd lnt. Cong. Phon. Sc., p. 192.
5 Cf. Prasad, op. cit., Kymograms Nos. 85, 92 (gho:ghar, bhabhu:t).
6 Cf. Pike, op. cit., pp. 71 f.; Doke, Comp. Study in Shona Phonetics, p. 92.
7 xiii. 16. sopnatiirrz ea SO$mmµim fi$maiziihul; sasth<inena.
3
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a view that is repeated for the voiceless aspirates by the Ap. S. 1
The breathy release of an aspirated stop inevitably has, as Sweet
observed, 'something of the character of the preceding consonant' ;2
and, in the voiceless series at least, varying degrees of affrication
are to be heard from speakers of some modern Indo-Aryan languages. Dialectal pronunciations of this type are likely to have
existed in the case of Sanskrit; the later development of the
aspirates, however, hardly supports Uvata's assumption of a
strongly affricated pronunciation (pep, ts, kx) such as is attested
in, for example, High German.
1.122.

Nasal

The nasalization process may occur in combination with various
intra-buccal processes, and the ancient statements regarding the
mode of combination for the most part present no great difficulty
of interpretation. The nasal consonants are referred to either as
niisikya, 'nasal', or anuniisika, 'having a nasal component'. Of the
mechanism of the process the TP says simply that,
Nasality is produced by opening the nasal cavity. 3

Our phonetic treatises, as also PaQ.ini, realize that both nose and
mouth are involved, 4 and the TP further points out that the articulator is as for the corresponding oral consonants.s Applied to the
stop series (sparJa, sprfta) this process gives rise to the nasal consonants 1J, p, q,, n, m: nasalized forms of three of the semivowles,
y, I, v, are also attested as junctional features in Vedic Sanskrit
and duly noted by the phoneticians. 6
In connexion with the vowels the working of the process is
similarly quite clear. Here again the term anuniisika is regularly
iv. 9. sasthtinena dvitiytifl.
Primer, p. 59; cf. Pike, op. cit., p. 113.
3 ii. 52. ntisikii-vivaratµid tinuntisikyam.
4 AP i. 27. anuntisikiinti1fl mukha-ntisikam.
VP i. 75. mukha-ntisikii-kara1Jo 'nuntisikab (cf. i. 89).
Pti?J. r. i. 8. mukha-ntisikti-vacano 'nuntisikafl.
5 ii. 51. vargavac cai~.
6 Cf. TP v. 28. antasthti-paraJ ea savar1Jam anuntisikam.
e.g.
sayY11dhi for sam+yudhi
suvargal lokam for suvargam+lokam
yajpav va1:1tu for yajpam+va1:1tu
Only I is found in Classical Sanskrit (and only when = phonological -n). r is
not attested (see, however, Konow, op. cit., p. 309); this is in accordance with
the non-occurrence of geminate r (cf. junctions of the type •-iti +r->-ii r- for
expected •-irr-).
1
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used, as opposed to the fuddha or 'pure' non-nasalized vowels.I
Another term, however, is also used by some of the treatises,
namely rakta, 'coloured', nasalization being referred to as raga or
rafzga, i.e. '(nasal) colour'. 2 Some of our authors give picturesque
descriptions of the quality of these vowels: the account in the
Sarvasarµmata-Silqii is as follows :J
The nasal colour should arise from the heart,4 with a sound like that of
bells: just as the milkmaids of Surai;;tra cry 'takraaaa' ('buttermilk!'), so
should the nasality be realized.

The nasalized vowels are not of frequent occurrence. They appear
in certain types of junction (e.g. triir ekaadaJaa iha for triin+
ekaadaJaan+iha), 5 and as features of finality in the sentence or
breath-group.6 Apart from such cases there was a tendency, censured by the RP but general in the modern Indo-Aryan languages,
for vowels to take on some degree of nasal 'colour' in contact with
nasal consonants. 1
But apart from the above, the accounts given by our treatises,
as also the system of writing, present us with a third sub-category
of the nasalization process. The name which this third feature
bears is 'anusviira' (1J'Z, DJ), which might be literally translated
either as 'after-sound' or 'subordinate-sound'. The contexts in
which it may occur are clearly defined. It is restricted to postvocalic position, and its primary context is before the fricatives I,
~, s (and also h), in cases where historical and phonological evidence
point to an alternation with m or(medially) n;8 at an early date it
also made its appearance under certain conditions before r ,9 and
in Classical Sanskrit replaces the Vedic y ahd v before y and v
2

AP iv. 121; VaNJapatalam iii. 5.
e.g; RP i. 36. rakta-sa111jiio 'nuniisikafi.

3

48.

1

kii1J1SYa-dhvani-sama1J1 rmiga1JI hrdayiid utthita1J1 bhavet
yathii saurtqtrikii niiri takrd4 ity abhibhii1ate
eva1JI railgii"f:i. prayoktavyiifi . •..
Cf. Vanna, op. cit., pp. 149 f.
4 The Ciiriiyai:iiya-Sik,ii has, more realistically, niisiid utpadyate rarigafi .••
5 Cf. also the so-called anuniisikopadhii vivrtti (RP ii. 67), e.g. saciiii indrah

for sacaa+indrah.
6 Cf. RP i. 63. a1tiiv iidyiin avasiine 'pragrhyiin iiciiryii iihur anuniisikiin svariin.
Sarvasar{imata-Sik1ii 46. pluto 'vari:ialz padiinta-stho niisikyo railga-sa7J1jiiakafz.
7 RP xiv. 56. raktai riiga"f:i. samaviiye svariii:iiim. Cf. also xiv. 9.
8

Cf. taIIJ sarvam beside tarn api, &c., haDJsa beside Germ. Gans,

Gk. x..]v, &c. ("'ghans-).
9 Ved. samraat beside saIIJsat, &c. suggests the posteriority of the sequence
-:DJr- (cf. Wackemagel, op. cit., § 283c).
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respectively (see above). Its optional use is further extended, even
as early as Pai:iini, to word-final position preceding a stop, 1 where
previous phonetic teaching had prescribed a homorganic nasal ;2
later treatises extend this practice to morpheme-junctions within
the word, and even to intra-morphemic position, 3 being followed
in this last extension by the graphic practice of manuscripts and of
some printers. In Prakrit it is further extended to the position
before an initial vowel.4
The phonetic value of this feature, however, has provided a
problem for phoneticians and commentaters whether ancient,
medieval, or modern. Some confusion may perhaps be avoided by
first considering the evidence for its pronunciation in the earlier
and more limited contexts, namely, before the fricatives. Sequences
of the type -Vll]S- (where V = any vowel and S = any fricative)
were phonologically parallel to sequences of the type ··VLL- (where
L =any semivowel except r) or -VNT-(where T =any stop and
N = homorganic nasal): sall]-skrta, for example, is parallel to
sai-Iaya and to san-taana, sam-paata, &c. Thus the nasality
in the types -V[L- and -VNT- conforms to both the sthana and
the abhyantara-prayatna of the following consonant; by its parallelism with these sequences one might also make the theoretical
supposition that -Vll]S- = -VZS- (where Z is a nasalized fricative), a form of realization that may be heard, for example, in
Modern Icelandic, where in a phrase such as solin skin Jegurst the
word-junctions are realized with some overlapping of the nasalizas-,
tion and friction processes (in a segmental representation
-v f-).s In only one Indian statement, however, is there any
implication that IlJ is to be considered as a fricative: 6
In a number of languages the tendency is in fact for the nasality
in such contexts to be realized in the preceding vowel, 7 and for the

-z

iv. 59·
TP v. 27. makara~ sparsa-paras tasya sasthanam anunasikam.
Sarvasal{lmata-S. 32 (e.g. saIJJ-jpaanam, da11Jk~Jt.u).
Pischel, § 348 (Hemacandra, i. 24).
Stefan Einarsson, Icelandic Grammar, pp. 19, 29; Beitriige zur Phonetik
der Isliindischen Sprache, p. 18. Note also Petrovici, De la nasalite en Roumain:
'Ce n'est pas seulement le lieu d'articulation qui devient identique a celui de la
consonne suivante, mais aussi le mode d'articulation.'
6 RP i. 10, with Uvata's comment. On the general rareness of nasal fricatives
cf. Grammont, Traite, p. 95; Martinet, TCLP viii. 282; and on the incompatibility of friction and voice in Skt. cf. p. 44, n. 4.
7 Cf. especially the development in Avestan (Bartholomae, Gr. § 62), e.g.
dqstvqm beside Skt. dal{lsa~, mq8ram beside Skt. mantram.
1

VIII.

Cf.
3 Cf.
4 Cf.
5 Cf.
2
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syllabic quantitative pattern to be maintained by a lengthening of
the vowel; as Sweet long ago pointed out with regard to Latin,
m before the hisses and semivowels represented a nasal lengthening of
the preceding vowel. 1

The same development is postulated for *-ns- in Irish, 2 and is
further attested in Old Lithuanian by alternations of the type
kdndu (pres.): kqsiu (fut.). 3 Amongst the modern languages parallel
alternations may be quoted from Polish4 and Spanish.s
On the basis of analogies in other languages it is therefore tempting to assume that the value of DJ was a nasalization and lengthening of the vowel (if not already long); this view was adopted by
Whitney, 6 and has support in the fact that the TP speaks of anusviira as having precisely this value,7 whilst the AP makes no
mention of it apart from anuniisika. 8 Whitney further supports his
interpretation by the fact that the anusviira symbol is written over
the vowel-symbol (e.g ':;gj'lf or 'i1!' for aDJfa). The lengthening
of the vowel is implied in the statement of the TP that metrically
a syllable which is nasalized is equivalent to a syllable containing
a long vowel. 9
But on the other hand some of our authorities quite certainly
distinguished the terms anuniisika and anusviira, as the following
passage from the VP indicates:
..
According to Aupasivi anuniisika of a vowel occurs only before a following vowel (Uvata, 'e.g. mahiiii indrah'), whilst before a following
consonant there is an insertion of anusviira (Uvata, 'e.g. gavayaargs

tva~tre'). 10

A similar view is taken even by the V S, which in most respects is
Proc. Phil. Soc. 1882-4, p. xv. Cf. Sturtevant, op. cit., § 174.
Cf. Petersen, Keltische Gr. i, §§ 53.10, 94.3.
3 Leskien, Litauisches Lesebuch, § 25.2; note also present tense formations of
the type szqlu. The nasalized vowels of Old Lith. (q, &c.) are now pronounced
as non-nasal long vowels.
4 Cf. Broch, Slavische Phonetik, § 124; Sokolnicka-Izdebska, Etude Experimentale des Consonnes Nasales en Polonais, pp. 38 ff.; also E. Koschmeider,
Z.f. vgl. Sprachforschung 69. 3/4, 1951, pp. 219 ff.
5 Cf. Navarro Tomas, Pronunciacian Espafiola, pp. 111 f.
6 On TP ii. 30; cf. Grammont, op. cit., p. 365.
7 Loe. cit. anusvcirottamii anuniisikiil;i, with xv. 1 •••• piirva-svaro 'nuniisikal;i.
8 Cf. Varma, op. cit., pp. 148 ff., Renou s.v.
9 xxii. 14. Cf. modern developments such as Hindi bii:s<Skt. va11Jfa; see
also R. L. Turner, 'The Indo-Aryan Nasals in Gujrati' (JRAS 1915), p. 19.
10 iii. 130-2. anuncisikam upadhii . . . svara Aupaiivil,i: anusviirl!1}a vyafijane
(Uvata: ayam upadha-nakarayor antarii bhavati).
1
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closely related to the TP. 1 The attempts to describe the phonetic
value of this 'insertion', however, are remarkably unhelpful. The
PS describes it as 'sounding like the lute' ;2 the RP classes it with
the vowels and fricatives as lacking contact,3 and elsewhere says
that it has either vocalic or consonantal qualities ;4 and at least one
ancient grammarian could not be certain whether it was a nasalization of the vowel or a separate nasal unit. 5
It is thus extremely difficult to determine the phonetic basis of
our descriptions. Translations of the difficulty such as 'spirantical
to vowel-like n (m)' 6 do not really help; metrical considerations
alone provide no clue since syllables of the types VNC, Vi'C,
VVC would in any case be metrically equipollent; and modern
Sanskrit pronunciations are so various with regard to anusviira as
to be of little assistance. 7 It seems certain, however, that some of
the ancient writers had perceived something other than a simple
nasalization of the vowel; the linear nature of this feature is indicated in the VP quotation above, and we have also the statement
of the TP that some authorities prescribe the insertion of a 'nasal
increment' after the vowel. 8 In the present state of our knowledge
it would perhaps be unwise to say more than that these authorities
had observed some form of nasalized glide in the transition from
the vowel to the fricative. 9 Their disagreements as to its vocalic or
consonantal nature may perhaps have a dialectal basis; in this
connexion the following slight indications may be noted on either
side:
(i) In describing the mode of transition from a to i/u in the
VS 169 (Ltiders, p. 85).
23 (aliibu-vii;zii-nirgho§al;t).
3 xiii. 11. svariinusviiro§mai;ziim asputa1fl sthitam.
4 i. 5. anusviiro vyafijana1f1 vii svaro vii.
5 Cf. RP xiii. 37. Vyiifir niisikyam anuniisika1fl vii.
6 Cf. Buiskool, op. cit., pp. 146 f.
7 Cf. Grierson,
On the Modern Inda-Aryan Vernaculars, p. 101; also
JRAS Cent. Supp. 1924, p. n9 ('In schools, to prevent certain sounds being
neglected, the teaching Pal).Q.its have all sorts of expedients to enforce their
existence upon the pupils'). An extreme example is provided by the realization of IlJ in Yajurvedic recitation as [ghum], e.g. [aghumJunaa] for
aDJJunaa.
8 xv. 2-3. naike§iim: tatas tv anusviira~ (Tribh.-svariit paro 'nusviira iigamo
1

2

bhavati).
Cf. discussion Bergaigne-Whitney in MSL ii. 31 ff., 194 ff.
9 Both Bloch (op. cit., p. 37; Cinquantenaire de l'ecole pratique des hautes
etudes 1921, Partie orientale, p. 65) and Chatterji (op. cit., § 130) seem to suggest
a lengthening of the vowel with nasalization of the second portion.
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diphthongs ai/au, the RP compares it to the union of a with
anusviira: 1 this comparison, with its implication that atlJ in some
way resembled a diphthong, 2 is on the face of it reminiscent of the
Portuguese 'sonorization' of nasals (cantao<Lat. cantan(t), &c.). 3
Some support for such a realization is perhaps provided by Oriya
baiisa<Skt. vatlJfa, &c.4
(ii) The treatises which insist on a consonantal interpretation of
anusviira (generally velar)s are of late composition, 6 and this pronunciation is expressly condemned by Uvata in his commentary
on the RP. 7 North-western developments, however, as exemplified
by Sindhi vaiijhu<vmµsa, haiiju<hmµsa, are suggestive of a transition -NS->-Nts. (cf. the Sanskrit sandhi mahaantsan for
mahaan+san, &c.).s
.
The extension of anusviira in Classical Sanskrit to cases where
the following consonant is a semivowel provides no fresh difficulty.
But, as already mentioned, Pal).ini allows the optional use of tlJ in
certain cases where earlier treatises prescribe a homorganic nasal.
It has been suggested that this extension was purely graphic, and
based on the convenience of the simple symbol · to represent
nasality ;9 this seems less than fair to Pal).ini' s linguistic competence,
though the possibility of a phonological rather than phonetic basis
for the extension must not be overlooked.
Graphic considerations may well underlie the later extension of
xiii. 41 (hrasviinusviira-vyati~aizgavat).
ai/au are in fact contrasted with e/o, where the qualities of a and i/u are
'fused' (xiii. 40. sal'flsargiid): cf. 2. 13 below.
3 Cf. Bourciez, Elements de linguistique Romane,§ 333e; E. B. Williams, From
Latin to Portuguese, § 157; A. R. Gon~alves Vianna, Portugais: Phonetique et
phonologie, §§ 29-32.
4 Of interest, though of doubtful historical significance, is the Marathi pronunciation of Skt. tatsamas, e.g. aw
< Ol'flSO-), maws ( < miil'flsa-), ahiwsa
( < ahil'f!sii), siwh" ( < sil'flha-). If this does in fact reflect an historical feature,
the realization of anusviira might be simply stated in terms of homorganic
articulation for every case, including the fricatives-e.g. •-am+s- > •-az s-;
friction and voice being mutually incompatible, the heavy quantity of the
syllable, if it contains a short vowel, is maintained by a w-type vowel-closure
(cf. on visarga-sandhi, p. 68, n. l); thus •-az s- would > •-a"' s-, &c.
5 Cf. Varma, op. cit., p. 15, and VS 170 (Ltiders, p. 87). Note also the
present-day Bengali pronunciation of Skt. IlJ as U·
6 Note, however, the VP's reference to a velarity of unspecified type (i. 83.
jihviimiiliyiinusviirii hanu-miilena); cf. lip. S. i. 10.
7
...
Xlll. 22.
8 Cf. Bloch, op. cit., p. 88.
9 S. K. Shastri, RT Notes, p. 54; cf. Bloch, op. cit., p. 40.
1
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anusviira to replace homorganic nasals within a morpheme. 1 Of

such extensions Whitney has said:
To ... write the anusvara sign in i:he interior of a word for a nasal mute
which is equally radical or thematic with the succeeding non-nasal ...
seems an indefensible practice, and one wholly to be disapproved and
rejected. 2

These strictures are directed· against Max M tiller's support of the
practice referred to, 3 but there is much to be said on the other side.
For although this 'slovenly and undesirable habit'4 may well have
grown out of mere graphic convenience, it incidentally recognizes
an important phonological principle, namely, that then or m in
a sequence Vnt or Vmp is a very different functional unit from
that in VnV or VmV; for whereas in the latter case n and mare
mutually contrastive, this is not so in the former case.s The
homorganic nasals form a single phonological unit, and a phonological transcription will recognize this fact. 6 This is particularly
the case in those modern Indo-Aryan languages where the only
purpose of certain nasal symbols taken over from Sanskrit (velar,
palatal,7 retroflex) is to represent homorganic nasality before consonants of the appropriate series. In some dialects, moreover, we
find alternative pronunciations of the type VNT/~:T,8 i.e. an
alternation of homorganic nasal (para-savar!la) with nasality and
length of vowel (anuniisika); in such cases the convenience and
phonological appropriateness of a single symbol for the two pos1 Lithuanian here provides another parallel, in that the indigenous grammars
extend the nasal vowel-symbol (which is phonetically justified before the fricatives) as a graphic device for writing the homorganic nasal before stops (e.g. pjti
for pinti): cf. Leskien, op. cit., § 26.
Note also that the Sar'lJ;llSa1!lmata-Sik~ii, in prescribing this extension (32),
acknowledges that anusvara here 'lacks its peculiar properties' (' ... ity atriinusviiro 'pi vidharmakal;i').
2 JAOS ix. 69 n.
3 Hitopadeia, Introd., pp. x-xi.
4 Whitney, Skt. Gr.,§ 73b.
5 Cf. J. R. Firth, Proc. znd lnt. Cong. Phon. Sc., p. 180.
6 Note also the use of a special symbol (~) for the homorganic nasal in
Avestan, where there can hardly be any question of graphic convenience (n = 1,
U = 3, m = G): cf. Bartholomae, Gr., § 268. 53.
7 Even in Sanskrit the palatal Jl cannot be justified on a distinctive basis ( cf.
Emeneau, Lang. xxii. 89 ff.).
8 Cf. Prasad, op. cit., pp. 467 ff. (e.g. lAmba:/la:ba:). Similar alternations
are historically suggested by doublets in Marathi (cf. Bloch, La Formation de la
langue marathe, p. 82).
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sible realizations are obvious. 1 Possibly similar alternations were
prevalent in more ancient times, and gave rise to at least some of
the confusion which besets the early phoneticians.
The problem of anusvara has been considered at some length;
for whilst it is in itself disappointingly unrewarding, it serves to
demonstrate how little we might know if our sources had been
equally imprecise on other points. In view of their generally high
standard of competence it seems fair to assume that the phonetic
problem in question was a particularly difficult one, complicated
perhaps by multiple contextual, dialectal, and personal fluctuations. If we were to seek an attested feature of a modern language
such as might give rise to uncertainties of a similar order, if not of
type, it might perhaps be found in the Japanese so-called 'syllabic
nasal' (11), 2 which has so strangely received special recognition
amongst the otherwise general phonetic categories of the International Phonetic Alphabet.
1.I3.

The Vargas

With regard to the three extra-buccal articulatory processes discussed above (glottal, pulmonic, nasal) it should finally be remarked
that their combination with the intra-buccal process of maximal
closure gives rise to a set of five sparsa letters for each of the five
1 Cf. Bloch, loc. cit. 'La regularite de cette alternance fait que le seul signe
de l' anuroara suffit It noter ces deux cas : dans le cas ou la voyelle est breve, ii
represente la nasale de ml!me ordre que la consonne qui suit; si la voyelle est
longue, I' anuroara a la ml!me valeur que l' anuntisika.'
• Before condemning the Indians for their disagreements and obscurities in
the description of anuroara, it may be salutary to compare the diversity of
modern descriptions of the Japanese feature in question; the following may be
referred to :
H. Frei, Bull. de la Maison Franco-Japonaise, vm ..,i. 137.
H. E. Palmer, The Principles of Romanization, p. III.
D. Jones, The Phoneme, p. 88, n. 3.
E. R. Edwards, Etude phonetique de la langue japonaise, p. 31.
M. G. Mori, The Pronunciation of Japanese, § 13.18.
P. M. Suski, The Phonetics of Japanese Language, pp. 71 ff.
B. Bloch, 'Studies in Colloquial Japanese IV (Phonemics)', Language, xxvi,
1950, p. 102.
S. E. Martin, Morphophonemics of Standard Colloquial Japanese (Language
Dissertation No. 47), pp. 12 f.
Whilst not implying adverse criticism of all these statements, we may wonder
whether linguists: in a distant future, reading such various accounts-ranging
from 'semi-consonne ou semi-voyelle' to 'voiced frictionless mediovelar spirant'
-will have any clearer an idea regarding the phonetic value of the Japanese
' syllabic nasal' than we have regarding that of the Sanskrit anurotira.
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places of articulation-e.g. for the velars k, kh, g, gh, 1J. Each
such set is known as a varga, 'class', the members of which are
sometimes referred to by number as follows:
Voiceless non-aspirate-' 1st.' (prathama)
,,
aspirate
-'2nd.' (dvitzya)
Voiced non-aspirate -'3rd.' (trttya)
,, aspirate
-'4th.' (caturtha)
Nasal
-'5th.' (paiicama) or 'last' (uttama).
In the table on p. 20 the block of 5 by 5 vargiya letters is enclosed
within the heavy line.

PART II

LETTERS
2.0.

Consonants

IT is the Indian practice to describe the places of articulation in the
reverse order to that of the IPA. Quite logically they begin with
those which are nearest to the origin of the air-stream and work
progressively upwards and forwards towards the lips.
2.00.

Pulmonic and Glottal

Thus the first organs to be considered are the lungs, which are
treated as the place of articulation for the voiced h [fi] and voiceless -h. This treatment, however, is optional; most of the treatises
also allow these sounds to be classed as 'glottal fricatives'-a term
which is still commonly accepted today, though in need of revision
(the Greek term 'breathing' ('ITVEiiµa) might be more appropriate). 1
The following statements illustrate the alternative prescriptions:
The fricatives hand -h are glottal (katithya); or, as some say, pulmonic
(urasya). 2
h and -h are glottal; the latter may alternatively be considered as
pulmonic. 3

Certain of our authors allow the pulmonic alternative only in the
case of h followed by nasals or semivowels:
h before nasals and semivowels is to be considered as pulmonic; otherwise it is glottal. 4
1 Particularly in view of its frequent prosodic function (the Greek 1TvdJµa is a
1Tpoatp8la); cf. J. R. Firth, TPS, 1948, p. 131.
• RP i. 39-40. prathama-paiieamau ea dva U,mQ!ltim (sc. kavfhyau): kecid eta

urasyau.
3 RT 2-3. hti/:i kat}fhe: urasi visarjaniyo va.
4 PS16.
hakara1f1 paiicamair yuktam antaJ:isthtibhiJ ea SQT[lyutam
aurasya1f1 taT[I vijaniytit kat}fhyam tihur asaT[lyutam.
Cf. SarvasaT[lmata-S. 42.
haktiram aurasaT[I vidyad antasthiisu pariisu ea
uttamefU pareJV evam •••
The basis of this distinction is problematic; but it is to be noted that for one
fonn of junction initial groups of the type h+nasal or semivowel are optionally
treated as if the h were phonematically irrelevant (kill.!!Jlute, klt_5ah, &c.see further 3.122 below), i.e. his considered as a prosodic, non-linear feature of
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We have already suggested that Sanskrit h [6.] might be considered as an 'overblowing' of the following vowel; the close
relationship of both h and -h to their vocalic context is mentioned
by the TP:
For hand -h the glottis is the place of articulation; but in the opinion
of some authorities h is homorganic with the beginning of the following
vowel, and-his homorganic with the end of the preceding vowel. 1

Whitney's observations. are for once entirely sympathetic;
with reference to the pulmonic nature of these sounds he says,2
The authority who called the aspirations chest-sounds may also be
commended for his acuteness, since in their production it may even be
said that the throat has no part: it is only, like the mouth, the avenue by
which the breath expelled from the chest find& exit ;3

elsewhere he shows himself to be,in agreement with the view that
they are homorganic with their vocalic context:
Why, then, shall we pronounce the larynx the 'characteristic place of
production' of h, any more than of the vowels? ... An h is a sound which
is produced. in any one of these same positions of the mouth-organs
(sc. as for the vowels), but with the vocal cords in the larynx only slightly
approached.4

The RP rather surprisingly lists this homorganic realization
amongst the 'faults' in chap. xiv ;5 but Uvaia quotes another commentator who considers this statement to be out of place, and who
prefers to treat it as a rule rather than a prohibition-'for not even
the gods could pronounce it in any other manner' !6
This will be a convenient point to give some account of various
breathiness (cf. BSOAS xiii. 944 f.), the realization of which may occur simultaneously with that of the phonematic units. It is perhaps this peculiarity that
our treatises intend to indicate.
1 ii. 46-8. ka1J.tha-sthtinau hakdra-visarjaniyau: udaya-svariidi-sasthiino hakiira
eke1iim: piirviinta-sasthiino visarjaniyafl. As the Tribha,yaratna expresses it,
they have no articulator of their own (anayofl kara1}iibhtivafl). Cf. Sweet, NEG I,
§ 237; D. Jones, Outline of English Phonetics5 , §§ 777 ff.; Broch, Slavische Phonetik, §§ 2, 51.
2 On APi. 19.
3 I cannot agree with Fry (Lang. xvii. 199) when he states: 'The use of the
adjective aurasa ••• does not appear to be more than a hazy attempt to localize
the open spirants representing fl in pausa.'
4 JAOS viii. 350. Cf. D. Jones, op. cit., p. 23, n. 1; H. Abrahams, Etudes
Phonitiques sur les Tendances Evolutives des Occlusives Germaniques, p. 102.
5 xiv. 30.
6 anya-sthiine •.• devair api na Jakya ucciirayitum.
B 2398
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problems connected with -h. This voiceless breathing primarily
occurs only in final position in pausa, where historically it replaces
•s (or less frequently *r). 1 Corresponding to -h in pausa, there
appeared in junction with initial voiceless consonants the appropriate homorganic fricatives (viz. -x, -J, -~, -s, -<f>). 2 Three of
these fricatives, J, ~· s, occur also in initial and medial positions,
where they are in parallel distribution and qualify as separate
phonematic units, which consequently find their place amongst the
other 'letters of the alphabet'. -x and -<f>, however, as also -h, are
'(a)yogaviiha' (cf. 0.42 above), i.e. they are bound to final position,
and are in complementary distribution (-x before velars, -cp before
labials, and -h in pausa). This alternation is understandable enough,
and it is impossible to agree with Whitney's evaluation of -x
and -cp:
It may be fairly questioned, perhaps, whether these two sounds are not
pure grammatical abstractions. 3

Since these variants are not included in the alphabet, special
names are devised for them, viz. visarjaniya (or later visarga) for -h,
jihviimilliya for -x, and upadhmiiniya for -cp. The last two terms
provide no difficulty: jihviimilliya, lit. 'formed at the root of the
tongue', is the general term for 'velar', and upadhmiiniya means
literally 'blowing upon'-the consecrated description of the voiceless bilabial fricative.4 The term for-his not so readily explicable
-a fact which is. reflected in Monier-Williams's dictionary:
It is called Visarjaniya either from its liability to be 'rejected' or from
its being pronounced with a full 'emission' of breath, or from its usually
appearing at the 'end' of a word·or sentence.

The verb from which the word is derived (vi-srj-) has meanings of
the type translatable by 'to discharge, relax, cast off', &c. We shall
1 Cf. e.g. gbarmah beside Gk. 8£pµ.os, antah beside Lat. inter.
• AP ii. 40. visarjaniyasya para-sasthiino 'ghofe.
RP iv. 31-2. agho1e . •. cofmiitiaTfl sparsa uttare tatsthiinam . .. tam evofmiitiam iqma7;zi.
RT 177· ii1mii sthiinam (Comm. iqmii ea para-sasthiinam iipadyate).
TP ix. 2. agho1a-paras tasya sasthiinam iqmiitiam.
VP iii. 6-12.
3 Skt. Gr., § 69. Cf. on AP ii. 40, 'The division of this indistinct and indefinite sound into three kinds of indefiniteness savors strongly of over refinement of analysis.'
For other sceptics see note by Fry, op. cit., p. 194·
4 e.g. D. Jones, op. cit., § 685, 'One form of
is the sound made in blowing
out a candle.' ~f. Sapir, Language, i. 37 ff.
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perhaps be giving the most direct and phonetically appropriate
translation if we render it by 'off-glide', as referring to the breathy
transition from the vowel to silence.
In later, though still ancient, times there appears to have been
a tendency for -h to extend its usage to contexts other than in
pausa. The earliest of these extensions was to the position before
the initial fricatives I -, ~-, s-, where it replaced the homorganic
final -J, -~, -s (indraJ Juurah>indrah Juurah, &c.). 1 This
practice was then extended to the position before the velar and
labial voiceless stops: in connexion with this innovation we find
mentioned the names of Agnivesya, Viilmiki, Siikalya, and the
Miidhyandina school, whilst the ancient grammarian Siikatiiyana2
is quoted as holding to the more conservative practice.3
These changes have been generally accepted so far as the writing
of Sanskrit is concerned, and A. H. Fry in his article 'A Phonemic
Interpretation of Visarga'4 has suggested that the spread of -h was
due to the writers of Classical Sanskrit 'operating with a phonemic
orthography'. Though the term 'orthography' once again begs the
vexed question of writing, it is possible that this extension had a
phonological rather than a phonetic basis; but in this matter we
are faced with similar uncertainties to those which enshroud the
extension of anusvara at the expense of the homorganic nasals.
2.01.

Velar

The velar series (ka-varga) is most generally described as being
produced at the jihva-mula, 'root of the tongue', which is, strictly
speaking, an articulator and not a place of articulation: the sthana
of this series is in fact the hanu-mu[as or 'root of the(upper)jaw'-a
rather inadequate though intelligible designation of the soft palateIn the k-series contact is made by the root of the tongue at the root of
thejaw. 6

Amongst the velar consonants is also mentioned the velar fricative
x (jihvamuliya), 1 to which reference has already been made.
Cf. TP ix. 5; VP iii. IO; PiitJ. VIII. iii. 36.
Not to be confused with the ninth-century author of the Siika/iiyana-Vyiikarat}a.
4 Language, xvii. I 94 ff.
3 Cf. TP ix. 4; VP iii. u-12.
5 Cf. AP i. 20. jihviimuliyiiniil!I hanu-mulam.
6 TP ii. 35. hanu-mUle jihvii-mulena ka-varge sparJayati. Cf. VP i. 83.
7 e.g. VP i. 65; RP i. 41 ; RT 4. For the general term 'velar' the Ap. S. uses
jihvya, 'lingual' instead of the usualjihviimuliya.
I
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The Indian term 'root of the tongue' has found favour with a
number of Western phoneticians, amongst them Sweetr and Pike.2
It has to be mentioned that in the later Pfu).inean scheme, as
reflected, for example, in the Siddhanta-Kaumudi, the pulmonic
breathings (alias 'glottal fricatives') are classed with the k-series,a
the whole group being referred to as 'glottal' (katJfhya).4 The
unequivocal name of the fricative jihvamuliya preserves it from this
confusion. s
2.02.

Palatal

No difficulty is provided by the descriptions of the c-series,
which at the period described by our treatises appear still to have
been true palatal plosives rather than prepalatal affricates such as
are general in modern Indian pronunciations. 6 They are described
as being articulated 'at the palate (talu)' :7 more ·specifically,
In the c-series contact is made with the middle of the tongue upon the
palate.8

2.03.

Retroflex

We have seen that the retroflex series involves a special process
rather than a place of articulation. Since, however, the Indian
scheme treats this series as parallel to the other vargas, and next
in order after the palatals, it will be appropriate to consider it ·at
this point. Though the term for 'retroflexed' (prative~fita) is well
attested in the descriptions given by our treatises, the general term
for the retroflex series, employed by both grammarians and
phoneticians, is murdhanya, an adjective derived from murdhan,
'head'-e.g.
For the murdhanyas the articulator is the tip of the tongue retroflexed ;9
In the t-series contact is made with the tip of the tongue rolled back
in the murdhan. lO
2 Phonetics, pp. 120 f.
Primer, § 7r.
SK 10. a-ku-ha-visarjaniyiind1f' kQ1J.thati. Cf. Ap. S. i. 7.
4 In this imprecise usage ka11/hya is perhaps best rendered by the equally
imprecise 'guttural'.
5 SK ro. jihviimUliyasya jihvii-mUlam.
6 See also Grierson, JRAS, 19r3, pp. 39r ff.
7 e.g. VP i. 66; RT 5.
8 TP ii. 36. tiilau jihvii-madhyena ca-varge. Cf. AP i. 21 ; VP i. 79.
9 AP i. 22. murdhanyiinii1!' jihvdgra1f' prative1#tam. Cf. VP i. 78.
10 TP ii. 37. jihviigreJJa prative1tya murdhani /a-varge.
1
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Commenting on the latter statement, the TribhiiDJaratna says,
By the word murdhan is meant the upper part of the buccal cavity ;1

But there is no evidence that the word was ever used in this special
sense, and comparisons by modern commentators with Greek
ovpavos 2 (lit. '(vault of) heaven'' thence applied to 'roof of the
mouth') are hardly relevant. Miirdhan means simply 'head' or
'summit', 3 and the Indian terminology is reflected in the still not
entirely obsolete terms 'cerebral' and 'cacuminal'.4 The term is in
fact unusually imprecise, and Whitney is probably right in suggesting that it represents a traditional title surviving from a period
when phonetic science was less well developed 5 ( cf. also the term
ii,vman for the fricatives- 1. 1 11 above). From the historical standpoint the retroflex sounds are relative late-comers into Indo-Aryan
and they consequently occupy a peculiar place in the phonological
system ;6 they are thus likely to have attracted attention even at a
period when specialist phonetic analysis was unknown, and the
terminology, like that of Latin in the west, is likely to have persisted into a period of more precise description.
In connexion with the role of the tongue in the retroflex series,
the Ap. S. makes the remarkably acute observation that the contact
is made not with the tip but 'with the part next to the tip, or the
under-side of the tip'.7
Functioning phonologically as a· member of the retroflex series
we have also the semivowel r; on the phonetic value of this letter,
however, widely diverse accounts are given, 8 ultimately depending
perhaps on dialectal variation. The same applies to the vowel f,
which will therefore be most conveniently considered in connexion
with the semivowel.
The retroflex pronunciation of both semivowel and vowel is in
miirdha-iabdena vaktra-vivaropari-bhtigo vivak~yate.
Cf. Max Muller on RP 44.
3 The PS (13), in a list of the sthtinas, also uses the term siras in place of
miirdhan.
.
4 Cf. Pike, op. cit., p. 123.
5 On AP i. 22, TP ii. 37.
6 Cf. also Jakobson, Proc. Jrd lnt. Cong. Phon. Sc., p. 40.
7 ii. 6-7. jihvoptigretJa miirdhanytintim: jihvtigrtidha{lkara1Ja1f1 vii. Cf. J. R.
Firth in Harley, op. cit., p. xix: 'The Indian t is not made with the tip in the
English manner, but with the very edge or rim of the tip, which is slightly
curled back to make this possible'. See· also BSOAS xii, 859.
8 Cf. Varma, op. cit., pp. 6 ff.
1
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fact prescribed by the PS, 1 but is exceptional elsewhere. 2 The
Pratisakhyas generally require an alveolar articulation 3 (which
agrees with the present pronunciation of Sanskrit and the general
practice of the modern Indo-Aryan languages).
The AP, VP, and RT refer to the alveolar position by the term
danta-mula, 'root(s) of the teeth', 4 a name which has been employed
also by Sweet.s A slight difficulty is caused by the fact that some
of the treatises refer to the dental series by this same term; in such
cases, however, the reference is to the junction of the teeth with
the gums (Sweet's 'rim'),6 and the alveolar position of r is then
clearly distinguished by a further description, e.g.
For r contact is made by the centre of the tongue-tip behind (pratyak)
the roots of the teeth, 7

the word pratyak being further interpreted by the Tribha~yaratna
as meaning 'within and above'.8 Certain authorities quoted by the
RP also refer tor as 'vartsya', 9 a hapax glossed by Uvata as denoting 'the projection behind the roots of the teeth', 10 i.e. the alveolar
arch. 11
The prescription of alveolar articulation corresponds well with
the name repha interpreted as 'tearing sound' (see 0.42 above), in
that a rolled r such as this seems to imply could hardly be retroflex ;12 excessive rolling, however, is listed as a fault by the RP, 13 and
Uvata refers to this type of pronunciation as 'indelicate'. 14 Two
treatises, the RP and the RT, treat r as dental, but mention the
alveolar pronunciation as an alternative. is
17. S)IUT mfirdhanya r·tU·Ta-$<i/:z.
.Ap. S. i. 13. r-tu-ra-$<i murdhanyaf:z, but 14 ro danta-mula-sth<inam eke1am.
3 Cf. AP i. 28; TP ii. 41; VP i. 68.
4 AP i. 28. rephasya danta-miil<ini; VP i. 68. ro danta-miile; RT 8.
5 Primer, p. 8.
6 Ibid. (Sweet's terminology distinguishes this 'rim' from the 'edges').
7 TP ii. 41. rephe jihv<igra-madhyena pratyag danta-miilebhyaf:z.
8 pratyag ity abhyantara upari-bh<iga ity artha/:i.
9 i. 46. repha1!1 vartsyam eke.
rn vartsa-sabdena danta-miil<id upari$fiid ucchiinaf:z pradesa ucyate.
u If a special term is required to translate vartsya, 'gingival' might be appropriate-cf. Pike, op. Cit., p. 122: ' . . . alveolar arch (which might with tnore
justice be called the gingival one, since the contact is made against the gum, not
the bone ... )';Bloomfield, Language, p. 98.
12 The fricative nature of the retroflex r is clearly indicated by its equivalence
to [tj in the sandhi *sarvai~+guq,aih = sarvair gurt,aih, &c.
13 xiv. 26. atispario barbarat<i ea rephe.
14 barbaratiipy asaukum<iryam eva.
15 RP i. 44-46; RT 7-8 (dante tsl<if:i: repho mule vii).
I
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The disagreements on the pronunciation of r are duly noted by
Uvata:
Some schools pronounce r as a 'cerebral', some as an alveolar. 1

As regards the vowel r, an alveolar pronunciation is suggested
by the TP in a passage which reads:
In r and r,r ... the tip of the tongue is approximated to the 'barsvas'. 2

The Tribha~yaratna interprets the 'barsvas' as referring to 'the
elevations behind the row of teeth', 3 which is reminiscent of its
comment on the semivowel r (see above). Other treatises, however,
agree in allotting r to the velar class :4 this prescription is problematic, and is applied by at least one author also to J. 5 The latter
appears only in the single root kJp-, and it has been suggested that
in such a phonetic context J is likely to have been articulated with
'dark' resonance, and that it is this which has caused it to be classed
as velar 6 ( cf. on consonantal 1, 2.04 below). But no such arguments
apply to r, and indeed the Middle Indian developments point
rather to a palatal resonance for both vowels. 7 It is in any case
difficult to believe that the Indians would have classified these
sounds by their secondary rather than their primary articulations.
It is just possible that in connexion with r we should interpret
jihvamullya as 'uvular' rather than 'velar'; it is only strange that
we have no such description of the semivowel r, except in so far
as it is mentioned amongst a list of alternatives by the Var~a
patalam. 8
In the retroflex series there remains only a peculiarity connected
On RP i. I. kasyti1]'1 stikhtiyti1]'1 repho miirdhanyal;i kasyti1]'1 dantamiiliya iti.
ii. 18. jihvtigram rkararktiralktire~u barsve~iipasa1]'1harati.
3 barsve~v iti danta-pankter upari~ttid ucca-pradese~v ity arthal;i.
4 Cf. VP i. 65. r!Jkau jihva-miile; RT 4. jihvti-miile !J kr; RP i. 41.
5 RP i. 41. rkaralkartiv atha j~fha iijmlijihvtimiiliytil;i prathamas ea vargal;i.
6 Whitney on AP i. 20.
7 e.g. kilitta < kJpta, kisa < kria, isi/risi < r#. The Prakrit grammarians
prescribe a development to a, but this is largely a Mahiirii~tri peculiarity (e.g.
ghaa < ghrta: cf. Hemacandra i. 126, and Pischel, §§ 47 ff.). The development
to u (as e.g. M. ttihua < nibhrta) is generally associated with a labial context.
There is, however, considerable fluctuation, and Bloch, L'lndo-Aryen, p. 36,
goes rn far as to remark, 'La coloration de la voyelle est imprevisible.' For
f (r,r) we have in AMg. i or ii (Pischel, § 58).
8 ..
11. 5·
apara aha
hanu-miile tu rephal;i sytid danta-miileju vti punal;i
pratyag vti danta-miilebhyo miirdhanya iti ctipare.
I
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with the fricative
ment,

~·

In the Pratijfia Sutra we find the state-

Alone or combined with consonants (other than retroflex), ~ is to be
pronounced as kh, 1

a statement which is repeated in a number of the later Sik~as. 2
This pronunciation of~ is common in Sanskrit loan-words in some
of the modern languages (e.g. Hindi dokh beside Skt. do~a), and
is traditional in Yajurvedic recitation.3 There is, however, no
mention of such a pronunciation in the earlier treatises.4

2.04.

Dental

The dentals are unequivocally described as being produced 'at
the teeth's or 'at the rim of the teeth'. 6 The VP and AP go on to
specify the tip of the tongue as articulator, 7 the latter work further
stating that the tip is 'prastirtza', 8 a word which is most naturally
translated by 'spread, flat' (not, as Whitney, 'thrust forward')-a
characteristic feature of dental articulation. 9 The RP, however,
disapproves of excessive tongue-spreading in any of the stop series. 10
I is generally treated as the semivowel associated with the dental
class, and most of the treatises prescribe a dental realization. The
RP includes in its list of faults an articulation 'with both ends of
the tongue' ;II on this rather strange statement Uvata is not illuminating; and although the word anta may also mean 'side', 12 Max
Muller's 'mit den Seiten der Zunge' is phonetically unacceptable
unless the reference is to opening and not contact 13 (i.e. bilateral as
1 18. atho mfirdhanyo§ma1JO 'satpyuktasya /Um fte Sa1JlYUktasya Ca khaktirocctira1Jam.
2 Cf. Vanna, op. cit., pp. 34 f.
3 Cf. Grierson, Modern Inda-Aryan Vernaculars, p. 58.
4 There is some evidence in the work of Alberuni (uth cent. A.D.) for a pronunciation as a velar fricative [x]; cf. Sachau, 'Indo-Arabische Studien' (Phil. u.
Hist. Abh. d. Kon. Akad. d. Wiss. z. Berlin, 1888), pp. 12 f., and Alberuni's
/ndia, trsl. Sachau, i. 359 (cf. ii. 188); see further S. K. Chatterji, Al-biruni
Commem. Vol., p. 91; Indian Linguistics, vii. 3, p. 164.
6 RP i. 44; TP ii. 38.
5 e.g. VP i. 69; RT 7.
7 VP i. 76. dantyti jihvtigra-kara1Jtil:z; AP i. 24.
8 dantytinti1Jl jihvtigra1Jl prastir1Jam.
9 Cf. J. R. Firth in Grahame-Bailey, Teach Yourself Hindustani, p. xviii,
' .•. d is produced with a flat tongue spread out ... .'
' 0 xiv. 21. varge§u jihvti-prathana1Jl catur§u (Uvata: jihvtiytil;z prathana1Jl ntima
visttiral;z).
" xiv. 27. jihvtinttibhyti7T1 ea vacana1Jl laktire.
12 Cf. TP ii. 40.
13 Cf. the description of [u] as srkva-sthtina (2.05 below).
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against unilateral articulation). The RP's disapproval is perhaps
directed against the secondary back-raising mentioned above,
which would produce velar resonance or 'dark l' [l], the typical
Indian I being of clear quality.
The vowel l is also generally said to be dental ; a statement prescribing velar articulation has already been referred to, and an
alveolar articulation is required by the TP. 1

2.05. Labial
The labial stops and the upadhmiinlya fricative are described as
being produced with the two lips, 2 or simply as 'at the lip', 3 i.e. at
the upper lip as sthiina. For the semivowel v, which is regularly
associated with the labial series, and which has a close phonological
relationship with the lip-rounded vowel u, further observations
are necessary. For whilst its earlier pronunciation was doubtless
as a bilabial [w], it had by the time of our treatises acquired, at
least in some dialects, the labio-dental articulation [ u] which is
typical of many modern Indo~Aryan languages-'The learned',
says the PS, 'declare v to be labio-dental. '4 For [u] only the middle
of the lower lip is in contact with the teeth, and the observation
quoted by the Ap. S., that it is formed 'at the corners of the
mouth', s is hence not inappropriate. 6
2.I.
2.IO.

Vowels

a.

In the discussions of the vowe~-system considerable interest
attaches to the first letter of the vartta-samiimniiya, a. Mention has
already been made of the tendency to group the long and short
vowels into pairs designated by a single term, i and ii, for example,
being referred to as i-vartta, 'i-colour or quality'. In the case of
i/ii and u/uu it would appear from the phoneticians' accounts that
there was no great divergence of quality as between the short and
the long vowels. 7 Phonologically parallel to the pairs i/ii and u/uu
2 TP ii. 39. o§tluibhyti1Jl pa-varge.
' ii. I 8.
VP i. 70. u-vo!;-pti 01the; RT 9.
4 18 . . . • dantyo1thyo vaf:i smrto budhaif:i. Cf. TP ii. 43; VP i. 81.
s i. 16-17. vaktiro danto1thyaf:i: srkva-sthanam eke.
6 Cf. D. Jones, Outline,§ 693: 'Indians generally replace v by a frictionless

3

continuant " in which the lower lip touches the centre front teeth lightly and is
so held as to allow the air to escape chiefly at the sides' (with Fig. 90).
7 But cf. Bloch, L'Indo-Aryen, p. 33.
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is the pair a/aa ; but it is evident from the ancient descriptions that
the members of this pair differed considerably not only in length
(kiila-bhinna) but also in their quality or 'degree of openness'
(viviira-bhinna)-in the modern languages in fact the distinction is
more generally maintained by the qualitative than by the quantitative difference. 1 aa is generally recognized by our texts as the most
open (vivrta) vowel, whilst a is referred to as relatively closer
(sa1fZvrta). 2 But the advantages of treating a and aa as members of
a qualitative pair are, as Pal).ini realized, considerable; on this treatment depends, for example, the rule that,
When a short vowel is followed by a similar vowel, the corresponding
long vowel is substituted for them, 3 ,

so that parallel to junctions of the type yadi + icchet = yadiicchet
and saadhu+uktam = saadhuuktam the rule is capable of
embracing, e.g. na+asti = naasti, &c. Then, having based his
phonological statements on the fiction of identical quality, Pal).ini
cancels out the error by the phonetic admission of his famous last
aphorism, 'a a', i.e.
The short a, which has for phonological purposes been treated as of
identical quality with the long aa, is phonetically closer. 4

This simple though ingenious device of Pal).ini's has given rise
to a spate of involved and for the most part unedifying controversy;
a lengthy discussion is found at the beginning of the Mbh., but
perhaps all that really need be said has been said in the viirttika
with which the discussion opensThe treatment of a as open has as its purpose the inclusion of aa
(sc. as the long member of the 'a-var~a'). 5

Even from the phonetic point of view, however, a and aa are
sufficiently similar to be considered under a single articulatory
1 See J. R. Firth, Proc. 2nd Int. Cong. Phon.· Sc., p. 179; cf. Bloch, op. cit.,
p. 31.
2 e.g. AP i. 32-36; VP i. 72. savari;zavac ea (Uvata: akiirasya miitrikasya dvi-

miitrikasya ... kai:ztha-sthiinatii uktii ... iisya-prayatnas tu bhidyate . . . Sll'TflVftiisya-prayatna akiirafJ. vivrtasya-prayatnii itare svariilJ.).
3 VI. i. 1o1. akalJ. savari;ze dirghalJ..
4 Some of the brevity of the original might be preserved by a rendering such
as 'a= [a]'.
5 1. i. 2, on Piii;z., Siv. Su. 1 (Kielhorn, i. 15). akiirasya vivrtopadefa iikiiragrahai;ziirthalJ..
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heading, viz. as ka'IJthya, 'glottal'-a term which has already been
used in connexion with the voiced and voicele~s 'breathings'a is glottal'

a and h are glottal2
a, h, and -h are formed at the glottis. 3

To class the open vowels as 'glottal' appears at first sight an
indefensible procedure. It becomes less so when we perceive the
conceptual framework underlying these statements. It will be
remembered that the TP referred to a 'neutral' position of the
articulatory organs, in which
the tongue is extended and depressed, and the lips are in the position
for a. 4

The classification of a as glottal begins to make sense if we assume
that it was viewed as a 'neutral' vowel in the sense of involving no
special intra-buccal articulatory effort. 5 Such an assumption is
fully supported by a statement in the Mahii.bhii.~ya:
The place of articulation of the a-vowels is extra-buccal: or, as some
would have it, it is the whole mouth. 6

In other words a has no specific intra-buccal sthii.na or kara'IJa; as
with hand -h, it is a case of kara'IJii.bhii.va (cf. p. 49, n. 1).
From this recognition we may proceed to the peculiar doctrine
mentioned by the RP, in itself inexplicable, 7 that all the vowels are
to be pronounced with the 'articulatory condition' (kara'IJii.vasthii.)
of a. 8 This statement also becomes phonetically meaningful if a
is interpreted as 'vocalic neutrality' or 'unmodified voice', on which
are superimposed the vowel-articulations involving various degrees
of tongue-raising.9
2 PS 17. katJthyiiv a-hau.
RP i. 38. kat}fhyo 'karafl.
VP i. 71. a-ha-visarjaniyiifl katJthe. Cf. comm. on AP i. 19.
4 See 1. n3.
5 Cf. Sievers, Gr. d. Lautphysiologie, p. 38: 'Beim a ist der Mundcanal durchgehends miiBig geoffnet; die Zunge entfemt sich nicht viel aus ihrer Indifferenzlage.'
6 r. i. 4, on PiitJ. I. i. 9 (Kielhorn, i. 61) biihyatfl hy iisyiit sthiinam avart}asya:
sarva-mukha-sthiinam avaTt}am eka icchanti. Cf. Ap. S. i. n.
7 Cf. Max Miiller (on 823), ' ... sehr nichtssagend zu sein scheinen.'
8 xiv. 65. akarasya karat}iivasthayiinyiin svariin briiyiit. Cf. 66.
9 The statement is of course nonsensical if karat}iivasthii is simply interpreted
as referring to the tongue-position; but the use of the term avasthii (not sthiina),
a word otherwise unattested in the phonetic literature, is some guarantee of the
special nature of the reference. Cf. M. Wallaser, ZII v. 19j ff.
1
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We are now in a position to understand a third problematic
doctrine referred to the RP, viz.
Some say that the voice of the voiced consonants consists of a.'

This last statement enables us to trace a consistent thread running
through the series of apparently eccentric aphorisms, and to relate
them precisely to the descriptive framework of the other 'glottal'
articulations:
(a) -h is considered as 'pure breath', liable to modification by
the closevowels, 2 and capable either of independent function
( = visarjaniya) or of providing the appropriate air-stream
for the voiceless consonants.3
(b) his considered as 'breath+voice',4 liable to modification by
the close vowels, 2 and capable either of independent function ( = hakara) or of providing the appropriate air-stream
for the voiced aspirates. 3
(c) a is considered as 'pure voice', liable to modification by the
close vowels, and capable either of independent function
( = avar!la) or of providing the appropriate air-stream for
the voiced consonants.
Artificial as such a descriptive basis may appear, it is in fact not so
very remote from some statements of the most recent branch of
phonetic analysis, 'acoustic phonetics'; the following may be
quoted for comparison:
We therefore discuss vowel production on the hypothesis that the
glottis emits a spectrum that is independent of supra-glottal articulation,
and that the filtering which determines the ultimate vowel spectrum is
independent of the glottal adjustment; that is, the original production
and the articulatory modification of the glottal tone are entirely independent of each other. The spectrum of the vowel as it exists in the open
air is to be reckoned, then, as the glottal spectrum multiplied for each
frequency by the transmission percentage of the articulatory filter. 5

Two thousand years and more before the sound-spectrograph,
'a-sound' was not an unreasonable substitute for the fiction of a
pure 'glottal spectrum'. 6
' xiii. 15. ahur ghofa1fl ghofavatam akaram eke . ...
Cf. TP ii. 47-48 (see 2.00 above).
.
3 Cf. AP i. 12; RP xiii. l-6; TP ii. 9-10 (see I.20 above).
4 See l.20 above.
5 M. Joos, Acoustic Phonetics, p. 39.
6 For discussion of the concept of a as the 'natural vowel' or 'printeps vocalium'
see Sievers, Phan.,§§ 197 ff.; cf. also Jakobson in Trubetzkoy, Principes, p. 376;
2
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With regard to a it remains only to mention that in later treatises,
owing to the extension of the term kat;thya (see 2.01 above), a
(like hand -h) is grouped with the velar series,1 thus adding considerably to the symmetry of the vart;a-samiimniiya at the expense
of phonetic precision.
2.II.

i,

U

The close front quality i is appropriately classified as 'palatal'
(tiilavya), 2 and the TP says more specifically,
For i-quality the middle of the tongue is approximated to the palate.'

The close back quality u is classified by the lip- rather than the
tongue-position, viz. as 'labial' (o~thya) ;4 the shape of the lips is
variously referred to as 'approximated', i.e. rounded,s or as 'long',
i.e. protruded. 6
2.12.

r, l

As to the pronunciation of the vocalic rand J, the ancient statements are perhaps not as clear as we could wish, but their general
trend is easily followed. Their places of articulation have already
been discussed above. In distinction from the other vowels they
are referred to as 'mixed',7 i.e. combining features of vowel and
Brendal, Proc. 3rd Int. Cong. Phon. Sc., pp. 49 ff.; TCLP vi. 62 ff. In the
Anthropos-Lautschrift a is the 'vocalis indifferens' (see M. Heepe, Lautzeichen,
p. 6).
Cf. further Millet's observations on the role of the pharyngal resonator and its
timbre-L' Articulation des voyelles, p. 3: 'Nous considerons la bouche . . .
comme le generateur efficace, le resonateur determinant de la resonance
vocalique; la cavite pharyngienne donne son timbre a la voix seulement qui
enveloppe celui de la voyelle'; and Etude experimentale de la formation des
voyelles, p. 68: 'II n'est pas de timbre de voyelle qui ne soit accompagnee du
timbre de la voix.' Allowing for the fact that the Indians seem not to have
differentiated pharynx and larynx, we may say that their conception of a was,
in Millet's terminology, that of a pharyngal timbre without buccal determination.
We may here note that a similar device was adopted in India with reference
to nasality, anusviira being treated as 'pure nasality', forming the basis of all
nasal sounds (RP xiii. 15. . .. anusviiram anuniisikiiniim).
1 E.g. Siddh. Kaum. 10 (cf. 2.01 above). Some authorities even gave to it
the title jihvya, which means specifically 'velar' (see lip. S. i. 10).
2 PS 17. i-cu-ya-siis tiilavyiifi Cf. Sweet, Primer, § 33.
3 ii. 22. tiilau jihvii-madhyam ivan;ze.
4 Cf. PS 17. O§fhajiiv u-pu.
5 TP ii. 24. 01thopasaT{lhiira uvar~e.
6 VS 284. uvar~a-prakrter O§fhau dirghau.
7 VS II.
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consonant (r/1) ;1 for this reason some writers even refused to
admit them to the vowel-system. 2 There is general agreement that
their phonetic structure is of the type: consonantal element-vocalic
element-consonantal element;
f contains r (as also does the first half of r,r) ... and the r is in the
middle. 3
The characteristic of f is that it is compounded of four segments; of
these the first and last are vocalic, whilst the central pair are consonantal,
viz. particles of r.4

In this connexion it is of interest to compare such Avestan parallels
as p;mBu beside Skt. pfthu, karap- beside kJp-. 5 As to the quality
of the vocalic element, the VP states that f and l consist of r and I
blended into one unit with the vowel a. 6
Regarding the method of combining the vocalic and consonantal
elements we may note as an example of picturesqueness rather than
illumination the statements quoted by the commentary on the AP,
which declare that they are connected
like a nail on the finger, or a pearl on a string, or a worm in the grass. 7

2.13.

e, o; ai, au

It will be convenient to consider in conjunction the gut;ia and
vrddhi 8 vowels e/o and ai/au. The latter, as the transcription suggests, are diphthongs and are regularly so described; the former
also were historically diphthongal 9 and continued to function as
such for certain phonological purposes (e.g. vijpaaya+idam =
vijpaayedam). But there are indications that whereas the phono' Cf. AP i. 37, 39. sarµsPnta-repham rvan;iam . . . salakiiram Jvart;1am.
Ap. S. i. 26. sarepha rvart;ta/:z.
2 Cf. Kaiyyata on Mbh. 1. i. 4, on Piit;t. I. i. 9. anye tu i~at-spnta-karat;tatviid
anayor rkiira-fkiirayos ea vivrtatviit ttibhyiirri tayor agrahat;ttid anaetvam tihuf:z.
3 RP xiii. 34. repho 'sty rkare ea parasya etirdhe purve ... madhye saf:z (cf.
AP i. 38. dirgha-plutayof:z purvti miitrti).
4

Sarvasarrimata-Sik~ii 19.

rkiirasya svaruparri hi Sli~tarri ptida-eatu~tayam
vijiieytiv iidtiv ante svariitmakau
at;tu rephasya madhye tu vijiieyau vyaiijaniitmakau.
5 Cf. also Pkt. kilitta < k!pta, and Oldenburg, ZDMG lxi. 835.
6 iv. 148. r-!-vart;te repha-lakarau sarriil#ttiv a-iruti-dhariiv eka-vart;tau. For
the quality of the vowel in Middle Indian developments see 2.03 above.
7 On AP i. 37. yathiingulyti nakharµ tathii sutre mat;tir ivety eke trt;te krimir
iveti ea.
8 See 0.41 above.
9 Cf. Gk. oflla, Av. vaedti beside Skt. veda, &c.
piide~u te~
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logical value of e/o was a+i/u, that of ai/au was once aa+i/u:
this distinction may be illustrated by junctions of the type

nagare+iha = nagara iha
beside striyai+uktam = striyaa uktam. 1
From the phonetic standpoint e/o are represented at a still comparatively early period by simple long vowels intermediate in
quality between aa and ii/uu.
To consider now the ancient descriptions: the term for the diphthong$ (including e/o) is satµdhy-ak~ara, 'compound vowel', in
contrast to samiinii~ara, 'simple vowel'. ai and au are designated
respectively 'glotto-palatal' and 'glotto-labial' 2 -as the VP says,
In ai and au the first mora is glottal and the second palatal or labial ;3

both the AP4 and the VPs point out, however, that
Although diphthongs are combinations of vowels, they are treated as
single letters.

As regards e and o, the PS seems to preserve the tradition of a
diphthongal pronunciation (distinct from that of ai and au):
1

In e and o the glottal element has a length of l-mora and in ai and au
mora; 6

the passage continues with the words 'tayor vivrta-sa'l!IV[tam',
literally 'in them there is openness and closeness', which Ghosh
interprets as referring to the fact that, in ai and au, 'their first half
or the a-element is open and the second half or i- and u-element is
close' ; but it is more probable that the words refer to the open aa
which forms the first element of ai/au and the closer a which
forms the first element of the narrower diphthongs e/o. 7 The
1 Note, however, that the attested sandhi of both a and aa+i/u is e/o (e.g.
baalaa+iik11ate = baalek11ate).
2 PS 18. e-ai tu ka1;1fha-ttilavyti o-au ka1;1fho$fhajau smrtau. Cf.Ap. S. i. 12-13.
3 i. 73.
aiktirauktirayol.z ka1;1fhyti pilrvti mtitrti ttilv-o$fhayor uttarti. Cf.
RP xiii. 38-39. sa1J1dhytini smµdhy-ak$arti1;1y tihur eke dvi-sthtinataite$U tathobhaye$U: sarridhye$V aktiro 'rdham iktira uttara1J1 yujor uktira iti stikaftiyana/.z.
4 i. 40. sandhy-ak$arti1;1i sarrisPuta-var1;1tiny eka-var1;1avad vrttil.z.
5 iv. 145.
6 Ghosh, Reconstructed text, 13.
ardha-mtitrti tu ka1;1fhyasya ektirauktirayor bhavet
aiktirauktirayor mtitrti ...
7 For the distinction of the two varieties of diphthong one may compare the
Nepali 'falling' type (ai/au), where the first element is considerably the more
prominent, and the narrower ay/aw ([ae]/[ao]), with closer and relatively less
prominent starting-point-e.g. bhaile beside mayle. There is also some
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latter interpretation is supported by a passage in the Mahiibhiqya,
where the sa1J1.vrta a of e/o is specifically contrasted with the more
open aa of ai/au. 1
The monophthongal pronunciation of e/o seems to be indicated
by the RP when it says that they are not, like ai/au, heard as a
distinct sequence, because of the coalescence (sa1Jl.Sarga) of their
parts: 2 as Uvata goes on to explain,
One does not observe where the a ends and the i or u begins, because
the two coalesce like milk and water, 3

a type of combination which Kaiyyata, continuing the traditional
simile, contrasts with the mixture of sand and water,4 ·
There is little in the way of detailed descriptions of the monophthongal articulation of e/o. The TP, however, mentiops that fore
the lips are more spread and for o more rounded than in the case
of a ;5 and the intermediate degree of closure for e (between a and
i) is stressed by the Tribhiqyaratna:
In e the raising of the middle of the tongue towards the palate is less
than in the case of i, owing to the fact that the former is mixed with a. 6

It will be noted that even where the monophthongal value of e/o
is phonetically established, the feeling for its phonological equivalence to a+i/u still prevails, and the basis of description is still
provided by the simple framework
i

u

a
alternation of the second type with a monophthongal realization e-e.g. dhere,
'much, many; very', beside sabay, 'all', where the final -e and -ay are morphologically comparable.
1 1. i. 4, on Pii1). 1. i. 9 (Kielhom, i. 62). praJlqfiivaTT}iiv etau (sc. en): vivrtatariivarT}iiv etau (sc. aic).
2 xiii. 40. miitrii-sarrisargiid avare 'prthak-lruti.
3 avare purve e o ity ete miitrii-sa1f1sargiit: miitrayofl samayofl k,irodakavat
sa1f1sargiit na jnayate kviivaTT}a-miitrii kva vevar1}ovar1}ayor iti.
4 On Mbh. 1. i. 4. (pa1f1sUdakavat).
5 ii. 13-15. okiire ea: 01fhau tupasa1f1hrtatarau: i1at-praknfav ekiire.
6 On ii. 23. ivaTT}e yathiijihvii-madhyopasa1f1hiiro na khalv evam ekiire kirp tu
ta to nyuna ity arthafl: kutal;i: akiira-mimtatviid ekiirasya.

PART III

PROSODIES
3.0. Definition
IN the technique of letter-abstraction various features of the larger
units of utterance are left unaccounted for. It is the reintegration
of these features that forms one of the tasks of synthesis, and it is
to them that the title of 'prosody' is here applied. 1 The ancient
accounts of these prosodic features will be considered under the
following headings :
1. Features of junction (sandhi).z
2. Features of syllable-structure.

3. 1. Junction
The nature of our material makes it convenient to work with the
following sub-divisions:
(a) Word- and morpheme-junction.
(b) Letter-junction.
The treatment of word-junction and morpheme-junction under
the same heading is justified by the close parallelism of the two
classes of prosodies in Sanskrit, 3 as also by the stated principles of
our treatises, e.g.
Unless directed to the contrary, one should treat the parts of a word
as words. 4
Morphological analysis must observe the same rules of finality as apply
to word-isolates. 5

In both (a) and (b) certain of the prosodic features are relatable to
the basic processes considered in Part I ; this is only to be expected
in view of the fact that these processes had been arbitrarily segmented by the letter-analysis, and have to be restored in the synthesis here considered.
' See further J. R. Firth, 'Sounds and Prosodies', TPS, 1948, pp. 127 ff.
Cf. VP iii. 3. padiinta-padiidyol; sandhil;.
3 For divergences cf. Whitney, Skt. Gr., § 109; Thumb, Hdb. des Sanskrit,
§ 168.
4 RP i. 61. apratyiimniiye padavac ea padyiin.
5 VP i. 153. avagrahal; padiintavat.
2
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3.ro. Word- and Morpheme-junction (cf. also 0.40)
In the synthesis of the word-isolates certain of the features
affecting initials and finals are capable of description in terms of
letters: the fact, for example, that the junction-form of tat+ca is
tacca, may be and is described in terms of a 'replacement' of the
isolate-final -t by -c. Other features are describable, as we have
just noted, by reference to an extension or transference of certain
processes such as were designated 'distinctive features' of the
various letters; this is more particularly the case with the extrabuccal processes-e.g.

aasiit+raajaa
Voicing:
Aspiration: labh-+-ta
Nasalization: vaak+mama

=

aasiidraajaa

= labdha

=

vaagmama.

The ancient methods of stating these features provide little of
interest, and since it is with the statements and not with the phonology itself that we are primarily concerned, they need not be repeated here ; the information is in any case readily available in the
sandhi section of any Sanskrit grammar-Macdonell makes the
useful classification into 'Changes of Position' (i.e. junctional prosodies of sthana, such as in tacca above) and 'Changes of Quality'
(i.e. junctional prosodies of prayatna).
One exception is provided by the prosody of retroflexion, 1 more
particularly in its application to morpheme-junction. Where the
process of retroflexion is indicated by a non-spar$a letter (i.e. by
r, r, or ~) the process continues within the word until an interfering articulation is initiated (as e.g. in pra:paat-ana) or the process is 'signed off' by a retroflex stop (as e.g. in pra:pttct-ana):
if, however, an apical nasal appears in the sequence, it is realized
with retroflexion and so closes the process ; thus when to the verbal
root rabh- are added the morphemes -ya- and -maana, the
result is rabh-ya-maatj;a. The ancient phoneticians were aware
of the remarkable nature of this prosody, and the RP and VP
employ for it the special term 'nati', 2 lit. 'bending, curvature'.
The term 'interfering articulation' referred to above is taken
from the RP's discussion of this prosody. 3 It refers, as Uvata
' See further BSOAS XIII. iv. 939 ff.
RP v. 61. e~ii natir dantya-miirdhanya-bhiival;i.
VP i. 42. dantyasya miirdhanyiipattir natil;i.
3 v. 56. avyavetarrivigrahevighna-krdbhirephofmiii;zausarva-piirvau yathoktam.
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points out, to the three middle vargas, 1 viz. palatal, dental, and the
retroflex series itself. The full appropriateness of the term will
be at once appreciated by any phonetician who has been concerned
with palatography; in investigating by this method words which
illustrate a particular feature of articulation, one has to restrict
one's examples to those cases where no interference is caused by
other articulations such as would involve a further wipe-off on the
artificial palate. 2
Certain features of word-junction were found by our authors to
require description in terms other than those of processes or of
phonematic units. This is outstandingly the case where, so far as
the letters are concerned, a 'hiatus' (vivrtti) is left between a final
a-vowel and an initial vowel. Examples of this type of junction
areta aa
te+aa
= prabha ihi
prabho+ihi
paadau+ucyete = paadaa ucyete
tasmai + ak~ii =tasmaa ak~ii
sutaah+ime
sutaa ime
khya aa
khyah+aa
vidvaa agne
vidvaan +agne
Beside these forms, however, we also find the following alternatives written :3
te+aa
tay aa
prabho+ihi
= prabhav ihi
tau+indraagnii =
taav indraagnii
(this last is the regular treatment before vowels other than u ).
In the above cases historical justification can be found for the y
andv (e/o<*ai/au, &c. ;cf. 2.13 above),andthedistributionofyand
vis in accordance with the historical facts (thus we do not find tav
aa or prabhay ihi). But in the phonetic treatises we find similar
na madhyamail;i sparia-vargair vyavetam.
See especially J. R. Firth, 'Word-Palatograms and Articulation', BSOAS
xii. 857 ff. (p. 859: 'For the study of articulations in this way the selection of
utterances is determined by knowledge that some articulations, bi-labials, for
example, give no palatogram, and others homorganic or non-interfering
articulations').
The fact that y, as against I, functions as non-interfering is incidentally a
further argument against the Indian doctrine of a greater degree of contact for
this semivowel than for the fricative; 1, however, like s, functions as an interfering articulation (cf. remarks on pp. 27-28 above).
3 Cf. Wackernagel, Ai. Gr. i, §§ 272 ff.
1
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prescriptions for those cases where no such historical evidence can
be adduced. Thus with reference to examples of the type sutaah
+ime and khyah+aa above, we find the statement that
-h before an initial vowel

>

-y, 1

suggesting junction forms sutaay ime, khyay aa, &c.: and with
regard to the type vidvaan+agne,
-aan before an initial vowel

> -aay ,2

suggesting vidvaay agne, &c.
But whether written or unwritten, and whether historically
justifiable or not, the quality of this 'final' y or v was observed to
differ from that of the phonematic letters y and v in initial and
medial position. As the Pratijfia Sutra says,
v has three realizations, viz. tense in initial position, medium in
medial position, and lax in final position. 3

The lax articulation of these sounds is mentioned by Pal).ini in a
statement ascribed to Sakatayana, where they are described as
'laghu-prayatnatara', i.e. 'having a lighter articulatory process'4-a
statement interpreted as follows by the Siddhanta-Kaumudl:
A light articulation is one in which there is a relaxation of the tip, the
rim, the middle, or the root of the tongue. 5
1 TP ix. 10. atha svara-paro yakiiram. Cf. AP ii. 41. svare yakiiral:z. This
is in fact a rather misleading way of stating the matter, and similar obliquities
still mar the presentation of visarga-sandhi in modern grammars. The forms
with final -h are absolute finals only, and elsewhere the starting-point for the
sandhi is •-as, &c. The final •-s follows the general sandhi laws as regards
voicing before voiced initials-e.g. (i) •-as+g- > •-az g-: (ii) •-as+i- >
•-azi-; but voice and friction being mutually incompatible in Skt. (cf. p. 44,
n. 4), the syllable patterning is maintained where necessary by the use of y or w
prosodies, which in (i) provide a vocalic closure maintaining the heavy quantity
of the syllable (*-az g- > •-aw g- > -o g- ), and in (ii) a mode of vowelseparation (*-azi- > -aYi- ). The W-prosody is generalized before consonants
and the y-prosody before vowels, though in the former case signs of a y-closure
are preserved in 'fossilized' phrases and in internal position (e.g. suure duhitaa
< •suuras+duhitaa, seduh < •sa-zd-uh; cf. also the Miigadhi development of -ah > -e). In the case of a final retroflex fricative, the prosody is also
of retroflex type (*-it> > •-i~ > -ir, &c.), and is indicated by the symbol for the
phonematic retroflex continuant r (cf. 2.03 above)-e.g. •manu11+naama >
manurnaama, •agnit>+iva > agniriva, &c.
2 VP iii. 142. iikaropadho yakiiram.
3 17.
athiintyasyiintasthiiniim padiidi-madhyiinta-sthasya tri-vidha7T1 gurumadhyama-laghu-vrttibhir ucciirm:zam. Cf. I.II2 above.
4 VIII. iii. 18. vyor laghu-prayatnataral:z Siikafiiyanasya.
5 168.
yasyocciirm:ze jihviigropiigra-madhya-miiliinii7T1 iaithilya7T1 jiiyate sa
laghiicciiralJal:z,
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Sakatayana is elsewhere quoted as referring to this articulation as
'a reduced realization or slight contact'. 1 Various other views are
reported by the TP, which, having given the orthodox doctrine of
hiatus, ascribes to Ukhya the full articulation of y/v, to Vatsapra
reduced realization, to Sarp.krta the realization of v but not y, and
to Macakiya the loss of y/v when followed by u or o. 2 The RT
refers to these features as 'half-elided y and v', 3 whilst the RP gives
to the v the peculiar title of 'bhugna', lit. 'bent' .4
What our treatises are in fact describing is not the phonematic
y/v but the y/v junction-prosodies-as Uvata rightly says of the
'bhugna' v, it is simply a 'mode of junction' (smµdhana);s for, as he
elsewhere remarks of they-prosody, 'if it were not there, how could
the coalescence of the two vowels be avoided ?' 6 The weak articulation of these prosodic markers is closely paralleled by the ya-fruti,
'y-sound'7 or ya-tva, 'y-ness'S which serves as a syllable-divider
in Prakrit, and by the y/v of, for example, the Hindi verbal forms
aya, ave (infin. a-na; beside e.g. baytha, baythe, infin.
bayth-na).9

3.u. Initiality and Finality
Closely related to features of junction are features of initiality
and finality in the breath-group. On the negative side, the RP
lists those articulations which are excluded from the initial or final
position and so indicate non-initiality or non-finality. 10 But positive statements are few.
Whitney, in a criticism of Lepsius, wrote,
We are not aware that the Hindu grammarians themselves-acute and

' AP ii. 24. lesa-vrttir adhisparsarµ Siikafiiyanasya.
x. 19-23. lupyete tv avan;ia-purvau ya-va-kiirau: nokhyasya: vakiiras tu
siirµkrtasya: ukiiraukiira-parau lupyete miiciikiyasya: leso viitsaprasyaitayol;z.
3 16 r. ardharµ vii (sc. vakiira-yakiirayor lumpanti).
4 ii. 3 r. o~fhya-yonyor bhugnam ano~fhye vakiiro 'triintarii-gamal;z.
5 bhugnarµ niima caitat sarµdhiinarµ bhavati.
6 On VP iii. 142. yadi hi yakiiro vyafijana-kiiryarµ na kuryiit katham iha
svarayol:z sandhir na syiit. In fact there are a few instances where the prosody is
omitted, with resultant coalescence: in the RV this is particularly the case with
the pronoun sa (sed for sa id, &c.); the RP mentions this pronunciation as a
fault (xiv. 60). Even when not indicated phonematically, the inter-word space
or the non-coalescence of adjacent vowels may be considered as a mark of the
junction-prosody.
7 Hemacandra, i. 180.
8 Cai:ic;la, Priikrtalak~m;ia, iii. 35; cf. Tribhiifyaratna (MS. Bodi.) on TP ix. lO.
10 xii. 1-2.
9 Cf. Firth, TPS, 1948, p. 145·
2
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hairsplitting as they were in catching and noting the finest shades of
sound, and much as they would have been delighted with, and made the
most of, just such a nicety as this-ever took any notice of a smooth
breathing.'

By 'smooth breathing' Whitney meant the glottal onset of an
initial vowel, but this statement is probably not entirely accurate,
for in the V S we in fact find the isolated and notable observation,
At the beginning of vowels which are not preceded by a consonant, the
glottis is said to be the place of articulation. 2

It seems not unreasonable to interpret these words as referring to
the particular featu re of initiality in question.
There are also some remarks of interest in connexion with final
consonants. The general rule is that of the non-nasal sparsas only
the voiceless unaspirated stops may occur finally in pausa :3 but on
this matter there seems to have been some divergence of opinion. 4
The RP quotes Sakatayana for the orthodox view,s but attributes
to Gargya the doctrine that stops in this position were voiced, 6 and
Pal).ini permits either pronunciation. 7 The truth of the matter may
well lie in the view somewhat abstrusely stated by the AP:
Words ending (sc. according to orthodox doctrine) in voiceless stops,
end according to Saunaka in voiced stops, but they are not so treated
(sc. phonologically); they have lax contact. 8

This observation is perhaps to be interpreted as indicating a
realization as voiceless stops, but with the lax articulation characteristic of the voiced stops (i.e. as g, ~· 9, \> ). Graphically they are
always represented by the voiceless series. For further observations on final consonants see below under 3.120 (abhinidhana).

3.12. Letter-junction
We are here concerned with those features of transition from
letter to letter which may be considered without regard to the
question whether a word- or morpheme-junction is also involved.
JAOS vii. 328.
28 5 (Li.iders, p. 93). avyaiija11a-svartii;ui1fl ea iidau kai;zfha itirita!z. Cf.
Varma, op. cit., pp. 185 f.
3 e.g. AP i. 6. spariii!z prathamottamii!z.
4 In recent times similar disagreements, regarding Lithuanian finals, are to
be found in the accounts of Schleicher (Gr., p. 27), Kurschat (Gr., § 175),
5 i. r 6. prathama1fl Sakafiiyanal}.
Leskien (Lesebuch, § 30 ).
6 i. 15 . . . . avasiine trtiya1fl Giirgyal} spariam.
7 vrn. iv. 56. vavasiine.
8 i. 8-9. prathama11ta11i trtiyantaniti Saunakasya pratijnana1fl na vrttilJ:
adhisparia1fl ea. . ..
1
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These are principally related to various types of consonant-group.
The general term for a group is smµyoga or 'conjunction',1 but the
term pi'l}r;/a, 'ball, block', is also used in later treatises. The various
types of pi'l}r;/a are classified according to their composition by the
Yajiiavalkya-Sik~a under fanciful and largely irrelevant titles such
as 'iron', 'flame', 'wool', &c. 2 It is of some interest, however, to
note that both the Y Sand the V an;iaratnapradipaka Sik~a describe
the combination stop+semivowel as a 'block of wood' (i.e. which
can easily be broken) on account of the 'laxity of their junction'
(slatha-bandha) ;3 in the Greek and Latin grammarians we find
groups of this type compared to a 'mixed yoke' (e.g. ass and ox, or
ass and mule), the tractive effort of which is less than that of two
similar yoke-mates.4 In the Western examples the simile refers to
the fact that such a group optionally fails to 'make position' in
verse: no such option generally prevails, however, in the case of
Vedic or Classical Sanskrit, 5 and there is only doubtful evidence
from Buddhist Sanskrit6 and the statements of late metrical writers
such as the 'Prakrit Pingala'. 7
3.120.

Consonant+stop (abhinidhana)

One of the most important features noted by our treatises goes
by the title of abhinidhana, 'close contact'. This refers to the nonrelease of a consonant, more particularly a stop, when followed by
a stop, and parallels the French term 'implosion' .8 The significance of the term is indicated by the Indian statements, e.g.
Abhinidhiina is the checking of a consonant, making it obscure,
' Cf. AP i. 98. vyaiijantiny avyavetani svaraif:z smµyogaf:z.
2 202 (SS, p. 29). atha sapta-vidhtif:z sarµyoga-pi1pj,af:z . ... See also Varma,
op. cit., p. 145.
3 Var~i. S. 177-8 (SS, p. 133).
sparsti apaiicamti ye ctintasthtibhis ea smµyuttif:z
dtiru-piJ:u/.ena te tulytif:z slatha-bandhtif:z prakirtittif:z.
Cf. Y S 202. . .. stintasthtin dtiru-pitJ<Javat.
The term slatha-bandha is used of various other combinations by the SaisiriyaSiksti (72, 76).
4 Cf. Mar. Victorinus, Keil, vi. 38; Schol. on Hephaestion, Enchiridion, ed.
Westphal, pp. 108 f.
5 But see Meillet, 'Valeur des groupes -TR- en Sanskrit', MSL xviii. 311 ff.,
and cf. 3. 21 below.
6 Cf. Varma, op. cit., pp. 95 ff.; Edgerton, BSOAS viii. 507 f.; JAOS !xvi.
197 ff., Kuppuswami Sastri Commem. Vol., pp. 39 ff.
7 Cf. Weber, Ind. St. viii. 224 (on Pingala, Chandal:i Sutra i. 9 ff.).
8 Cf. Grammont, Traite, pp. 36 ff. For a full appreciation see Rosapelly,
MSL x. 347 ff.
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weakened, deprived of breath and voice; it takes place when a stop is
followed by a stop; it is also called 'arrested' (asthapita).'
In the case of stops and semivowels (except r) followed by stops,

abhinidhana takes place, i.e. a restraint or obscuring of the sound; it also
occurs in pausa. 2

The extension of the term abhinidhiina to finals in pausa is also
of interest; the description of them as 'obscure, weakened, deprived of breath and voice' goes far to explain the divergent views
quoted above regarding their voicing or non-voicing. 3 The doctrine of unreleased final stops is strongly supported by the comparative evidence adduced by Gauthiot in his La Fin de Moten IE,4
as also by later lndo-Aryan developments.s
In the RP we also find a description of the stop-elements of the
abhinidhiina consonants which distinguishes between voiced and
voiceless:
The sound which follows the closure of an unreleased (voiced) stop is
called 'dhruva', and it continues for the duration of the stop; in the case
of a voiceless stop the dhruva is not audible; and in the case of a nasal it
is nasalized. 6

'Dhruva', lit. 'continuance', is parallel to the 'tenue' of French
phoneticians. 7 The Indian observation compares favourably with
a modern statement such as,
While the organs articulating a plosive consonant are actually iri contact they form what is called the stop. In the case of voiceless consonants
nothing whatever is heard during the stop: in the case of voiced consonants some voice is heard during the stop. 8

The stop-element is, of course, not only a feature of the unreleased stops: but in other positions our authorities speak of the
1 AP i. 43-44, 48. vyaiijana-vidhiira1;tam abhinidhiinaf:i pi<fitaf:i sannataro hinaiviisa-niidaf:i: spariasya sparse 'bhinidhiinaf:i: iisthiipita1!1 ea.
2 RP vi. 17-18. abhinidhiina1!1 krta-sa1?1hitiinii1!1 sparsiintasthiiniim apaviidya
repha1!1 sa1?1dhiira1;ta1!1 sa1?1vara1;ta1!1 frutes ea sparsodayiiniim: api ciivasiine. Cf.
VP iv. 165, and Sarma, Critical Studies on Kiityiiyana's Suklayajurvedapriitisiikhya, p. 195.

3 Cf. Prasad, op. cit., p. 262, 'The articulation of the utterance-finals in
Bhojpurl is very lax and they are pronounced with weak breath or voice' (cf.
Kymogram No. 93, a:g).
4 Chap. v.
5 Cf. Bloch, L'Indo-Aryen, pp. 75 f.
6 vi. 39-41. niidaf:i paro 'bhinidhiiniid dhruva1!1 tat tat-kiila-sthiinam: asruti tv

agho~iit:

niisikii-sthiinam anuniisikiic cet.

Cf. Grammont, Traite, p. 49. Cf. also the term dhiira1;ta used with reference
to geminates (VP iv. 144. dvivar1;tam ekavar1;tavad dhiira1;tiit svara-madhye).
8 D. Jones, Outline, § 562.
7
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contact as only 'momentaneous' 1 and so not deserving special
description; they take note, however, of the especially brief and
light flap-articulation of intervocalic voiced retroflex stops. 2

3. I 2 I .

r

+consonant (svarabhakti)

A passage of the RP quoted above excluded r from the effect of
abhinidhiina; this exclusion finds its explanation in the following
statement:
After r standing between a vowel and a consonant, a vowel-fragment
(svara-bhakti) off-quality is inserted. 3

This doctrine of svarabhakti, 'anaptyxis', is elsewhere restricted to
the sequence r+fricative 4 (in some treatises also l+fricative).s
The most detailed statement is that of the AP:
Between r and a prevocalic fricative, a svarabhakti is pronounced having
the length of i or ! of a; before other consonants (than fricatives) its
length is! or t of a. 6

Regarding the greater length of the svarabhakti in the sequence
r+fricative, it is to be noted that manuscripts of the AV write
vocalic f for r in such cases ;7 the metre also occasionally requires
the pronunciation of a vowel which is not noted in our texts
(e.g. darJata = 4 syllables). 8
As to the quality of the svarabhakti vowel our treatises show
wide variation; apart from r we find a, i, e, and u mentioned ;9 the
RP also states that it may take on the colour of a preceding or following vowel. 10
Cf. RP xiii. 9. spnfam asthitam.
e.g. Saiiiriya-S. 22. duspufai ceti vijiieyo tja-tjhayo'f.i svara-madhyayo'f.i (in
the RP (see r.uo above) du'f.isPnta = i$atsPnta and is used to describe the
articulation of the semivowels). Cf. also VP iv. 146. tja-tjhau fa-fhtiv eke$tim;
RP i. 52. For a kymographic study of this feature in Gujarati see T. N. Dave,
BSOAS vi. 673 ff.
3 RP vi. 46. rephat svaropahittid vyaiijanodaytid rkara-vart;ti svarabhaktir
uttarti.
4 e.g. TP xxi. 15. repho$ma-sarf!yoge repha-svarabhakti'/.i.
5 e.g. VP iv. 17. ra-ltiv r-/-van;tibhytim ii$ma1Ji svarodaye sarvatra. Cf. Pratijiiti Sutra 14-15. athiipardntasthasytiyukttinya-hala'f.i sarf!yuktasyo$ma-rkarair
ekdra-sahitoccarat1am: evarfl trtiydntasthasya kvacit.
6 i. 101-2. rephdd u~ma1Ji svara-pare svarabhaktir aktirasytirdharf! caturtham
ity eke: anyasmin vyaiijane caturtham a~famarf! vti.
7 Cf. Whitney on AP i. 102.
8 Wackernagel, Ai. Gr. i, § 50. In Prakrit, on the other hand, a written
svarabhakti may have zero metrical value (Pischel, § 131; cf. 3.20 below).
9 Cf. Varma, op. cit., pp. 135 f.; Renou, Terminologie, iii. 18r.
' 0 vi. 53. piirvottara-svara-sarupatlirf! ea.
1
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The statement of the AP on the lengths of the svarabhakti vowels
goes on to mention as being of length l a an element referred to as
'sphotana' ;1 from a later passage we learn that this occurs in groups
where a stop is followed by another of a more back series, 2 especially a velar 3 (e.g. in va~at-krtam, tad gaayatre). Uvata defines
the term (which literally means 'splitting') as the (optional) separation of a consonant cluster.4 This would appear to indicate a type
of svarabhakti, whether voiced or voiceless, the infinitesimal duration of which is suggested by the specification of a value l a, in fact
a minimal audible release; The mechanism of the feature referred
to is perhaps the release of the front closure during the formation
but before the completion of the back closure, resulting in the
momentary outflow of an air-stream attem~ated by the back constriction; it might then be identified with what Pike terms a 'crossing glide':
, When the releasing glide of one stricture is simultaneous with the
approaching glide of another, a crossing glide is developed .... One such
audible crossing glide is the sound of open transition between two voiceless or voiced stops; in [apta] a type of crossing-glide aspiration may be
heard if the lips begin to open while the tongue is moving toward the
alveolar arch. 5

Prasad in fact reports just such a transition for Sanskrit loan-words
in Bhojpuri:
In the case of such sequences in the tatsama loan-words as pronounced
by the educated speakers, the contact is first formed in one position and
after that the organs tend to abruptly take up the position for the second
consonant before the first is properly released. 6

If the back closure were completed before the initiation of the front
release, the result would be abhinidhiina; if the front release were
effected before the initiation of the back closure, the result would
be full svarabhakti. 7
An exception to the occurrence of sphotana is mentioned in the
case of a retroflex followed by a palatal, 8 where a feature called
kar~m.za, lit. 'dragging, extension', is said to take place: the term is
tad eva sphotanal;i.

1

103.

2

ii. 38. varga-viparyaye sphotanal;i piirvei;ia ced viriimal;i.
VP iv. 165. sphotana1Jl ea kakiira-varge vii sparsat.

3

On VP, lac. cit. sphotana1Jl niima pii;itfi-bhiitasya sarriyogasya Prthag5 Op. cit., p. 11 I.
ucciirai;iam.
6 Op. cit., p. 196.
7 Cf. Pike, lac. cit.
8 Examples quoted from the AV are 11at ea, 11a<t. jaataa.
4
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further explained as kalaviprakarfa, 'extension of duration'. In
the absence of more precise descriptions we can hardly attempt to
interpret this isolated statement; we may only note that the author
evidently intends to distinguish the transition in question from
normal abhinidhana or svarabhakti. The term as here employed is
thus not to be confused with the viprakarfa of Prakrit grammarians,
which refers simply to anaptyxis. 2
1

3.122.

Stop+nasal (yama)

Closely related to the preceding prosodies is the feature referred
to by the Indian phoneticians as yama, lit. 'twin'. The implications
of the.. term will be discussed after a consideration of its contexts:
Within a word, when a non-nasal sparsa is followed by a nasal, it is
separated by the appropriate yama. 3
Non-nasal sparfas followed by nasals become their own yamas; the
yamas are in conformity with the sparfas. 4
After a non-nasal sparsa followed by a nasal there are inserted the
appropriate nasal sounds, called by some yamas. 5

The feature here observed is that generally described as nasal or
'faucal' plosion of the oral stop ;6 the further statement of the VP
that
The yamas are produced by the root of the nose (niisikii-mUla) 1

may be brought into line with modern descriptions if we interpret
nasika-mula as 'velum'. In this type of transition there is a slight
nasalization of the oral stop, at least in its latter portion, and so a
nasal off-glide to the following nasal. 8 The Indian recognition
' AP ii. 39. na favargasya cavarge kiila-viprakarfas tv atra bhavati ... tam
iihul; karfai:za iti.
Note also the use of karfatJa in the Pufpasiitra (ed. Simon, p. 518-'Ziehen,
Verlangern einer Silbe i.iber ihre Zeitdauer und i.iber ihren Hauptton hinaus
durch Einschieben eines andern oder mehrerer anderer Zwischentone'), and
similarly Uvata in comm. on VP i. 124.
2 Cf. Vararuci, iii. 60.
3 AP i. 99. samiina-pade 'nuttamiit spariiid uttame yamair yathii-satµkhyam
(sc. vyavadhiina1f! bhavati).
4 RP vi. 29, 32. sparsii yamiin ananuniisikiil; sviin parefU spariefv anuniisikefU:
yamal; prakrtyaiva sadrk.
' TP xxi. 12-13. spariiid anuttamiid uttama-pariid iinupiirvyiin niisikyiil;: tan
yamiin eke.
6 Cf. D. Jones, Outline,§ 586; Pike, op. cit., p. 58.
7 i. 82. niisikii-mulena yamiil;.
8 Statements on the syllabication of the yama (cf. Varma, op. cit., pp. 79 f.
would seem to suggest that there was some lengthening of the stop.
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of this feature has not always been duly appreciated; Whitney
writes,
Phonetic analysis does not, as it seems to me, help us to recognize the
yama of the Hindu grammarians as any necessary accompaniment of the
utterance of a mute and nasal. 1

Max Muller refers to the Indian statements as 'vollkommen klar
und physiologisch begreiflich' ; but it is only his own misinterpretation of them that is so pellucidSie wi.irde eben einfach die Thatsache hervorheben, daB wo ein Nasal
auf eine Muta folgt, der Muta selbst ein leichter nasaler Ansatz vorhergeht2 [my italics].

Muller, in fact, as also Regnier, 3 takes the yama to be a nasal
articulation preceding the stop. But the TP speaks of the yama as
occurring 'sparsad', i.e. after the stop, 4 and this is yet more clearly
brought out by the Naradi Sik~a:
If a non-nasal sparfo is followed by a nasal, then a yama homorganic
with the preceding letter is to be inserted between them. 5

The number of distinctyamas is given by the PS, 6 the Tribhaand Uvata8 as four, i.e. voiced and voiceless, aspirate and
non-aspirate; Uvata mentions and disagrees with a theory that
there are twenty9 (i.e. one for each of the non-nasal varglya letters),
and states that only four types are distinguished 'by their own
qualities' 10-a statement of which the precise implication is not
clear.
We have no special instructions regarding the realization of the
aspirates in such contexts, and must assume that the faucal release

~yaratna7

1 On AP i. 99.
For an appreciation of the yama-doctrine cf. Rosapelly,
MSL x. 354 ff.; also J. Chlumsky, ANPE xi. Sr.

On RP 405.
Journal Asiatique, Ve Ser. ix, pp. 233 f.
4 Cf. the paribhii~ii Piit;z. I. i. 67-tasmiid ity uttarasya.
5 SS, p. 428.
anantyai ea bhavet piirvo 'ntyas ea parato yadi
tatra madhye yamas tiNhet savart;1a/:z piirva-vart;1ayol:z.
6 4. . .. eatviirai ea yamiil:z smrtiil;i.
7 On TP xxi. 12. • . • iinupiirvyiid yathii-krama1f1 nasikyd iigama bhavanti:
prathama-spariiit prathama-ndsikyal;z: dvitiydd dvitiya(z: evam anyatrapi.
8 On VP i. 82. yamdi eatvdral:z . ... Cf. on i. 74, viii. 24.
9 On RP i. 50. eva1f1 vi1f!iatir yama bahvrcanii1f! bhavanti and vi. 29. . .. vi1f!iatitvat sthdniniim adeiiindm api yamanii1f! vi1f!satitva-prasangal;z: sa ma bhiit:
caturt;ziim eva yamiinarrz prathamal;z prathamarri dvitiyii dvitiyam evam a paficamad
apadyerann ity ucyate.
10 On RP i. 50. svarilpaii catvdra eva.
2
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was followed by an expulsion of voiceless or voiced breath through
the nose ;1 the RP, however, objects to the teaching of Gargya that
the yama is then followed by a nasal fricative :2 with the nasal
breathing there is likely to be some degree of cavity friction, but
the RP is perhaps only referring to some objectionable form of
local friction. 3
Immediately after the discussion of the yamas the TP has the
rule:
After h followed by n, q,, or m is inserted a nasal sound (niisikya). 4

A similar rule is also found in the AP.s If, as Whitney assumes, the
reference is simply to another yama, it is strange that a special rule
should be stated, and the Tribha~yaratna interprets the statement,
in spite of its wording, as referring to a nasalization of the h, 6 an
interpretation which is supported by the explicit statement of the
Sarvasmµmata-Sik~a7 and, even more significantly, by the V S. s
Whatever the precise interpretation of the rule in question, it
evidently recognizes the fact that the two processes of breath and
nasality may overlap, whether partially or wholly; that this was the
case in Sanskrit is strongly suggested by the so-called metatheses
in Prakrit developments of the type bamha?Za<braahmatt.a, &c., 9
as also by Pal).ini's optional prescription of junction-forms such as
kin.-.!!!tute beside killJ hnute. 10
As regards the figurative implications of the term yama, we perhaps have a hint in the statement of the VP that
Medially a non-nasal stop before a nasal undergoes division (viccheda). 11
Cf. kymograms by A. C. Sen, Proc. 2nd Int. Cong. Phon. Sc., p. 191.
vi. 37-38. U$m<i. SO$ma1;1a?z (Uvata n<i.sik<i.-sth<i.na?z): varjayet tam.
3 As e.g. Pike, Phonetics, p. 141, 'Nasals with local friction at the velic are
fricative nasals (very rare, limited almost to types of rough clearing of the nose)'.
Cf. Sweet, Primer,§ 78, referring to a 'strongly snorted' ["1], occurring in 'a not
uncommon and very disagreeable form
sniffing'.
4 xxi. 14. hak<i.r<i.n na-1;1a-ma-par<i.n n<i.sikyam.
5 i. 99-100 . . . . hak<i.r<i.n n<i.sikyena (sc. vyavadh<i.narri bhavati).
6 tasm<i.n na-1;1a-ma-pararri hak<i.ram <i.ruhya n<i.sikyam bhavati: s<i.nuntisikyo
hak<i.ra?z syad ity artha?z.
7 42. hak<i.ram ... uttame$u pare$V evarri n<i.sikyatvam ih<i.dhikam.
8 298, 301 (Ltiders, pp. 88, 93, 101). The nasalization of his, however, prohibited by the C<i.r<i.ya1;1fya-Sik$<i. (see Varma, op. cit., p. 80).
9 Pischel, § 330. Cf. Bharata, N<i.tyas<i.stra, xvii. 22, viparit<i.rri ha-ma-yoge
brahm<i.dau ....
10 P<i.1;1. vm. iii. 26-27. he ma-pare va (sc. ma?z): na-pare na?z. Cf. Vlirt. on 26,
ya-va-la-pare ya-va-l<i. veti vaktavyam.
11 iv. 163. anta?z-pade 'paiicama?z paiicame~u vicchedam.
1
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Uvata equates the term viccheda withyama, 1 and it is understandable that in a sequence with nasal plosion, e.g. [padnma], the
oral stop and its nasal release might have been considered as a
division of the d into two parts or 'twins' ([pad3 ma ]). In the term
viccheda we should then have a parallel to the German 'Brechung',
a description which at least two scholars have in fact applied to
theyamas. 2

3.123. Fricative+nasal
In the sequence fricative+nasal one phonetician is reported as
observing the insertion of a voiceless stop homorganic with the
nasal :3 thus kr~rt.a, grii~ma would be realized as [kr~ trt.a],
[grii~Pma],4 the oral closure for the nasal being completed before
the lowering of the velum. As both Bloch and Varma have pointed
out, s this type of transition is strongly supported by developments
in later Indo-Aryan.

3.124. Stop+Fricative
There are certain peculiarities connected with the sequence
stop+fricative. Our treatises mention that the stop may be aspirated, 6 an observation that is to some extent supported by Prakrit
developments of the type macchara<matsara, khiira/chiira<
k~aara, &c.7 This treatment, however, is restricted by Saunaka
and Ba9abhikara to those cases where the stop and fricative are
heterorganic: 8 by far the most frequent group of this type is k~,
and we may note the Sanskrit alternation of k~- with khy- in the
root k~aa-/khyaa- ;9 an identification k~ = khy is also required
by etymologies in the Satapatha-Briihmar.za and in Yaska's Nirukta. 10
vicchedo yama iti.
Weber, Ind. St. iv. 123; Trapp, on Mbh., p. 152, n. 190.
3 TP xiv. 11. uttama-pariit tu Pliikfiiym:zasya ( cf. 9. agho~iid i#mm;ial:z parab
prathamo 'bhinidhiina°f:i sparia-pariit tasya sasthiinab).
4 Cf. the transition common in English (e.g. [sents] = sense).
s Bloch, L'Indo-Aryen, p. 88; Varma, op. cit., pp. 123 ff.
6 AP ii. 6. dvitiydl:z ia-~a-se~.
RP vi. 54. iqmodayaf!I prathamarri spariam eke dvitiyam iihur.
TP xiv. 12. prathama ii~ma-paro dvitiyam.
Cf. Nar. S. (SS, p. 437).
7 Cf. Pischel, § 316; Varma, p. 73. Note also AV rccharii beside VS rk~ala.
8 VP iv. 122. asasthiine mudi dvitiyaf!I Saunakasya.
TP xiv. 13. Biitf,abhikiirasyiisasthiina-para[I.
9 Cf. Bloomfield-Edgerton, Vedic Variants, ii. 99 ff.
10 Cf. Scheftelowitz, IF xlvi. 249; WZKM xxi. 13 S f.
1
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We are also told of a realization as kJ, going back as far as Giirgya. 1
It thus seems likely that the complex which we transcribe as k~
may in fact have been in the nature of an affricate unit not precisely
describable in terms of k and ~ .2 Rii.masarman, in his commentary
on the Pratijiiii. Sutra, points out that it is a single and indivisible
letter ;3 this statement simply refers to the fact that it is written
in Niigari with a single symbol (~ or ar) which bears no evident
relationship to either element(Cfi, tt); but the results of a recent comparative study are of some phonological interest-Sanskrit k~, as is
well known, combines the reflexes of IE *ks and *kp, and Benveniste
has now convincingly demonstrated that on structural grounds the
latter (*kp) must be treated as a single phonological unit. 4

3. I 2 5. Gemination
We need not here consider in detail the doctrine of krama or
'doubling', which occurs in most of our treatises. This refers to
the lengthening of consonants in certain contexts and would be of
considerable interest were it not for the fact that ideas regarding
the identity of these contexts are so diverse. The matter has been
discussed at some length by Varma. s The most general agreement
is to be found in the case of a consonant preceded by r, where both
manuscripts and printed works frequently show the double symbol.
The 'doubling' has no phonological consequences, and Pii.J).ini's
observations are as follows :
After r or h preceded by a vowel, and as the first member of a group,
a consonant may be doubled .... But according to Sakalya there is no such
doubling, and all teachers agree that it is inoperative after a long vowel. 6

3 .2. Syllable Structure
3.20. Vowel and Consonant (see also

I.II2

above)

When considering the processes of articulation we encountered
a phonetic criterion for the class of vowels, namely, openness of the
' VP iv. 167; RP vi. 55 f.
Cf. also the wide variety of developments in Kafiri (Morgenstierne, Linguistic Mission to Afghanistan, pp. 58 ff.).
4 BSL xxxviii. 139 ff.
3 On 19 (ed. Weber, p. 85).
5 Op. cit., pp. 99 ff. Cf. Fouch~, Etudes de Phonetique Generale, p. 56.
6 VIII. iv. 46. aco ra-luibhyii1{1 dve (sc. vii)
47. anaci ea.
51. sarvatra Jiikalyasya (sc. na)
52. dirghiid iiciiryiii;ziim.
For discussion ~f. Wackernagel, op. cit., § 98.
2
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buccal articulators. By this criterion hand -h might also be classed
as vowels, but such a possibility is excluded by the existence of
phonological criteria related to function rather than to mode of
articulation. This phonological distinction between vowel and
consonant is made in the following statements:
A vowel forms a syllable;'
A vowel with a consonant or even alone forms a syllable ;2
A syllable is composed of a vowel, together with initial consonant(s)
and, in pausa, a following consonant ;3
The consonant is subordinate to the vowel ;4

which the

Tribhii~yaratna

augments by saying,

A consonant is incapable of standing alone, and so is dependent, whereas
a vowel is independent. s

Thus the vowel is phonologically defined by the fact that it forms
a syllable, or the nucleus of a syllable6-a criterion for which
western antiquity provides parallels :7 indeed the statement of the
Tribh~yaratna is almost exactly duplicated by that of Dionysius
Thrax. 8 One result of this phonological interdependence of syllable(ak~ara) and vowel (svara) is that the term ak~ara is frequently
extended to mean 'vowel'. 9
The distinction between the phonetic and phonological criteria
is further exemplified by the case of svarabhakti. We have seen
that from the phonetic standpoint this feature is defined as vocalic
in character; our sources are careful to add, however, that from the
phonological point of view it does not break up the consonantgroup nor does it form an independent syllable. 10
AP i. 93. svaro 'k~aram.
RP xviii. 32. savyaiijanal; ... fuddho viipi svaro 'k~aram.
3 VP i. 99-Ior. svaro 'k~aram: sahiidyair vyaiijanail;: uttaraiS ciivasitail;
4 TP xxi. r. vyaiijana1f1 svariingam.
(Uvata: e.g. mo: dru: viik: priin).
5 vyafijana1fl kevalam avasthiitu1fl na iaknoti ki1fl tu siipek~am: svaras tu
nirapek$al;.
6 Cf. Trubetzkoy, Principes de Phonologie, trsl. Cantineau, pp. 196 ff.;
De Groot, 'Voyelle, Consonne et Syllabe', ANPE xvii. 21 ff.
7 Cf. D. Thrax, ed. Uhlig, p. 16, Bekker, p. 632.
L'v>.>.af3~ ll€ Jan Kvp{ws
av>.>.11ifns avµ,<f>wvov µera <f>wv~EVTOS i) <f>wv11EvTwv. For similar Latin definitions cf.
Froehde, Die Anfangsgriinde der rom. Grammatik, pp. IOI ff.
• 8 ~d.' Uhlig,_ pp. 9,, I I; Bek~er: p. 6~ l. ~w.v~E~TQ ll<, Afy<T~L o·n, <f>w~~v. a<f>'
1

2

«tv'Twv a'IToTEAn ••• avµ,<f>wva llc Acy<Tat O'TL avTa µ,•v KalJ <avTa <f>wv11v ovK <xn,
UVVTauu6µEva S~ µer0. TWV </JwvT}EVTwv c/JwvTjv a7TOTEAEf.
9 And thence also, like van;ia, to mean simply 'letter'-cf. Mbh. r. i. 2, on
Pa1J. Ssu. 7-8 (Kielhorn, i. 36).
'° Cf. RP vi. 35. na Sa1f1yoga1fl svarabhaktir vihanti; Uvata on VP iv. I7. na
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The etymology of the term ak~ara is a matter of some doubt.
Most usually it is derived from the negative prefix a- plus the
verbal root k~ar-, 'flow, perish', i.e. 'imperishable' 1-a term which
is not inappropriate as applied to its non-technical meaning of
'holy writ'. The Vaidikabharatza has an interesting alternative;
taking ak~ara as meaning 'vowel' and accepting the derivation
from a-+k~ar-, it interprets the verb as meaning 'to be moved as
subordinate to something else' (anyangataya). 2 The consonant was
referred to in the TP itself as the 'subordinate member' (anga), and
the implication of the etymology is thus that the consonant is
'moved' by the vowel.3
Etymologies of the word for 'consonant' (vyaiijana) are various.
Uvata, deriving it from the verb vy-anj- in the sense of 'to manifest',
explains that the consonants are so called 'because they manifest
the meanings'.4 This suggestion that the consonants rather than
the vowels are responsible for the differentiation of meanings is to
some extent justifiable in a language where there are only three
basic vowel-classes, and where one of these (a) occurs approximately twice as frequently as all the rest together ;s and in a notable
discussion on paradigmatic lines regarding the semantic function
of individual letters the MahabhaDJa selects consonantal values for
its examples (yupa, kupa, supa). 6
3.21.

Syllabic Div-ision

Statements quoted above treat the vowel as the nucleus of the
caitau vari;zau repha-laktirayor u1mai;ztirrz ea madhya-vartintiv api santau sarrzyogasya vightitarrz kurutal.z. AP i. 104. purva-svararrz samyogtivightitas ea. (For
exceptions see 3.121 above, and Varma, pp. 84 f.) Cf. also Firth, TPS, 1948,
p. 141; K. Bergsland, Raros-Lappisk Grammatikk, pp. 15 f.
1 Cf. Mbh., Ioc. cit. ak~ararrz na kfararrz vidytit-na kfiyate na kfaratiti vtik1aram. The Nirukta adds a derivation from akfa, 'axis', because it is 'the axis
of speech' (xiii. 12. na kfiyate vtik~ayo bhavati: vtico 'k1a iti vii).
2 On TP i. 2. na kfarantity ak1artii;zi: kfarai;zam anytiizgatayii calanam: tadabhiivtit svare1v ak1ara-sabdo vartate.
3 For the terminology cf. Arab mutanarrik (opposed to sukuun, with which
cf. Skt. virtima). For full discussion of the Arab terminology cf. M. H. A.
El Saaran, A Critical Study of the Phonetic Observations of the Arab Grammarians (Thesis, Ph.D., London, 1951), pp. uo ff.
4 On RP i. 6. vyaiijayanti prakattin kurvanty arthiin iti vyaiijaniini. Otherwise Vaidiktibharai;za on TP i. 6. parei;za svarei;za vyajyata iti vyaiijanam.
s See Whitney, Skt. Gr.,§§ 22, 75. Cf. also Stetson, Motor Phonetics, p. 36;
Czermak, loc. cit.
6 1. i. 2, on Ptii;z. SSu. 5 (Kielhorn, i. 30). Cf. 0. Strauss, ZDMG N.F. 6,
pp. 129 ff.
B 2398
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syllable; and they go on to describe the consonantal structure of
the syllable in terms of the attachment of the consonants to the
vocalic nuclei. The general rule is that an intervocalic consonant,
as also an absolute initial or initial group, belongs with the following vowel, but that the first consonant of a medial group belongs
with the preceding vowel, as also does a final consonant in pausa. 1
Some variation of doctrine is, however, found; the RP allows either
the division of a medial consonant-group or its attachment in toto
to the following vowel, 2 and the TP attaches to the following vowel
a group consisting of consonant+semivowel or stop+fricative. 3
The Indian statements are partially paralleled by those of Greek
grammarians, more particularly of Herodianus Technicus in his
work Ilt:p'l .EvvTagEws Twv l:Toixt:lwv ('On the Combination of
Letters'. )4 The principal Greek rules are that single intervocalic
consonants belong with the following vowel, and that medial
groups may be divided between syllables unless they are such as
could stand at the beginning of a word, in which case the whole
group belongs to the following syllable (a treatment reminiscent of
the Slavonic languages). 5 Geminates are specified as being always
divided, and the group stop+ liquid as belonging to the following
syllable. 6 The statements of the Latin grammarians are similar to
those of the Greek, stressing in particular the principle of possible
initial groups. 7
It is to be noted, however, that these rules of the Indian phoneticians are not put to any further phonological purpose, nor can their
basis in utterance be certainly established. But we may surmise
1 e.g. AP i. 55-57.
parasya svarasya vyaiijantini: sa1[!yogtidi piirvasya:
padyatfl ea. Cf. VP i. 99-rn6.
2 i. 23. 25. svartintare vyaiijantiny uttarasya: . .. satflyogtidir vti. Cf. xviii. 33,
3 5. vyaiijantiny uttarasyaiva svarasytintyatfl tu piirva-bhtik: . . . sarriyogtidis ea
vaivatfl ea. Chatterji, op. cit., § 134, suggests that the Nagari graphic system
may be based on such a syllabic structure.
3 xxi. 1-9.
vyaiijanatfi svartingam: tat para-svaram: avasitatfl piirvasya:
sa1[!yogtidi: . . . anusvtiralz svarabhaktis ea: ntintasthtiparam asavan:zam: . . .
sparias co1ma-paralz . ...
4 Most of the fragments are to be found in vol. ii, pp. 393 ff., of Lentz's
edition. The statements are collated in Ktihner-BlaB, Ausfiihrl. Gr. d. Gr.
Sprache, i. 349 ff.; see also Hermann, Silbenbildung im griechischen und in den
andern idg. Sprachen, pp. 123 ff.
5 Cf. 0. Broch, Slavische Phonetik, § 216.
6 Cf. Stetson, op. cit., pp. 84 ff.
7 Cf. Seelmann, Die Aussprache des Latein, pp. 140 ff.; Hermann, op. cit.,
pp. 23 l ff.; Hale, 'Syllabification in Roman Speech', Harvard Studies in Classical
Philology, vii. 249 ff.
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that they were formulated with reference to the perceived termination and onset of certain prosodic syllable-features such as prominence and tone; the PS speaks of tone as a characteristic only of
the vowel, 1 but the VP remarks that it may be shared by a consonant, 2 and the Vaidikabharm;a makes the acute observation,
which we have no particular reason to doubt, that in certain cases
the final portion of a falling tone was borne by the consonant
closing the syllable, which was accordingly lengthened. 3 In any
case we should hardly be justified in following the example of the
Western Sceptic, Sextus Empiricus, by referring to discussions on
syllabic division as 'a lot of empty linguistic nonsense'. 4

3 .22. Length and Duration
From the point of view of syllabic structure the prosody of
vowel-length is of great importance.s The device adopted by the
Indians for purposes of phonological description is that of the
mii.trii or 'mora' :
A short vowel

=

1

miitrii; a long vowel =

2

matras. 6

A pluta vowel = 3 matras. 7
A vowel having the length of a is short, and its value is

1 matrii; a vowel
twice as long is long, and a vowel three times as long is pluta. 8

The miitrii device has an evident utility in a system where the basic
vowel-units are considered as members of qualitatively similar
pairs each comprising a short and a long member, and where the
I

I I.

i. l 07. vyanjanal'fl svare1;1a sasvaram. Cf. Pike, Tone Languages, p. 7:
'Although the tonemes are usually placed on the vowel of the syllable ... a glide
may end on a voiced consonant in the same syllable' (see also pp. l l, 30 n., 3 l ).
Both views are presented in the commentary on AP iii. 74. asvarii1;1i vyanjaniini: svaravantfty .Anyatareyal;i.
3 On TP i. 37. . .. tad anudiitta-samatval'fl ke~ucit svarita-svare~u na bhavati
kintu tad-aizga-bhute~u vyanjane~v eva: tiini svarita-griihf1;1fty ucyante: te~ii1!'
kaliidhikyal'fl vinocetira1;1a1'(l na ghatate. Cf. Varma, p. 168.
4 Adversus Grammaticos, 169. . .. Tijs 7To.\.\ijs Kao µ,arn{as 1Tapa Tois ypaµ,µ,anKois 1TEpt TovTwv µ,wpo.\oy{as. It has in fact been suggested that the basis of
the Greek statements is orthographic; cf. Havet, Revue Celtique, xvi. 126; for
inscriptional practice see also Stuart-Jones, Class. Rev. xv. 396 ff.; Hermann,
op. cit., pp. 132 ff.; K. E. A. Schmidt, Beitr. z. Gesch. d. Gram. d. Gr. u. Lat.
pp. 132 ff.
5 Cf. RP i. 17-19. . . . hrasviil;i ... dfrghii?t ... ubhaye tv ak~arii1;1i.
6 AP i. 59, 61. eka-miitro hrasval;i: dvi-miitro dfrghal;i.
7 RP i. 27, 29-30. miitrii hrasval;i: dve dirghal;i: tisral;i pluta ucyate svaral;i.
8 VP i. 55-58. a-miitra-svaro hrasval;i: miitrii ea: dvis tiiviin dfrghal;i: plutas
tril;i. Cf. TP i. 31-36; Sarvasa1'(lmata-Sik~ii, 40; Upalekha, i. 8 ff.
2
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junction of two similar short vowels results in the corresponding
long vowel (e.g. divi+iva = diviiva). 1
The pluta or protracted vowel mentioned above is of rare occurrence and is bound to a very limited series of contexts; it represents
the over-lengthening of the final vowel of a word or phrase and is
used 'in cases of questioning, especially of a balancing between two
alternatives, and also of calling to a distance or urgently' 2 (e.g.
idam bhuuyaaa idaaam iti, 'Is this more, or that?'). For most
phonological purposes, however, the pluta vowel may be ignored;
as the RP points out, it occurs but three times in the RV and it is
in all cases related to the special type of speech-function. 3
The statements on vowel-length are followed by a reference to
the length of consonants, the general prescription being ! miitrii, 4
though the AP says 1 miitrii ; 5 the VP is even more specific in its
detail:
A consonant has a value of t matrii: i miitrii is known as an
('moment') and ! a~u is known as a paramii~u. 6

a~u

But the miitrii concept has no justification in connexion with consonants; certainly it might have been used in conjunction with the
rules of syllable-division for purposes of stating syllable-quantity
(see below), but in fact our treatises do not so employ it. Their
statements are thus only of value as generalized prescriptions of
relative duration; this unphonological approach undergoes a
further degeneration in statements such as the following (from
the PS):
1 miitrii is equivalent to the cry of the blue jay, 2 matriis to that of the
crow, 3 miitras to that of the peacock, and t miitrii to that of the mongoose.7

Here we have an attempt to define phonological length in terms of
absolute phonetic duration, a practice comparable with a modern
statement in terms of centiseconds. It is gratifying, however, to
find that these attempts are almost certainly late interpolations by
Cf. Trubetzkoy, Principes, pp. 201 ff.
Whitney, Skt. Gr., § 78.
3 i. 3 1. 'adha!z svid iisi3d' 'upari svid iisi3d' arthe plutir 'bhir iva vindatiti'ij' tril;i.
4 e.g. TP i. 37; Sarvasarrtmata-Sikfii, 40; Upalekha, i. I 1.
5 i. 60.
6 i. 59-61. vyafijanam ardha-miitrii: tad-ardham a~u: paramii~v ardhii~u
miitrii.
7 49. ciifas tu vadate miitriirrt dvi-miitrarrt caiva viiyasal;i
sikhi rauti tri-miitrarrt tu nakulas tv ardha-miitrakam.
1

2
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phonologically incompetent scholiasts: they appear in almost
identical form in many of the late Sikf?as, 1 and it is significant that
a similar verse which appears in our text of the RP2 bears no comment by Uvata.

3.23. Quantity
Beside the terms 'short' and 'long' (hrasva, dirgha) we find listed
in the introduction to the RP and in the concluding stanzas of the
TPthe terms 'light' (laghu) and 'heavy'(guru). 3 These latter terms
refer primarily to the quantity of the syllable for metrical purposes;
but since the term ak~ara, 'syllable', is also used to mean 'vowel',
the vowel rather than the syllable is regularly stated to be 'light'
or 'heavy'. Whitney's statement that 'for metrical purposes syllables (not vowels) are distinguished by the grammarians as heavy
or light'4 is unfortunately not true: but we cannot but agree when
he remarks,
The distinction in terms between the difference of long and short in
vowel-sound and that of heavy and light in syllable-construction is valuable and should be observed. 5

The failure of our authors to observe this distinction in fact leads
to some confusion. The actual rules as to syllabic quantity, however, are not in any doubt: 6
'Heavy' are:
(a) (A syllable containing) a long vowel (including a nasalized
vowel)
(b) (A syllable containing) a short vowel followed by a consonantgroup or by a final consonant in pausa.
'Light' is:
(A syllable containing) a short vowel not followed by a consonantgroup.
1

3

5

6

Cf. Ghosh, PS Notes, p. 77.
RP lntrod. 5; TP xxiv. 5.
Ibid. Cf. Firth, TPS, 1948, p. 139·
Cf. TP xxii. 14-15.

2

xm. 50.

4

•••

Skt. Gr., § 79.

yad vyafifaniinta'f!I yad u capi dirgha'f!I
SQ'f!lyoga-piirva'f!I ea tathanuntisikam:
etani sarva1;1i gurii1;1i vidyat
Je1a1;1y ato 'nyani /ato laghiini.
avyafijanantQ'f!I yad dhrasvam asa1f1yoga-para1f1 ea yat
ananusvara-sa'f!lyuktam etal laghu nibodhata.
Cf. AP i. 51-54; RP i. 20-21; Pa1;1. 1. iv. 10-12; Pili.gala, Ch. S. Introd. 4.
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A final short vowel in pausa may be lengthened and so form a
heavy syllable. 1
It will be noted that syllable-division and length of consonants
are not employed in these statements of syllabic quantity. One
exception is provided by the RP, which states,
(A syllable containing) a long vowel is heavy; and heavier if accompanied by a consonant; (a syllable containing) a short vowel with a (preceding) consonant is light; and lighter without a consonant. 2

This suggests a series of four quantitative values, viz.
'Heavier' (2! m.)
'Heavy' (2 m.)
'Light' ( 1 ! m.)
'Lighter' (1 m.)
But this distinction has no metrical consequences, and is not otherwise mentioned by the phoneticians, 3 who regularly apply the
matra-concept to vowel-length and not to syllable-quantity. But
a dangerous step has been taken in the statement of the VP that,
A (short) vowel before a consonant-group is equivalent to

2

miitriis. 4

We may assume the logical background of such a statement to
have been somewhat as follows:
(a) Short vowel before consonant-group= heavy syllable.
(b) Long vowel= heavy syllable;
:.(c) Short vowel before consonant-group= long vowel.
(d) Long vowel= 2 matras,
:.(e) Short vowel before consonant-group . 2 matras.
The phonological consequences of such reasoning are serious
enough, but the greater danger lies in the temptation to take the
next step, viz.
:. by (a) and (e), heavy syllable= 2 matras.
And this step has in fact been taken by the metrical authorities,
who employ matra in a quite different sense from that intended by
the phoneticians, with the convention that a light syllable is equiva1 Cf. VP iv. 109; AP loc. cit.; Pingala, loc. cit.
See also Gauthiot, Fin de
Mot, chap. ix.
2 xviii. 41-44. guru dirgham: gariyas tu yadi savyaiijanarri bhavet: laghu savyafijanarri hrasvam: laghiyo vyaiijaniid rte.
3 Except in an interpretational quibble by Patafijali (discussed by Konow,
op. cit., p. 310).
4 iv. 109. sarriyoga-purva (-vyaiijaniintiivasiina)-gatiil;i svarii dvi-miitrii~.
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lent to 1 miitra and a heavy syllable to 2 miitriis. 1 That the two
uses of the term have nothing in common is recognized by the
author of the Vrttamuktiivalitarala, a manuscript work quoted by
Varma, whose translation I take the liberty of reproducing: 2
By a conventional tradition the quantity of a long syllable is measured
as two moras, which are attributed even to the pluta vowel (that has three
moras). In the same way, although the quantity of a consonant is a halfmora, a syllable ending in a consonant is measured two moras. That a
consonant should not increase the quantity of the syllable is due to convention.

The last sentence is reminiscent of the remarks of the RP quoted
above.
It is most unfortunate that the term miitrii should have been
employed at two different but related levels of analysis. The confusion is ultimately traceable to the equation of syllable with vowel,
and the extension of the single term ak~ara to cover both.

3.24. Tone (svara)
The Indian authorities recognize the existence of three toneclasses in Vedic :3
'There are three tones, udiitta, anudiitta, and svarita' ;4 udiitta
means literally 'raised', anudiitta 'unraised', and svarita 'intoned'.
These are described by the Af as follows:
In a given register a syllable with high tone is udiitta, with low tone
anudiitta and with falling (iik#pta) tone svarita; the first half of the svarita
is udiitta. 5

The literal meaning of
given in the VP reads:

ii~ipta

is 'cast down'. The description

The udiitta is high, the anudiitta low, and the svarita a combination of
the two ; ... the first half of the svarita is udiitta and the latter part is made
to fall (prm;ihanyate). 6
' Cf. Piti.gala, Ch. S. i. 9 ff., with Halayudha's comment.
p. 89.
3 The TP appears further to have observed the neutralization of tonal distinctions in whispered speech (xxiii. 4-1 l; cf. Pike, Tone Languages, p. 34).
4 PS r l. uddttai ednuddttai ea svaritai ea svards trayaf:i.
s i. 14-17. samdna-yame 'k~aram ueeair uddttam: nicair anuddttam: dk~ipta'!I
svaritam: svaritasyddito mdtrdrdham uddttam.
6 i. 108-10. ueeair uddttaf:i: nieair anuddttaf:i: ubhayavdnt svaritaf:i.
126. tasyddita uddttarµ svardrdha-mdtram.
iv. 140. svaritasya eottaro deiaf:i prm;ihanyate.
2
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and in the TP:
The udiitta is high, the anudiitta low, and the svarita a compound
tone ... it begins at the level of the udiitta and the rest is at the level of the
anudatta: so say the teachers: some say it is a continuous fall (pravat;.a).'

The term prava!la means literally 'downhill slope', i.e. \ .
An exception is provided by the RP, which states,
The first t or !- miitrii 0f the svarita is higher than the udiitta: the rest
is anud<itta. 2

This statement suggests a relation of udiitta : svarita : anudiitta
somewhat as follows;- : \ : . :. ; and this is supported by the peculiar
system of tone-marking employed in the texts of the RV, where
the svarita, and not the udiitta, is indicated by a vertical stroke
above the syllable: 3thus a word such as agninaa, where the order
of tones is anudiitta-udiitta-svarita, is marked ~gnina'a, the
medial udiitta syllable being unmarked. This peculiarity of marking is also followed by the AV and by certain texts of the YV;
elsewhere in the YV the marking is in accordance with the prescribed realization, e.g. agninaa.
For the svarita we find various other terms occasionally employed, for example, in the TP 'dvi-yama', i.e. 'of two pitches',4
and in the RT 'un-nua', i.e. 'high-low' ;5 the Niiradi Sik~ii says of
the svarita that it is pronounced 'between the udiitta and the
anudiitta' (udiittiinudiitta-madhye), 6 a description that is reminiscent
of the marking found in the texts of the Siimaveda, where the
udiitta is marked with a figure 1, anudiitta with 3, and svarita with
3

1

2

(e.g. agninaa).1
The svaritas are phonologically divided into two main subclasses, the so-called 'independent' and 'dependent' (or 'enclitic').
The former is generally explained as the result of a coalescence of
2

an udiitta with an anudiitta syllable (e.g. - -

divi

+=
iva

= -diviiva
\ _; ni-+

1 i. 38-40, 46-47. uccair udtittal;t: nicair anudtittal;t: samtihtiral;t svaritaf:i (cf.
Pti1;1. r. ii. 31) ... tidir asyodtitta-samaf:i se~o 'nudtitta-sama ity tictirytif:i: sarval;t
prava1;1a ity eke. Cf. RP iii. l.
2 iii. 4-5.
tasyodtittatarodtitttid ardha-mtitrtirdham eva vti: anudtittaf:i paral;t

se~af:i.
3 Cf. also Varma, 'The Vedic Accent and the Interpreters of PaJ:.lini', JRAS
Bombay 26. 1, 1950, pp. l ff.
6 SS, p. 412.
4 xix. 3.
5 54.
7 Cf. Varma, 'Studies in the Accentuation of the Samaveda', Proc. VI Al/India Oriental Conj., Patna, 1930, pp. 517 ff.
-·
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the latter is a variant of the anudii.tta immediately

following an udii.tta-as Pai;i.ini puts it:
After an udiitta a svarita is substituted for the anudiitta. 1

The close phonetic relationship of the independent and dependent
svaritas, however, is not denied, 2 and in some texts we find independent svaritas indicated, like the enclitics, by an udii.tta on the
preceding syllable. 3 In both cases it seems certain that its descrip- ·
tion as a 'falling' tone was justified, whether it represented the
glide from one 'register' tone (udii.tta) to another (anudii.tta), or an
independent 'contour' to4e (to use Pike's terminology).4 The statements which refer to the first l mora as high and the remainder
as low are probably speaking not in phonetic but in a type of phonological terminology that is prophetically redolent of Prague.s
It will have been noted that the AP, in describing the udii.tta as
high and the anudii.tta as low, made the important specification,
'within a given register'; the pitches, that is to say, are relative and
not absolute-a point which is specifically made by Patafijali:
The terms 'high' and 'low' have no absolute signification.6

To quote a modern parallel,
It is the relative height of the tonemes, not their actual pitch, which is
pertinent to their linguistic analysis. 7

Certain of our treatises attempt to give some account of the
physiological processes whereby the tonal distinctions are effected.
The RP's statement is as follows:
The three tones are udatta, anudatta, and svarita; they are effected by
tenseness, laxness and 'ak~epa' respectively. 8
1 vm. iv. 66. udtitttid anudtittasya svarit~.
Cf. TP xiv. 29. udtitttit paro
'nudtitt~ svaritam. Upalekha viii. 7. udtitttid anudtitta1fl svtirayet• •••
• Cf. Wackemagel, Ai. Gr. i, § 249. But for various nuances, which we can
scarcely hope to interpret, cf. TP xx. g-12; VP i. 125.
3 Cf. Macdonell, Ved. Gr.,§§ 84.4iJ; 85.
4 Tone Languages, pp. 5 ff.
5 Cf. Trubetzkoy, Principes, pp. 204 ff.; Martinet, Phonology as Functional
Phonetics, pp. 16 ff. ('If ... we make use of the concept ofmora, we can consider
all melodic tones as successions of two punctual tones and thus reduce the
number of distinct prosodical units .. .'); Jakobson, 'Die Betonung und ihre
Rolle in der Wort- und Syntagmaphonologie', TCLP iv. 164 ff. On the limitations of this technique, cf. Martinet, Lingua, I. i. 51.
6 1. 2. 1, on Piit}. I. ii. 2cr-30 (Kielhom, i. 207). idam ucca-nicam anavasthita7 Pike, Tone Languages, p. 4; cf. Phonetics, pp. 27 ff.
padtirthakam.
8 ...

111, I.

udiittai ctinudtittai ea svaritai ea trayafi svartifi
tiytima-viirambhak1epais ta ucyante
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The term 'ak~epa', 'casting down', has already been encountered
and can hardly be related to a physiological basis: the other terms,
however, are extremely suggestive of a reference to the state of the
vocal cords, and this is in fact borne out by the explicit statement
of the Pari-Si~a, 1 examined by Varma, 2 as also by the corresponding passage in the TP:
The high tone is effected by tension, hardness and constriction of the
glottis ; the low tone is effected by laxness, softness and widening of the
glottis. 3

These statements are not so very remote from a modern description such as that of Forchhammer:
Im Mittelregister konnen wir die Tonhohe sowohl durch Spannen wie
auch durch Abschlanken bzw. Verdicken der Stimmlippen veriindem, 4

and certainly do not merit the criticism made of them by WhitneyThere is evidently much more guesswork than true observation in this
rule.... There is nothing at all to commend in such a description of the
way in which low tone is produced.

Even today the precise mechanism of pitch variation is a difficult
and debated topic.s
It should here be mentioned that in the musical treatises each
octave is referred to as the 'dvigu'{la' or 'double' of its predecessor, 6
and it would be tempting to conclude from this that the authors
were further acquainted with the theory of vibrational frequencyratios; this interpretation is invalidated, however, by the commentator's statement that' double' means simply 'double in effort'.1
The west is thus here in advance of the east with Euclid's
observation:
Of the sound-movements some are of higher and some of lower frequency: the high frequencies produce sharp sounds and the low frequencies deep sounds.8
1 81-82. • •• at)Utti kat:ttha-bilasya .•• vistrta kat;ttha-bilasya.
'" Op. cit., p. 165.
3 xxii. g--10. tiytimo dtirut;tyam at;tuta khasyety uccail;i-kartit;ti labdasya: anvavasargo mtirdavam urutti khasyeti nicail;i-kartit;ti.
4 Op. cit., p. 201.
5 Cf. Russell, Speech and Voice, pp. 198 ff. See further R. Curry, 'The
Mechanism of Pitch Change in the Voice', Journ. of Physiology, xci, 1937,
pp. 254 ff.
6 e.g. Sa1f11Jitaratntikara, I. iii. 7.
7 Kalliniitha on loc. cit. (I am indebted to Dr. A. Bake for this reference.)
8 Sectio Canonis 23 (M). Twv llt KIV~UEWV al µtv 1TVKV0TEpal Ela•v, al llt apa<OTEpa•,
«al al µ.€v 1TVKV0T€pa.i OfvTlpovs wo1.oiiu1. ToVs 4'86yyovs, al 8~ O.pat6TEpat papvTlpovs.
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If the ancient linguists employed any graphic method of indicating tone, it has (apart from the orthographic systems of our texts)
been long since lost to us; but we have something closely parallel
in the manual gestures prescribed to accompany recitation of the
Vedic hymns. We in fact find the terminology of these prescriptions to be related to that of the phonetic accounts. The root
~ip-, 'to throw', which was used in the phonetic description of the
svarita appears also in the gestural terms urdhva-k~epa and adhab,k~epa, 'throwing up' and 'throwing down', referring to the manual
gestures accompanying the udiitta and anudiitta tones respectively:
the gesture for the svarita is said in this case to consist of a combination of the two. 1 The verb prm;ihanyate, 'is made to fall', likewise used in the phonetic description of the svarita, again appears
in the description of the gesture accompanying it. 2 Uvata, commenting on the RP's phonetic use of 'iik~epa', had equated it with
'tiryag-gamana', 'a moving across', 3 and this term also appears in
the gestural section of the VP, where Kal).va is quoted as teaching
that for one type of svarita the hand is to be moved 'across and
downwards', 4 i.e. diagonally downwards. It thus appears probable
that some of the tonal terminology is really based on gestural movements, which are of course related in turn to the kinaesthetic and
acoustic phenomena. s
The Vedic tonal system has left little if any trace in the modern
Indo-Aryan languages.6 Haug, in a study of contemporary Vedic
chanting, claimed to have found the ancient tonal system preserved
(a svarita, for example, being sung on two notes of which the first
was the higher) ;7 these claims cannot be accepted, however, without
further investigation.
Greek, like Vedic, had preserved the lndo-European tonal system with considerable fidelity, and it will be of some interest to
1 Yajii.-S. 58; Rama8arman on Pratijiid S., ed. Weber, p. 92. Cf. Uvata on
VP i. 121. tatroddtte urdhva-gamanarµ hastasya anuddtte 'dho-gamanarµ
hastasya . ...
2 VP i. 124. rjurµ nihatya pra1,1ihanyate udatte.
3 On RP iii. 1. dk~epo ndma tiryag-gamanam.
4 i. 123. anuddttarµ cet purvarµ tiryail nihatya Ka1,1vasya; cf. i. 122. The term
is also used in a gestural sense by the Abhinayadarpa1,1a (200); in a phonetic sense
it appears in the SB (x1. iv. 2. 7. Madhy. atha haitat tiryak: yo 'ymrt ydvataivddatte tdvatd nidadhydt . .. ).
5 Cf. also S. K. Chatterji, Proc. znd Int. Cong. Phon. Sc., p. 176.
6 Cf. Bloch, L'Indo-Aryen, p. 48; but see also R. L. Turner, JRAS, 1916,
pp. 203 ff.
7 Ober das TVesen und den TVerth des wedischen Accents, pp. 48-52.
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see to what extent the parallel systems have given rise to parallel
descriptions by the native authorities. 1 As regards the high and
low tones, the Greek writers are agreed in according to them the
titles dgv, 'sharp, acute', and f3apv, 'heavy, grave', terms which are
parallel to the Sanskrit udatta and anudatta. For the compound
tone we find the terms ofrovos, 'of two tones' (comparable with the
dvi-yama of the TP) and Jgv{3api:ia, 'acute-grave' (comparable with
the un-ntca of the RT); the common traditional term is TTEptaTTwµi:vov, 'bent round, circumflex', but according to a Byzantine source
this term referred simply to the graphic prosodic symbol and was
substituted for dgv{3api:ia by the great Alexandrian grammarian,
Aristophanes of Byzantium, when he changed that symbol from
to
the same source also provides a phonetic description which
parallels that of the Indian svarita, viz., that for the 'circumflex' the
voice starts at the acute pitch and falls to the grave, thus constituting a combination of the two. 2 Dionysius Thrax distinguishes
various types of 'circumflex', which are further subdivided by.
Glaucus of Samos, but, as in the case of the Indian descriptions of
particular sub-categories of svarita, their precise identification is
impossible.
Regarding the physiological processes of tonal differentiation,
Glaucus provides a parallel to the Indian sources when he describes the acute as E7Tt'T€Taµ€V'f/, 'tense', and the grave as avEiµEV7J,
'lax'. We may also note that for tone in general the Greeks use not
only the term TTpoaqiota ('tune' = Lat. accentus, equivalent to Skt.
svara) but also Tovos ('tension').3
The Greek sources also mention a further type of tone, the µ€aov
or 'middle tone'; the identification of this with the circumflex,
as assumed by many scholars, can hardly be supported in view of
the fact that we find them mentioned as distinct categories within
individual statements. The 'circumflex' tones referred to by our
authorities are those which we find marked as such in our texts,
and these are all in the nature of 'independent' tones (cf. the 'indeA

A

;

' Texts of the Greek statements which follow will be found collated in Postgate, Guide to Greek Accentuation; Sturtevant, op. cit., pp. 94 ff.
2 • • • avvlfiatv£ Tats 7r£ptU11'Wp..lvais Aig£atV £V8Vs O.pxoµiV1)V -rT]v c/>wvf]v o~v 'TL
~1TJX£Lv ,Ka-r~Tpi1T~tv 8~ Ws £ls ,..o {JapV, oV8€v d"Ao i} µl~tv Kai Kpii.aw £g &.µ<fooLv, TOV r£
0~€0S Kat TOV {Jap<OS •••
3 The etymologically equivalent Skt. tiina is used only in the sense of 'monotone' (cf. Uvata on VP i. 130; Rfunasarman on Pratijfiii Sutra 8; Weber, Ind.
St. x. 423 ff.).
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pendent svarita' mentioned above); but on the evidence of Greek
musical fragments Professor Turner has long since made the
observation that,
When a long unaccented vowel was sung on two notes, there was a
tendency ... in the case of those following an accented syllable to make
the first the higher.... This is in agreement with what we may surmise
to have been the nature of the vowels following an accented syllable from
a comparison with the V edic accent ;1

the unmarked syllable following an acute was thus equiyalent to
the 'dependent' or 'enclitic' svarita of Vedic. It seems reasonable
to proceed, with Grammont, to identify this tone with the µ.eaov of
the Greek authorities:
Ce ton figure toujours a c6te de l'aigu; c'est qu'on ne peut pas retomber
de l'aigu au grave .par une chute depourvue de duree, mais par un etat
interrnediaire, qui partant de la hauteur de l'aigu arrive progressivement
a celle du grave.•.. Le µ.laos est exactement l'equivalent du ton que les
Hindous appellent svarita (descendant) et qui est interrnediaire entre
l'udiitta (haut, aigu) et l'anudiitta (non haut, bas, grave). 2

Sturtevant's objection that ' "intermediate" would be a peculiarly inept name for an accent which contained within itself both
the extremes' loses much of its force in view of the description of
the svarita by the Naradi Sikfa (viz. udattanudatta-madhye) and
the marking-system of the Samaveda (see above). 3

3.3. Tempo
It will be appropriate to conclude the discussion of synthesis
with a feature which is pre-eminently related to the major units
of utterance. The following statement on the subject of tempo
appears in the RP:
There are prescribed three speeds of utterance--reduced, medium and
rapid; for repetition one should employ the rapid speed, for recitation the
medium speed, and for the instruction of pupils the reduced speed. 4

This recognition of the pedagogical function of the 'reduced' tempo
(vilambita) finds an echo in Paul Passy's ' ... "prononciation fami1
2

3

Class. Rev. xxix, 1915, p. 196.
Phonetique du Gree Ancien, p. 388.
Cf. also Vendryes, Traite d' Accentuation Greeque, § 45, 'Le mot µ.laos

signifierait alors ici non pas intermediaire ... mais combine des deux.'
4 xiii. 46, 49. tisro vrttir upadiianti viieo vilambitii1fl madhyamd1f1 ea drutii1fl ea:
abhyiisiirthe drutii7f1 vrtti7f1 prayogiirthe tu madhyamiim
ii,yiitµim upadeiiirthe kuryiid vrtti7f1 vilambitiim.
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liere ralentie", que je tiens pour specialement convenable a l'enseignement'. 1 But of greater interest would be a recognition of the
significance of tempo as a linguistic category; in addition to important semantic functions its consequences are evident at all levels of
analysis, 2 and modern linguistics must sooner or later find appropriate measures for its description. The V S does in fact go so far
·as to observe that the medium speed is the basis for the establishment of phonological length-distinctions.3 In this, as in so many
of the matters discussed, the Indian pioneers have pointed the way
for future research; the details of their work are such as often to
evoke the comment,
nihil est iam dictum quod non dictum sit prius

-their principles are such as may inspire us to disprove it.
Conversations Franfaises, p. vi.
See e.g. Stetson, Motor Phonetics, pp. 67 ff., 102, 124 f., and (with Hudgins
and Moses) 'Palatograms change with rates of articulation', ANPE xvi. 52 ff.
Fries and Pike, Language, xxv, 46 f. Cf. also TPS, 1950, pp. 190 f.
3 346 (Liiders, p. 97).
1

2

INDEX OF ANCIENT TECHNICAL TERMS
THE following list refers to terms discussed in the main text, and does not
include instances occurring only in footnote quotations.
a~ara,

(i) SANSKRIT
dirgha, 85.
duflspufa, 25.
dvi-yama, 88, 92.
dhruva, 72.
nati, 66.
ntida, 34, 38.
ntisikti-miila, 7 5.
ntisikya, 39, 77.
nema-spufa, 25.
pada, IO-II.
partiiraya, I6.
Pi1:uJa, 7 I •
prakrti, IO.
prative1fita, 52.
prayatna, 22, 33, 4I, 66.
prava1Ja, 88.
prastir1Ja, 56.
prtitisrutka, 2 3-24.
pluta, 84, 87.
barsva, 55.
btihya (-prayatna), 22.
bhugna, 69.
mahtiprti1Ja, 38.
mtitrti, 83-88.
miirdhan, 52-53.
miirdhanya, 52.
yatva, 69.
yama, I6, 75-78.
yogavtiha (see ayogavtiha).
rakta, }
rti~a,
40.
rang a,
repha, I4, 54.
laghu, 85.
laghuprayatnatara, 68.
varga, 46-47, 52.
var1Ja, I3-I6.
var1Ja-kula, I4.
var1Ja-samtimntiya, 8, I4, 15, I6, 20,
57, 6r.
vartsya, 54.
viktira, r o.
viccheda, 78.
viprakar1a, 75.
vilambita, 93-94.
vivtira, 58.

80, 8I, 85, 87.
aizga, 8I.
anudtitta, 87-93.
anuntisika, 20, 2I, 39, 42, 45.
anupradtina, 2I, 23.
anusvtira, I6, 20, 40-4I, 42-46, 51.
anta, 56.
antaflsthti, 29, 3 I.
abhinidhtina, 70--'7 5.
ayogavtiha, I6-I7, 50.
alpaprti1Ja, 38.
aspufa, 24, 29.
ti~ipta, 87.
tik1epa, 89-9I.
tibhyantara (-prayatna), 22, 4I.
tisthtipita, 72.
tisya (-prayatna), 22.
i1at-sprf!a, 25.
i1ad-vivrta, 25.
udtitta, 87-92.
un-nica, 88, 92.
upadhmtiniya, I6, 50, 57.
urasya, 48.
u1man, 26, 53·
eka-prti1Ja-bhtiva, 9.
o1{hya, 6I.
ka1Jfha, 3 3.
ka1Jfhya, 48, 52, 59, 6 I.
kara1Ja, I7-18, 23-24, 59.
kar1a1Ja, 74.
ktikalaka, 22.
-ktira, I4.
ktila, 58.
krama, 79.
krama-ptifha, I I.
gu1Ja, I3, 62.
guru, 85.
gho1avat, 33.
jihvtigra, I 8.
jihvti-madhya, I8.
jihvti-miila, I 8, 5 r.
jihvtimiiliya, r8, 50-52, 55.
ttilavya, 6 r.
tti/u, I 8, 52.
danta, 18.
danta-miila, r8, 54.
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vivrta, 24-25, 5S, 63.
vivrtti, 67.
visarga, 50.
visarjanlya, 16, 50, 60.
vrddhi, 13, 62.
vyafijana, 24, Si.
suddha, 40.
slatha-bandha, 71.
sviisa, 34, 3S.
sa1Jlyoga, 71.
sa1J1vrta, 34, 5S, 63, 64.
Sa1Jlsarga, 2 3, 64.
Sa1J1hita, 10-11.
sa1J1dhiina, 69.
sa1J1dhi (sandhi), 65.

63.

smµdhyak~ara,
samiiniik~ara, 63.

samprasiiratJ.a, 13.
savartJ.a, 45.
so~man, 27.
sthiina, l7-1S, 24, 41, 51, 57, 59, 66.
sparsa, 24, 39, 46, 70, 75.
.spufa, 24-25, 29, 39.
sphofana, 74.
svara ('vowel'), 24, 29, So.
svara {'tone'), S7, 92.
svarabhakti, 73--'7 5, So.
svarita, S7-93·
hanu-miila, lS, 51.
hrasva, S5.

(ii) GREEK

a<f>wva, 29.
f1apv, 92.
T]µl<f>wva, 30, 31.
µ.faa, 30.
~·~ov (tone), 92.
ogv, 92.
&gv{1apeia, 92.
ovpav6s' 53.

1T£p•a1Twµevov, 92.
1TV£Vµa, 4S.
1Tpoacp8la, 92.
1Tpoa{Jo>.~, 29.
T6vos, 92.
<f>86yyos, 30.
cpwv1]£VTa, 29.
rporf>os, 30.

(iii) LATIN
accentus, 92.
aspirata, 36-37.
figura, 14, 16.
fortis, 36, 37.
Lenis, 36, 37.
liljuidus, 31-32.

media, 2, 36.
nomen, 14, 16.
potestas, 14, 16.
semivocalis, 30, 31.
tenuis, 2, 36.
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